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1
CHAPTER ONE
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The theory and practice of inculturation is a necessary element in the
mission of the Church. Founded on the incarnation, life, suffering, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ, the Church has maintained that her mission is to
incarnate or inculturate the gospel of Christ into the various cultures of the world
(Second Vatican Council, 1964). Hence, evangelization and inculturation are
essential to the mission of the Church. The Church, having received the mandate
of Christ to proclaim the saving truth to the ends of the earth (Mt 21: 18-20, The
New Jerusalem Bible), must not only save whatever is good in the religious
practices and cultures of diverse peoples, but must also cleanse and raise these
cultural practices up to the glory of God (Second Vatican Council, 1964).
The term inculturation is relatively new, but the concept and practice that
it contains are old in the Church (Carrier, 1993; George, 1993; Onwubiko, 1992;
Schineller, 1990). Father J. Masson, S.J. used the term for the first time in 1962
(Martins, 1986) and in 1977 at the Synod of Bishops on Catechesis, Cardinal Sin
of Manila used the term inculturation in his presentation (Schineller, 1990). John
Paul II (1979a) first used it in his Apostolic Exhortation Catechesi Tradendae and
has used it several times in his writings and teachings throughout his Pontificate
(1978 to 2005). Arrupe (1978) defined inculturation as
…the incarnation of Christian life and of the Christian message in a
particular cultural context, in such a way that this experience not only
finds expression through the elements proper to the culture in question, but
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becomes a principle that animates, directs and unifies the culture,
transforming and remaking it so as to bring about “a new creation”. (p. 9)
This theological definition of inculturation distinguishes it from
anthropological terms such as enculturation and acculturation. Enculturation is
the process by which an individual is inserted or becomes competent in his or her
own culture (George, 1993; Mead, 1963; Schineller, 1990; Umorem, 1995).
Inculturation, however, is not the same as enculturation. Schineller (1990)
contended that in enculturation, the individual enters the process empty-handed
(that is he/she has no prior culture), while in inculturation the Christian enters the
process with a specific tradition, the Christian tradition. With regard to
acculturation, anthropologists describe it as the contact or encounter between
cultures and the changes that result in that encounter (George, 1993; Schineller,
1990). This is not the case with inculturation. The Church is not simply another
culture, but rather has its own special nature and mission. The process of
inculturation, unlike acculturation, does not refer to the contact between the
Christian message with other cultures, but the insertion of the Christian tradition
into a specific culture (Schineller, 1990).
In the Nigerian Church, inculturation of the Christian tradition is central,
not only for the fulfillment of the mandate received from Christ, but also for the
survival of the Church in the new millennium (Ndiokwere, 1994). Among the
clergy and religious, the process of inculturation forms a necessary component of
their ministry. The curriculum of the seminaries and the houses of formation for
religious men and women contain courses designed to address the principles of
inculturation and the process of dialogue with African traditional religion. This
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formation enables priests and religious [men and women] to understand not only
the true values of Nigerian cultures, but also to be formed in qualities of the
representatives of Christ.
However, the mandate of evangelization does not belong solely to the
clergy and religious. The laity has a very important role to play in the mission of
the Church. They share in the mission of the whole people of God in the Church
and in the world (Second Vatican Council, 1965a). In Ecclesiae in Africa, John
Paul II (1995) contended that in order to carry out this mission, lay people need
training, either through cultural centers or through Catholic schools. On the one
hand, he pointed out that the Catholic school is the place for the “evangelization,
well-rounded education, inculturation and initiation to the dialogue of life among
young people of different religions and social backgrounds” (¶102).
On the other hand, he indicated that cultural centers “constitute public
forums which allow the Church to make widely known, in creative dialogue,
Christian convictions about man, woman, family, work, economy, society,
politics, international life, the environment” (¶103). In Ex Corde Ecclesiae John
Paul II (1990a) noted that the Catholic university not only developed culture
through its research, but also is open to all human experience and to dialogue with
any culture. The Catholic university, aware that human culture is open to divine
revelation and transcendence, is a “privileged place for a fruitful dialogue
between the Gospel and culture” (¶43).
In the Nigerian Church, research and practical suggestions on specific
areas of life or liturgical rites for inculturation appear to have remained largely in
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the seminaries and formation houses for the religious orders of men and women.
These institutions provide its students with the skills and experience to engage in
a fruitful dialogue between the Christian message and specific cultural issues in
the Nigerian society. It is in these institutions that the experts on the issues of
inculturation are formed. However, this formation is not as apparent in Catholic
elementary and secondary schools, as well as Nigerian Catholic colleges. Njoku
(1980) observed that the early European missionaries introduced the Catholic
school as a means of improving the evangelization of the local people.
However, these schools urged the new converts to break with their culture
and tradition in order to embrace Christianity (Onwubiko. O, 1991). Freire (1970)
referred to this action as cultural invasion, a phenomenon in which the invaders
“penetrate the cultural context of another group, in disrespect of the latter’s
potentialities; they impose their own view of the world upon those they invade
and inhibit the creativity of the invaded by curbing their expression” (p. 152).
Furthermore, Freire opined that, in the context of cultural invasion, those
who are invaded tend to see the reality of their culture through the perspective of
the invaders and, as such, become convinced of their own intrinsic inferiority.
Such cultural invasion is applicable to the encounter between the early European
missionaries and the local Nigerians. Consequently, the schools established by
these missionaries did not integrate elements of African traditional religion into
their Christian religious instruction classes, thereby losing the opportunity for
inculturation, which would have rooted the Christian message among the people.
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It is necessary that Catholic schools in Nigeria seriously address the issue
of preparing its students to be agents of evangelization with an awareness of the
necessity of inculturation. Moreover, Shorter (1988) warned that without
involving the whole community, the process of inculturation would become
clerically inspired and controlled and too remote from the real life of the
community. This would not enhance the mission of the Church.
Research and discussion on the process of inculturation in the Nigerian
Church should not remain only in the seminaries and formation houses of the
religious, but must include other levels of Catholic education/schooling. The
laity, especially the young, must learn the skills that would enable them to be
engaged in honest and open dialogue with their cultures. They need an
opportunity in the Catholic schools to become involved in the evangelizing
mission of the Church through the integration of faith with life. The Catholic
schools, through the process of inculturation, must ensure that evangelization
remains an on-going process in which people encounter Christ within the context
of their culture.
The challenge of inculturation for the Nigerian Church is not only to train
its priests and theologians to be experts in the area of inculturation, but also to
transform the Catholic schools into places where dialogue between the Christian
faith and Nigerian cultures can also take place. It would entail an understanding
of the school as “a place of integral formation by means of systematic and critical
assimilation of culture” (Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977, ¶26). The
young people formed in these schools will acquire the necessary knowledge to be
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involved in dialogue with culture, since “culture is only educational when young
people can relate their study to real-life situations with which they are familiar”
(¶27). Inculturation as the mission of the whole Church inclusive of both laity
and clergy would require the participation of the laity, religious, clergy, experts,
and non-experts. Shorter (1988) concluded that
Inculturation is essentially a community process. It can never be the
responsibility of a few experts who then have the task of selling it to
the people. However, experts are needed…to give the community
encouragement and to help it make the necessary discernment and the
necessary critique of its own culture, and to promote the discovery of the
seeds of the Word. Experts are also needed to ensure the truly Christian
character of the new creation which inculturation brings into existence.
(p. 254)
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to identify the Church’s directives on
inculturation that would be relevant to Catholic education in Nigeria (Figure 1). It
identified emergent themes on the role that Catholic schools in Nigeria played in
carrying out the process of inculturation. Based on those themes, the researcher
developed a model for Catholic schools in Nigeria. This study was conducted
through a content analysis of selected documents of the Roman and Nigerian
Church.
Background and Need for the Study
Although the Church has always considered education as a vital part of her
mission to evangelize the whole world, the Second Vatican Council initiated a
new process of evangelization referred to as inculturation, which opened the doors
to dialogue between local cultures and the Christian faith. This section explored
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the growth of the Church in Nigeria from the initial evangelization of the early
European missionaries to the present-day call for inculturation by the indigenous
missionaries.

Figure 1. A map of Nigeria displaying the federal capital and the 36 states.
__________________________________________________________________
From Africa Travel Magazine. (2006). Retrieved February 6, 2006 from
www.africa-ata.org/nigeria_map.htm
In the document, Gravissimum Educationis, the Second Vatican Council
(1965b) justified how extremely important education is in the life of men and
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women and how its influence ever grows in the social progress of each age. This
concern with the whole of an individual’s life reflects the Church’s desire to
fulfill the mandate she received from her divine founder of proclaiming the
mystery of salvation to all men and women and of restoring all things in Christ
(Mk. 16: 16). This missionary mandate, as contained in the documents of the
Second Vatican Council, is
… carried out by means of that activity through which, in obedience to
Christ’s command and moved by the grace and love of the Holy Spirit, the
Church makes itself fully present to all men and peoples in order to lead
them to the faith, freedom and peace of Christ by the example of its life
and teaching, by the sacraments and other means of grace. Its aim is to
open up for all men a free and sure path to full participation in the mystery
of Christ. (Second Vatican Council Ad Gentes, 1965c, ¶5)
The missionary activity of the Catholic Church in Nigeria dates back to
the middle 1400s, when, European missionaries mainly from Portugal and Castile
arrived in the West African coastline towns in the company of an expedition
organized by King Henry the Navigator of Portugal (Njoku, 1980; Njoku, 2006;
Okafor, 1971). Okafor (1971) asserted that the aim of this exploration was
threefold, which included: the curiosity of King Henry to discover what lay in the
unknown areas of West Africa, the desire of King Henry to conduct trade with
West Africa while avoiding the Moslem middlemen of North Africa, and the
necessity of the King to discover and create Christian allies with whom he could
resist the advance of Islam. Hence trade and religion were the compelling reasons
for the expedition.
The Portuguese Catholic missionaries who accompanied the explorers
were attracted to Benin in the western region of Nigeria. According to Okafor
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(1971) these missionaries had hoped that the belief in a supreme God would make
the Binis open to accept Christianity. But that expectation did not materialize
because “the reigning Oba of Benin showed a passing interest, but only to enable
him to obtain arms, the delivery of which to ‘infidels’ had been forbidden by the
Pope” (p. 6). Because the missionaries could not satisfy the political and military
needs of the people of Benin, the Christian message, which they brought, made
little impact on the people. It took some time before the Oba and his people
welcomed the missionaries, not as political or trading partners, but rather as a
purely religious organization.
Njoku (2006) noted that by 1515, the missionaries were allowed to set up
a school in the palace of the Oba for the training of his sons and the sons of his
chiefs. He further stated that between 1515 and 1552, more schools were
established in Warri and Brass. However, according to Njoku, this initial effort
by the Catholic missionaries to establish schools and to spread the Christian faith
was, “subsequently wiped out by the slave trade and other cultural reasons” (p. v).
Falola (1999) pointed out that apart from the effects of the slave trade,
the effort to spread the Christian faith in Nigeria between the 1400s and 1500s
was largely unsuccessful because of
the limited number of missionaries who spread themselves thinly, the
inadequacy of money for mission work, the belief in influential Christian
quarters that it was not necessary to convert Africans, the inability of
missionaries to understand traditional religion, and limited cooperation
and interest from African people and their rulers. (p. 40)
This ended the first attempts by the Catholic Church to introduce the Christian
faith and western education into Nigeria.
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The second wave of missionary contacts between Europe and Nigeria was
in the late 1800s. Falola (1999) acknowledged that between 1842 and 1892 many
Christian missions in Europe and America sent their missionaries to Nigeria. This
signaled also the return of the western form of education, “which started in 1842
in the coastal areas and gradually spread to the hinterland of the territory, which
later became the colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria” (Njoku, 2006, p. v)
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. A map of Nigeria in 1900 showing the three protectorates established by
the British colonial government.
________________________________________________________________
From Online Nigeria Portal (1998-2006). Retrieved February 21, 2006 from
http://www.nigeriaonline.com/maps
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The education provided by the missionaries was mainly for the purpose of
evangelization and to encourage the participation of the local people in the
activities of the colonial government (Njoku, 1980; Njoku, 2006; Onwubiko. K,
1985; Onwubiko. O, 1991; Okafor, 1971). Falola (1999) summed up the efforts
of these missionaries when he wrote,
The missionaries pioneered western education. In many places, the Church
and the school went together. This aided conversion, as parents sent their
children to the mission if only to secure education. Christianity and
education produced a new elite that later dominated the country’s politics,
business, and professions. (p. 43)
It is important to note that various Christian groups carried out the
missionary venture into Nigeria. These included the Church Missionary Society
(Church of Scotland Mission), the Wesleyan Methodists, the Presbyterian Church,
and the Roman Catholic Church. These different Christian denominations made
considerable impact among the people in the west, east and southern regions of
Nigeria through the establishment of schools and Churches (Falola, 1999).
However, the missionaries could not make any significant impact in the north
because
…Luggard was of the view that Islamic education should be strengthened
and protected from the “corrupting influence” of Western education….
missionaries were curtailed from creating new schools in the Islamic
north. (p. 77)
The Catholic Church, while maintaining great strongholds in Lagos,
Abeokuta, Oyo, and Ibadan in the west, made her greatest impact in education
among the Igbo in the east and the Ibibio in the south. Obi (1985) confirmed that
the first Catholic missionaries to Eastern Nigeria were the Holy Ghost Fathers
(Father Joseph Lutz, Father Horne, Brother Hermas, and Brother Jean-Gotto)
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from France who landed at the Onitsha Wharf on December 5, 1885. Although
the missionaries were traveling to Lokoja, it was by divine providence that they
settled at Onitsha.
Historical accounts contend that the missionaries waited at Onitsha for a
boat that would take them and their luggage to Lokoja. They prayed a novena and
set a time limit beyond which they would abandon their trip to Lokoja. After the
novena the boats did not come for them so they decided that divine providence
chose Onitsha as their final destination (Adigwe, 1966). From that moment, the
process of planting the faith, not only at Onitsha, but also throughout the
hinterland of the lower Niger (present-day Southeastern Nigeria), was set in
motion.
One of the methods through which the missionaries attempted to
evangelize the people of the lower Niger was by setting up what they called
Christian villages. These villages were set up by the missionaries as a way to
break the link between the new converts and their pagan environment, that is, the
traditional village environment. Jordan (1949) observed that the idea was to form
a Christian village that revolved around the Church and the priest’s house.
Accordingly, as people embraced the Catholic faith they were instructed to build a
hut/house for themselves in the Christian village and, thus, cut themselves off as
far as possible from pagan influences.
Furthermore, the new converts were enjoined never to marry according to
the traditional laws and customs or to participate in the traditional rites of
initiation into adulthood, for fear that they might fall back to their old ways
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(Onwubiko. O, 1991). These villages were for the missionaries a favorable place
where the Catholic doctrine could be imparted both to the new converts and
especially the catechumens devoid of the neutralizing influence of non-Christians
and Protestants (Obi, 1985).
However, the idea of the Christian village did not enhance the work of
evangelization. Obi (1985) stated that it tended to create more problems than it
attempted to solve. On the one hand, the exclusiveness of the villages aroused
suspicion and opposition among the rest of the community. On the other hand,
the immunity from native law and customs accorded these Christian villagers
tended to draw and harbor delinquents escaping the customary sanctions and
punishments for various criminal offenses. Furthermore, the Christian village
system, if it were to operate with any notable results, would need a sufficient
number of priests for each village, which at that time were not readily available.
In addition to the Christian villages, the initial missionaries led by Father
Joseph Lutz set up schools and charity organizations to win the people’s
acceptance and to get closer to them. The missionaries did not regard the schools
or the charity organizations as essential tools for evangelization, but as ways to
acquaint the Nigerian people with the way of life of the missionaries. Ekechi
(1972) alluded to this approach by quoting Father Lutz in one of his meetings
with the king of Onitsha, as follows: “We come to live near you, to open a school,
to teach your children and your good people, all who may wish to come and learn
knowledge from the white men of Europe” (p. 73). These schools established by
the missionaries in Onitsha had a curriculum that included the three Rs (Reading,
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Writing and Arithmetic), catechism, and vocational training and were confined to
Onitsha (Njoku, 1980).
Onwubiko, K (1985) contended that there were no serious efforts to
establish more schools beyond Onitsha. Several factors accounted for this. One
factor was the viable location of Onitsha as a seaport. Facilities provided at
Onitsha by the presence of the trading companies made communication with
Europe possible and ensured the steady supply of food and other materials.
Penetration into the interior villages and towns would have resulted in the loss of
these advantages. Another factor was the lack of personnel to manage new
schools in the other towns.
After 1900, there was a dramatic change of policy by the Holy Ghost
Fathers. Previously, they maintained a policy to remain in Onitsha setting up
schools and Christian villages. However, after 1900, they pursued a policy of
missionary expansion into the interior east of the Niger River (Onwubiko. K,
1985). It was started by Father Leon Lejeune and completed under his famous
Irish successor, Bishop Joseph Shanahan (Isichei, 1976).
One of the dominant features of this new policy was the opening of
Church-schools that served not only to educate the students in Western ideas but
also served as the central tool for evangelization. While Father Lejeune initiated
the idea of evangelization through schools, it was his successor Bishop Shanahan
who designed a policy of conversion through the schools rather than through
Christian villages and charity organizations. This was seen as the turning point in
the history of Catholic education in Eastern Nigeria (Inyang, 1967), and earned
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Shanahan the reputation as “the greatest evangelist the Igbo have ever known”
(Ayandele, 1966, p. 265).
The change in policy by the missionaries with regard to the establishment
of schools in other towns beyond Onitsha was a huge success. Led by Bishop
Joseph Shanahan the strategy of the missionaries was to “educate not a few but as
far as possible to educate everywhere and everybody” (Ochiaga, 1971, p. 18).
The focus of the missionaries, both the Portuguese missionaries and the Holy
Ghost Fathers, was the establishment of Churches and primary schools throughout
the western, eastern and southern regions of Nigeria, that is, the present day states
of Lagos, Ondo, Edo, Delta, Ogun, Oshun, Oyo, Ekiti, Kwara, Imo, Anambra,
Enugu, Abia, Ebonyi, Rivers, Bayelsa, Cross River, and Akwa Ibom (Figure 1).
The same growth did not occur in secondary or post-primary education.
According to Abernethy (1969), it was not until the 1940s that the
Catholic Church began to establish secondary schools. Njoku (2006) observed
that the initial concentration of the missionaries on primary education was due to
the lack of adequate financial resources and personnel. Improved funding and
training of personnel in the 1940s led to establishment of secondary schools.
There was also the need to challenge the Protestant Churches who had sole
monopoly of secondary education at that time.
Apart from establishing secondary schools as a means of advancing the
evangelizing work of the Church and providing for the intellectual formation of
the young, the Catholic Church also embarked on establishing teacher training
colleges. These teacher training colleges played significant roles not only in
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evangelization, but also ensured that, “Catholic elites are not wanting in politics,
business, the professions, academics and other important walks of life in Nigeria”
(Onwubiko. K, 1985, p. 241).
The involvement of the Catholic Church in higher education in Nigeria
dates back to the years before Nigeria gained independence from Britain in 1960.
Onwubiko, K (1985) indicated that on a number of occasions in the late 1920s,
the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria muted the idea of establishing a
Catholic university. When the Federal government opened the Yaba College of
Technology in 1934, the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria began plans to
establish a Catholic university which would be affiliated to it. The Bishops
hoped that on the one hand, the spiritual needs of Catholic students would be
adequately cared for, while on the other hand, the students would acquire the
latest scientific knowledge (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 1937).
However, this project was not realized. According to Onwubiko, K (1985) it
appeared that no serious effort was made by the Bishops to establish this plan,
thus leading to its failure.
When the Federal government of Nigeria opened the University College
Ibadan in 1948, the Catholic Bishops of Nigeria revived the idea of establishing a
university. They hoped to make the university autonomous (Onwubiko. K, 1985).
However, as Jordan (1982) explained the Catholic university project was again
abandoned by the Conference of Bishops for two major reasons. First, the
Catholic Church at that time could not undertake such a gigantic project due to
inadequate funds and personnel. The second reason was more specific to the
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eastern region. Since the regional government was at that time embarking on the
establishment of its own university (University of Nigeria, Nsukka), the Catholic
Bishops of the east decided to cooperate in this project rather than commence an
independent effort of funding its own university.
In the 1970s when the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria raised
enough funds and personnel to establish its own independent university, the
military government of Nigeria enacted a law, which prohibited private
establishment of universities. Steele (1993) confirmed this when he reported that
the control of the entire school system was through the Federal ministry of
education. Although this state of affairs hindered the efforts of the Catholic
Church to provide college education, it did not deter the Church from providing
elementary and secondary school levels of education. Onwubiko, K (1985) noted
that although the dream of a Catholic university was not immediately realized, the
Catholic Bishops of Nigeria sought to develop other levels of education (primary,
secondary, and teacher training colleges) and to use these levels of education to
promote faith and intellectual formation of its young people and adults.
The growth of Catholic schools and other religiously owned schools in the
east terminated on December 31, 1970, when the Administrator of the East
Central State of Nigeria, Mr. Ukpabi Asika, published the Public Education Edict
of 1970 (Catholic Bishops of East Central State of Nigeria, 1971). This
publication gave the government the authority to take over all religiously owned
schools and also instructed all religious and private organizations to cease the
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establishment of new schools. While this Edict was first promulgated in the East
Central State, it later was applied to the entire country.
It is important to note that before the promulgation of the Edict, religious
organizations and private groups (voluntary agencies) and the government
operated as partners in the provision of education. According to Okogie (1998),
the partnership between the religious organizations and the government was
arranged in such a way that both parties contributed in a process of joint
administration of schools. He explained that
The government set the standards of education at all levels, nursery,
primary, secondary and tertiary; provided some subsidy, dubbed “grant-inaid”, while voluntary agencies supplied the infrastructure and personnel,
both academic and non-academic, in their respective institutions. This
state of affairs endured into the immediate post-independence era in
Nigeria. (p. 9)
When the Nigerian/Biafran civil war ended in 1970, the period of joint
partnership between the government and the religious organization in the
administration of schools ended. The promulgation in 1970, of the Public
Education Edict by the eastern government signaled the beginning of a wave of
government seizure of schools throughout the entire country. Soon other state
governments promulgated similar edicts that authorized them to take control of all
schools within their states. However, the government take-over of schools was
not total. As Okogie (1998) observed the attempt by the Lagos state government
to take over religiously owned primary schools was stopped by a court order.
Hence Catholic primary schools in Lagos state have remained in the hands of the
Catholic Church. But in other states the schools were taken over by the
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government “without prior consultation with their proprietors and without
compensation for the property that they took over” (p. 10).
However, in the late 1990s, individuals and religious groups began to
clamor for a return of these schools to their original owners. Part of the reason for
such call was the lack of leadership and the increase in moral decadence in those
schools. Osuji (2003) summed up these sentiments when he stated: “…there
would be a significant change to our school setting, if the institutions were handed
over to the missionaries and religious and moral instructions are made mandatory
in primary and secondary schools” (p. 2).
Ozor (2003) further reported that the National Council on Education
(NCE), during its annual general meeting in 2003, called on state governments to
return all missionary schools taken over by the 1970 Public Education Edict to
their rightful owners. Some state governments, notably, Anambra, Abia, Cross
River, Delta, Ebonyi, Enugu, Imo, Lagos and Rivers, have embarked on a gradual
return of the missionary schools to their original owners. This process is still
going on at present.
The major problem that the Catholic Church in Nigeria encountered
between 1970 and 1990 when their schools were forcibly taken over by the
government was that it was no longer involved in the formation of the future
leaders and citizens of the country. The Church lost her influence and
participation in education. Most importantly the work of evangelization, for
which these schools served as vital instruments, was greatly hindered.
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Nigerian historians have pointed out that it was through the establishment
of schools that the Catholic missionaries made the biggest impact in Nigeria
(Inyang, 1967; Njoku, 1980; Onwubiko, K., 1985; Onwubiko, O., 1991).
However, the impact of these schools on the cultural lives of the people was
viewed with suspicion. The schools, just like the Christian villages, were meant
to help the converts not only to acquire knowledge, but also to shed all traces of
traditional religion and culture. Onwubiko, O (1991) contended that the Christian
missionaries were not interested in traditional African education and culture, and,
as such, the school children were taught to disregard their traditional laws and
customs. He stated that the principle behind this method of education was the
transmission of a new culture by means of a systematic suppression of the
traditional culture. He asserted that
Having impressed on the converts in the Church and on the children in the
schools, that performing traditional ceremonies was bad and sinful; neither
the converts nor the missionary had the good intention to see what was
good in those ceremonies and the rites and rituals that, in them and
through them, expressed the traditional African religiosity. Some never
dared even to ask what influences, positive or negative, the rites that
accompany the naming ceremonies and puberty initiations had over the
stability of the life of an individual and thus of an African community,
family and the stability of marriage and sexual morality. (p. 129)
In conclusion, he called for a cultural renewal, which is a call to reevaluate the method of evangelization in Nigeria with regard to the people’s
culture through the message of the gospel. Such a cultural renewal is, therefore,
the task of inculturation, which must “inspire people so that they can be
transformed from within by being enriched with the Christian values derived from
faith” (Okoro, 1999, p. 6).
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The call for cultural renewal reflects the Church’s call for the
evangelization of cultures. Described as the process of inculturation, it was
initiated by the Second Vatican Council especially in the documents Ad Gentes
(1965c) and Gaudium et Spes (1965d). Paul VI (1975), John Paul II (1979a,
1979b, 1988, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1995, 1998), the Pontifical Council for Culture
(1999), and the Congregation for Catholic Education (1977, 1982, 1988, 1994,
1997, 2002), have issued official teachings of the Church on the process of
inculturation and the role of the Catholic school.
Recognizing that the process of inculturation is a lengthy one (Okoro,
1999), and that Catholic schools in Nigeria have a peculiar history with regard to
evangelization within the local cultures, it is important to examine how these
schools can, once again, become tools for the evangelization of these cultures.
The initial vision of Bishop Joseph Shanahan and other missionaries in the
country was to promote the gospel through the schools. But while these schools
helped to spread the gospel message to the various parts of Nigeria, they failed to
recognize the valuable aspects of the local cultures. As a result, the schools
became obstacles to inculturation. A renewal in the process of inculturation today
would require the development of school policy on the evangelization of cultures
and inculturation, along with adherence to the Church teaching in this area. The
Second Vatican Council, Ad Gentes (1965c) summed it up this way:
The seed which is the Word of God, watered by divine dew, sprouts from
the good ground and draws from thence its moisture, which it transforms
and assimilates into itself, and finally bears much fruit. In harmony with
the economy of the Incarnation, the young churches, rooted in Christ and
built up on the foundation of the apostles, take to themselves in a
wonderful exchange all the riches of the nations which were given to
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Christ as an inheritance (cf. Ps 2: 8). They borrow from the customs and
traditions of their people, from their wisdom and learning, from their arts
and discipline, all those things which can contribute to the glory of their
Creator, or enhance the grace of their Savior, or dispose Christian life the
way it should be. (¶22)
Conceptual Framework
The framework for this study is divided into two parts. The first part
elaborated the evangelizing mission of the Church and its duty to purify cultures.
The second part discussed the role of Christian education as an instrument for
human formation and evangelization. This framework is drawn from the Second
Vatican Council’s Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
(1965d) and the Second Vatican Council’s Declaration on Christian Education
(1965b).
The Second Vatican Council (1965c, 1965d) taught that the Church is
missionary by nature. God’s plan of salvation for the human race was not only
through the diverse ways in which human beings sought contact with him (Acts
17: 27), but also through his intervention in human history by sending his Son to
rescue the world from the powers of Satan (Col. 1: 13; Acts 10: 38) and to
reconcile the world to himself (2 Cor. 5: 19).
The Son, accordingly, came, sent by the Father who, before the foundation
of the world, chose us and predestined us in him for adoptive sonship. For
it is in him that it pleased the Father to restore all things (cf. Eph. 1: 4-5,
10). To carry out the will of the Father, Christ inaugurated the kingdom of
heaven on earth and revealed to us his mystery; by his obedience he
brought about our redemption. The Church, that is, the kingdom of Christ
already present in mystery, grows visibly through the power of God in the
world. The origin and growth of the Church are symbolized by the blood
and water which flowed from the open side of the crucified Jesus (cf. Jn.
19: 34), and are foretold in the words of the Lord referring to his death on
the cross: “And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to
myself” (Jn. 12: 32)…. All men [and women] are called to this union with
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Christ, who is the light of the world, from whom we go forth through
whom we live, and towards whom our whole life is directed. (Second
Vatican Council Lumen Gentium, 1964, ¶3)
The Second Vatican Council, Gaudium et Spes (1965d) observed,
therefore, that the Church’s role in the world stems from the ties between the
message of salvation and human culture, for when God revealed himself through
his incarnate Son, he spoke through the culture of each epoch. The Church used
the discoveries she makes in different cultures to proclaim the Gospel in a way
that is meaningful and clear to that culture.
In the opening statement of the document regarding the relationship of the
Catholic Church and the modern world, the Second Vatican Council Gaudium et
Spes (1965d) affirmed the solidarity of the Church with the whole human family.
The joy and hope, the grief and anguish of the men [and women] of our
time, especially those who are poor or afflicted in any way, are the joy
and hope, the grief and anguish of the followers of Christ as well. Nothing
that is genuinely human fails to find an echo in their hearts. For theirs is a
community of men [and women] who, united in Christ and guided by the
Holy Spirit, press onwards to the kingdom of the Father and are bearers of
salvation intended for all men [and women]. That is why Christians
cherish a feeling of deep solidarity with the human race and its history.
(¶1)
This statement summarizes the entire framework of the document, which deals
not only with humanity and the world itself, but also treats the various aspects of
life today and the human society. In particular, the document deals with those
questions and problems, which seem to be of greater concern to the modern
world.
One of the problems that the document dealt with is culture and how the
Church relates to it. In order to discuss the relationship between the Church and
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the cultures of the world, the Council Fathers explained that although the Church
“has a saving and eschatological purpose which can be fully attained only in the
next life…it is now present here on earth and is composed of men [and women]
(¶40). In other words, while the mission of the Church is purely a religious one,
its impact on the world affects all areas of the human community, since the
Church shares the same experiences with the world.
The Council Fathers posited that individuals can achieve true and full
humanity only by means of culture since “they themselves are the craftsmen [and
craftswomen] and molders of their community’s culture” (¶55). As a result, there
is a natural relationship between the message of salvation and culture.
In his self-revelation to his people culminating in the fullness of
manifestation in his incarnate Son, God spoke according to the culture
proper to each age. Similarly the Church has existed through the centuries
in varying circumstances and has utilized the resources of different
cultures in its preaching to spread and explain the message of Christ, to
examine and understand it more deeply, and to express it more perfectly in
the liturgy and in various aspects of the life of the faithful. (¶58)
The mission of the Church to the nations is therefore a mission that takes
into account the various cultures of the world to which it is sent. It is not tied
specifically to any particular culture or nation, but uses the way of life in each
culture to present the message of salvation, that is, the life, death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ. According to the Council Fathers, the Church is faithful to its
tradition and at the same time able to enter into communion with the different
forms of culture, thereby enriching both Church and the cultures themselves.
The good news of Christ continually renews the life and culture of fallen
man [and woman]; it combats and removes the error and evil, which flow
from the ever-present attraction of sin. It never ceases to purify and
elevate the morality of peoples. It takes the spiritual qualities and
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endowments of every age and nation, and with supernatural riches it
causes them to blossom, as it were, from within; it fortifies, completes and
restores them in Christ. In this way the Church carries out its mission and
in that very act it stimulates and advances human and civil culture, as well
as contributing by its activity, including liturgical activity, to man’s [and
women’s] interior freedom. (¶58)
The Council Fathers maintained that Catholic education plays an
important role in harmonizing the relationship between the message of salvation
and human cultures. Catholic education not only fosters the development of men
and women, but also shares with the young pupil the life and teachings of Christ,
opening them and their cultures to the saving power of the gospel. In the
document of the Second Vatican Council Declaration on Christian Education
(1965b) asserted that both the Church and the state have the duty and obligation to
foster and maintain the fundamental right of all persons to education. The
obligation of the Church stems from the mandate received from her divine
founder:
For her part Holy Mother Church, in order to fulfill the mandate she
received from her divine founder to announce the mystery of salvation to
all men [and women]and to renew all things in Christ, is under an
obligation to promote the welfare of whole life of man [and woman],
including his [or her] life in this world insofar as it is related to his [or her]
heavenly vocation; she has therefore a part to play in the development and
extension of education. (Preface)
Hence, for the Council Fathers, education is important to the Church for
two reasons. First, the Church is a human society that is capable of providing
education. Second, the Church has a duty of proclaiming the message of
salvation to all peoples. Furthermore, to those who believe, she must reveal the
life of Christ to them and assist them to attain the fullness of that life.
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The Council Fathers pointed out that the Catholic school is an important
organ of education and evangelization of cultures. They contended that the
Catholic school nurtures the intellectual faculties, develops a capacity for sound
judgment and also introduces the pupils to the cultural heritage bequeathed to
them by former generations (Second Vatican Council, 1965b). As an instrument
for the evangelization of culture and the formation of the young the fathers wrote:
It is…the special function of the Catholic school to develop in the school
community an atmosphere animated by a spirit of liberty and charity based
on the Gospel. It enables young people, while developing their own
personality, to grow at the same time in that new life which has been given
them in baptism. Finally it so orients the whole human culture to the
message of salvation that the knowledge, which the pupils acquire of the
world, of life and of men [and women] is illumined by faith. Thus the
Catholic school, taking into consideration as it should the conditions of an
age of progress, prepares its pupils to contribute effectively to the welfare
of the world of men [and women] and to work for the extension of the
kingdom of God, so that by living an exemplary and apostolic life, they
may be, as it were, a saving leaven in the community. (1965b, ¶8)
The focus of this study is evangelization and inculturation in the Nigerian
Church, with specific reference to how the Catholic school plays a role, not only
in the development of the knowledge of its students, but also through its
communication with the local cultures in Nigeria. Education is not merely an
event that occurs between the teacher and the pupil or between the teacher and the
parent but is a lifelong process of learning (Dewey, 1915/2001; Littky, 2004). It
is aimed at the “formation of the human person in view of his final end and the
good of that society to which he belongs and in the duties of which he will, as an
adult, have a share” (Second Vatican Council, 1965b, ¶1). Catholic
evangelization through schools takes into account not only the proclamation of
the gospel of Christ, but also the application of the gospel message to the specific
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cultural and social experiences of the community where the student belongs.
However, Catholic evangelization, while it recognizes the importance of culture
for human development, is not
… tied exclusively and indissolubly to any race or nation, to any one
particular way of life, or to any customary practices, ancient or modern.
The Church is faithful to its traditions and is at the same time conscious of
its universal mission; it can, then, enter into communion with different
forms of culture thereby enriching both itself and the cultures themselves.
(¶58)
Catholic evangelization recognizes cultural diversity and offers the individual
student and the community the opportunity to reflect critically on those diverse
cultures in the light of the gospel of Christ.
Research Questions
This study investigated the following questions:
1. What are the Church directives on inculturation?
2. What are the Church directives on inculturation specifically given to
Catholic schools in carrying out the process of inculturation?
3. Based on document analysis, what is an emergent model applicable for
inculturation by Catholic schools in Nigeria?
Definition of Terms
It is essential to provide some definitions and clarification for the terms
that are used in this study. The following terms were used:
Ujamaa – A term proposed by Julius Nyerere to describe the idea of an African
society built on the principles of community spirit, familyhood, teamwork,
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community sharing, brotherhood and togetherness. The welfare of each individual
is the direct concern of the members of the clan. (Onwubiko, O, 1991, P. 17)
Depositum Fidei – The sacred deposit of faith which is contained in Sacred
Scriptures and Tradition and entrusted by the Apostles to the whole Church.
(Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994, ¶84)
Magisterium – The authority to teach and interpret the word of God either in
Scared Scripture or in Tradition, which has been entrusted to the Bishops in
communion with the successor of St. Peter, the Bishop of Rome. (Catechism of
the Catholic Church, ¶85)
Sensus Fidei – The gift of supernatural sense of faith given to all the faithful
through the anointing of the Holy Spirit to understand and hand on the revealed
truth. This gift is expressed from the Bishops to the last of the faithful, when they
manifest a universal consent in matters of faith and morals. In this regard the
whole body of the faithful cannot err in matters of belief. (Catechism of the
Catholic Church, ¶91, 92)
Osu Caste System – The Osu are people sacrificed to the gods in the Igbo
community of Nigeria. They assist the priest of the traditional religion to serve the
deities of the community shrine. An Osu is regarded as a cult slave, a living
sacrifice, an untouchable, an outcast, a slave of the deity. (Onwubiko, O. 1991,
pp. 124-125)
Catholic School – The Catholic School in this study comprises the primary,
secondary and university levels of education.
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Limitations
The generalizability of this study is limited to the selected documents and
to the Nigerian Church. The selected documents were limited to modern Catholic
teaching on inculturation beginning with the Second Vatican Council to the
present. The corpus of documents that was used in this study contains only
writings of Popes, Councils, Synods, and Conferences of Bishops. The process of
inculturation is a complex endeavor involving specific application to particular
cultures or issues in a culture. This study only took into consideration Church
directives on the process of inculturation and how these directives are applicable
to Catholic schools in Nigeria.
Issues of reliability and validity were addressed throughout this study.
However, in content analysis both issues continue to be of concern, due to the fact
that the researcher serves as the instrument of the study. In addition, because of
this involvement, there is the added limitation of researcher bias.
Significance of the Study
By articulating directives for educational activities focused on the process
of inculturation from the documents of the Church, this study sought to provide a
framework for inculturation that could be applicable to Catholic schools in
Nigeria. This framework was deemed beneficial to school teachers,
administrators, pastors, religious men and women, and Church leaders. The study
sought to provide educators and Church leaders with a framework that is based on
Church teaching.
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By articulating the directives found within Church documents regarding
the role of the school in the process of inculturation in the Church, this study
highlighted the important role of the laity in inculturation. It is the hope of this
researcher that the results of this study will serve to engage the laity, especially
the young in the dialogue between the Christian faith and local Nigerian cultures
and motivate them to contribute in the process of inculturation in the Nigerian
Church. By examining the role of the school in the process of inculturation and
articulating and designing a model for Catholic schools in Nigeria, this study
attempted to redirect the conversations regarding inculturation from the domain of
expert priests and religious to an all-inclusive endeavor that involves the whole
Church (clergy, religious, and laity) in Nigeria.
Summary
The process of inculturation in Nigeria has progressed steadily in the
seminaries and houses of formation for the clergy and religious. Catholic schools,
which once served as tools for evangelization for the early missionaries in
Nigeria, have yet to catch up with the research and dialogue required for this
process. Part of the reason has been the adverse effect of the take-over of Catholic
schools by the Nigerian government for which the Church could no longer
exercise authority in those schools. With the new dispensation of a near
democratic government which has allowed the Catholic Church to reclaim its
schools and to build new ones, including colleges, the Church is poised to use
these schools as instruments of evangelization.
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The issue of evangelization for the Nigerian Church today entails not only
evangelization, but also the inculturation of the faith. It is important to note that
while the schools were established by the missionaries to help evangelize the
people, these schools tended to instruct its students to reject the local culture as
fetish and pagan. As a result the schools became obstacles to inculturation of the
faith.
The desire for inculturation of the faith has become a major aspect of the
Church in Nigeria as well as many parts of Africa. This process requires not only
an insertion of the Gospel into the culture, but also it involves studying these
cultures in order to determine what they entail and how they can be incorporated
into the Christian faith. The Magisterium has issued several documents on the
correct procedure that should guide the research and practice of inculturation. In
the Nigerian Church, this research and study on inculturation has been going on
among the clergy and religious in seminaries and houses of formation. With the
call for the whole Christian community to participate in the process of
inculturation, it seems necessary that Catholic schools should also engage in
research regarding inculturation. This requires an in-depth study of the documents
of the Church to determine the role that Catholic schools can play in promoting
the process of inculturation.
Prior to establishing the methodology through which these questions will
be investigated, it is necessary to review the literature that supports the need for
this study.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Restatement of the Problem
The process of inculturation in the context of evangelization is a central
focus in the African Church today. Building on the foundation laid by European
missionaries, African priests, religious and laity are engaged in a process of
deepening the faith already received within the context of the African culture. In
Nigeria, for instance, the religious and clergy are conducting research and making
useful suggestions for the inculturation of the Christian faith in the context of the
Nigerian culture. However, not much research has been done on the role that
Catholic schools in Nigeria play in the process of inculturation, especially as it
concerns the laity.
Overview
The purpose of this study was to identify through the content analysis of
selected Church documents relevant themes related to the process of inculturation
that would be applicable to Catholic schools in Nigeria. The researcher
incorporated the themes that emerged from the study to develop a model of
inculturation for Catholic schools in Nigeria. In order to approach this
objectively, a thorough understanding of the process of inculturation in the
Church was necessary. This review of the literature provides the background
prerequisite for the study.
This chapter is organized into five sections. The first section on the
process of inculturation in the Church will examine the historical origins of
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inculturation, beginning from the early Church, through major eras in Church
history and in the teachings of the Second Vatican Council. It will also examine
the development of the term, inculturation, in the writings of Pope John Paul II
(1978-2005). Finally, it will present the thoughts of Church theologians on
inculturation. The second section will consider the process of inculturation in
Africa from the point of view of the Synod of Bishops for Africa in 1994,
teachings of Pope John Paul II and the perspective of theologians. The third
section will focus on the process of inculturation through the lens of Catholic
education. Pertinent documents of the Second Vatican Council, the Code of
Canon law, the publications of the Congregation for Catholic Education, the
writings of Pope John Paul II, and the writings of Catholic theologians were
examined. The fourth section will explore the process of inculturation through
Catholic education in the Nigerian Church from the perspectives of the Catholic
Bishops Conference of Nigeria. Finally, the fifth section will focus on the
Pastoral Constitution in the Church in the Modern World (Second Vatican
Council, 1965d) and the Declaration on Christian Education (Second Vatican
Council, 1965b), which are the conceptual framework for this study.
Inculturation in the Church
The Early Church
The process of inculturation in Catholic theology is central to the mission
of the Church not only to evangelize new peoples, but also to deepen the faith of
those who have already received the gospel message of Christ. Fitzpatrick (1987)
contended that when Christians sought to bring the faith to the people of a culture
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other than their own, they faced the problem of determining how the faith was to
express itself in this different way of life. This is the problem of inculturation. It
is a problem that dates back to the initial command of Jesus to the apostles to “go
and make disciples of all nations” (Mt. 28: 10).
This command brought the young Church into contact with a multiplicity
of cultures outside the Jewish context and, in turn, raised some pertinent questions
for the early Church. Since the disciples were sent to the nations of the world,
“did Jesus mean to homogenize the world and eliminate the cultural varieties of
the human family? Or was the gospel to be accepted and fulfilled in a variety of
ways, within the context of a multiplicity of cultures” (Fitzpatrick, 1987, p. 7).
Theologians in various epochs of Church history have continued to pose the same
questions and the Church looks to the theory and practice of inculturation to
provide answers.
Onwubiko, O (1992) asserted that a correct theological approach to
matters of Christian faith as it is transmitted from one culture to another entails
the recognition of pluralism in interpersonal or intercultural encounters. The
awareness of cultural diversity entails that the multifaceted story of Jesus must be
preached to a pluralistic world. In that regard, the existence of the four gospels,
which presents the good news of Christ in a particularly creative and inspired way
“provides both a model for inculturation and also a message to be inculturated”
(Schineller, 1990, p. 8).
Implied in this pluralism (in the linguistic sense) is a diversity that
promotes and safeguards the unity of faith. According to Onwubiko, O (1992), a
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clear example of the earliest appreciation of pluralism in the Church was the
Pentecost event (Acts 2: 1-13).
The Pentecost event shows that pluralism respects the life situation of
those to be evangelized. The one message of salvation was proclaimed in
many tongues and languages. The gift of tongues to the Church is a
specific missionary gift for inculturation. (p. 15)
Congar (1985) also agreed that cultural pluralism
…was symbolized or prophesied in the miracle of the tongues at
Pentecost: We hear them proclaim in our language the marvels of God
(Acts 2: 11). The tangible sign of it was the shift from “Saul” to “Paul” as
the apostle’s name….Then came the growth of Churches in the cultural
and political world: first Greeco-Roman; then Persian, Coptic, Punic, and
so on. (p. 34)
Also in the Lineamenta Synod of Bishops (1990), it was stated that
…harmony between unity and diversity is illustrated in a particular
manner in the foundation-event of Pentecost….in the multiformity of
tongues and their diversity, the peoples of the earth are to proclaim “the
marvels of God” (Acts 2: 11) in faith in Jesus Christ. Moreover, each
people, each tongue of the earth is called to confess and to express—in his
own native language (Acts 2: 8) the Gospel of salvation. (pp. 47-48)
Fitzpatrick (1987) asserted that the early Church engaged in the process of
inculturation for the first time, although the disciples did not use that term, when
in conjunction with the elders of the Church, they considered the request for
baptism by Cornelius, a Roman officer (Acts 10: 1-8). The dilemma of the
disciples and the elders of the Church was whether it was necessary for Cornelius
to be circumcised before receiving baptism or whether he could receive baptism
while remaining a Gentile. They received an immediate response in the vision of
Peter (Acts 10: 9-16) and unanimously decided that Cornelius was to remain a
Roman citizen, thereby, not requiring circumcision before baptism. He would be
a “disciple of Jesus within the context of a Roman culture and way of life” (p. 8).
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The conversion of Cornelius did not resolve the issue of the contact
between the Christian faith and the local culture or cultures in the early Christian
world (Fitzpatrick 1987). Just as was the case with the conversion of Cornelius,
the issue of “circumcision in the tradition of Moses” (Acts 15: 1) led to a major
dispute between Paul and some Church leaders from Judea. This problem was
resolved at the First Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15: 1- 35). Peter’s speech was
key to the resolution.
My brothers, you are well aware that from the early days God made his
choice among you that through my mouth the Gentiles would hear the
word of the gospel and believe. And God, who knows the heart, bore
witness by granting them the Holy Spirit just as he did us. He made no
distinction between us and them, for by faith he purified their hearts. Why,
then, are you putting God to the test by placing on the shoulders of the
disciples a yoke that neither our ancestors nor we have been able to bear?
On the contrary, we believe that we are saved through the grace of our
Lord Jesus, in the same way as they. (Acts 15: 7-12)
James, who was the leader of the Church in Jerusalem at that time, agreed with
the contention of Peter and encouraged the whole assembly not to “make things
more difficult for Gentiles who turn to God” (Acts 15: 19). The Council agreed
with Peter and James.
According to Schineller (1990), the convocation of this Council marked
the “moment of truth for the young Christian community” (p. 65). It marked a
new era in the evangelizing mission of the Church because the decision of the
Council helped in the expansion and growth of the Church.
It is simply impossible to conceive of the growth and expansion of
Christianity if this liberating decision had not been reached at the Council
of Jerusalem. For it affirmed that the center of the gospel is Jesus Christ
and faith in him. And it stands as a clear reminder to the Church today that
not all customs and traditions of the western European Church must be
observed by Christians from non-European cultures. (p. 30)
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Onwubiko, O (1992) observed that the Council of Jerusalem established
the Church’s principles of meeting other cultures in the process of evangelization.
Furthermore, he acknowledged that the events that led to the decisions of the
Council demonstrated that “tension is a necessary phase that raises questions to be
resolved through inculturation” (p. 74). The Council sanctioned one mission
adapted to both Jewish and Gentile cultures. It “forbade circumcision for the
Gentiles and allowed it for the Jews, so that no group was allowed to absorb the
other in the Church” (p. 75).
Another area of inculturation in the early Church was the speech of Paul at
the Areopagus in Athens (Acts 17: 23-31). The Lineamenta Synod of Bishops
(1990) pointed out that Paul’s speech in the Areopagus manifested the same
concern for inculturation and presented a clear example of the process involved.
According to Onwubiko, O (1992), Paul’s speech brought out the importance of
bi-cultural education in the mission of the Church with regard to inculturation.
The Gospel adapted to the audience does not mean only the importance of
linguistic multiformity, it demands transferring the Christian message into
the socio-cultural environment of the audience while respecting the
religious content of the Gospel and the religious environment of the
audience too. (p. 17)
John Paul II (1990b) spoke of the importance of cultural sectors, which are
the modern equivalents of the Areopagus. He wrote:
After preaching in a number of places, Saint Paul arrived in Athens, where
he went to the Areopagus and proclaimed the Gospel in language
appropriate to and understandable in those surroundings (cf Acts 17: 2231). At that time the Areopagus represented the cultural center of the
learned people of Athens, and today can be taken as a symbol of the new
sectors in which the Gospel must be preached. (¶37)
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For Dumais (1987), the encounter of Saint Paul with the people of Athens
displayed a trans-cultural evangelization whereby people with Greek background
could understand the Gospel that was originally formulated within a Jewish
context.
The Athenian discourse is an example of trans-cultural evangelization. A
Christian speaker imbued with Jewish religious culture endeavors to
communicate the faith to auditors belonging to the pagan Greek culture.
What has meaning for the speaker within his cultural horizon must now
take on meaning within their own socio-cultural horizon. If one listens to
the Athenian discourse with Greek ears the whole text makes sense
without any need to step outside one’s cultural and religious universe.
Moreover, it is easier to make connections with Greek thought than with
Jewish thought. From the start on his discourse, the orator speaks of the
“cosmos” (v. 24), a term that is found nowhere in the Old Testament. The
presentation of God as creator of the world (v. 24) was current in the
Greek philosophers…. The heart of the discourse’s argumentation is
formed by verse 28, which refers to two Greek poets…. Consequently, the
whole development of the missionary discourse could be understood by a
Greek without any knowledge of the Old Testament. (pp. 17-18)
Inculturation in the Early Missions Until the 17th Century
The expansion of the Church incumbent on the increasing number of
Gentile converts meant that the Christian missionaries had to evangelize the
Gentile cultures, especially the dominant Greco-Roman cultures of the
Mediterranean world. Christian apologists, according to Shorter (1988), believed
that every cultural tradition expected the Messiah, and consequently sought to
identify the questions in those traditions to which Jesus Christ provided the
answer. Pelikan (1985) contended that as the missionaries scrutinized the
philosophy and literature of the Gentile world, they developed three principles for
the purpose of evangelization. These principles were “a) the use of non-Jewish
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prophecies of a Christ, b) Gentile anticipations of the doctrine about Christ, and c)
pagan foreshadowing or ‘types’ of the redemption achieved by his death” (p. 35).
Shorter (1988) asserted that among the pagan anticipations of Christ
identified by the apologists, the most dramatic was the Fourth Eclogue of the
Roman poet, Vergil. Christian apologists cited his poem as “evidence of nonChristian prophecy concerning the birth of Jesus Christ and his second coming”
(p. 138). Pelikan (1985) remarked that the poem was reminiscent of the book of
Isaiah, with its reference to the new order, a virgin, and the birth of a child who
would inaugurate a golden age and the transformation of the human race.
The Gentile anticipations of Christian doctrine about Christ were
recognized in the writings of Clement of Alexandria who insisted that philosophy
not only prepared the Greeks for Christ, but that it also contributed to the
development of true religion. Bettenson (1956) summed up the teachings of
Clement as follows:
Philosophy was necessary to the Greeks for righteousness, until the
coming of the Lord: and even now it is useful for the development of true
religion, as a kind of preparatory discipline for those who arrive at faith by
way of demonstration. For “your foot will not stumble”, as Scripture says,
if you attribute to Providence all good things, whether belonging to the
Greeks or to us. For God is the source of all good, either directly, or
indirectly, as in the case of philosophy. But it may even be that philosophy
was given to the Greeks directly; for it was a school-master, to bring
Hellenism to Christ, as the Law was for the Hebrews. Thus philosophy
was a preparation, paving the way for the man [woman] who is brought to
perfection by Christ. (p. 232)
Later in the 13th century, St. Thomas Aquinas used the same principle of
pagan anticipation of Christ in his approach to the texts of Aristotle. Schineller
(1990) noted that “instead of dismissing out of hand the thought of Aristotle,
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Thomas studied it carefully and commented on it extensively, criticizing it and
using it creatively in his presentation of the Christian faith” (p. 33).
According to Shorter (1988), St. Justin promoted the process of
discovering types of figures of Christianity in the works of pagan authors. “He
produced a veritable catalogue of pagan types for the cross of Christ, chief among
them being the mast to which Odysseus was bound as he sailed past the sirens” (p.
139). Pelikan (1985) also noted that Socrates was another type who was
compared to Moses and to Christ himself, and was eventually put to death by the
enemies of reason and truth.
Shorter (1988) claimed that by the fourth and fifth centuries, the gospel
had reached far into Europe and North Africa. This period not only marked a
shift from Greek to Latin culture, but also marked a change in the approach of the
Church to the evangelization of cultures. The high point of this period can be
described in terms of the letter sent by Pope Gregory the Great to Miletus and St.
Augustine of Canterbury whom he sent as missionaries to England (Shorter,
1988).
For Schineller (1990), the letter continued the positive approach of
inculturation by not condemning the customs and the Anglo-Saxons, but rather
encouraged a critical interaction and accommodation. Shorter presented a
different interpretation of the letter. He contended that the letter did not contain
an explicit desire to evangelize the Anglo-Saxon from within or acknowledge the
need for dialogue between the Christian faith and the local cultures. Hence
“while missionary strategy may have demanded the appropriation of some native
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institutions, it was always intended that the Latin language and culture be taught
along with the Christian faith” (p. 143).
In Medieval Europe, Pelikan (1985) reported that although the Church’s
encounter with non-Christian cultures in the mission field did not always result in
true dialogue, there was always the presence of an internal dialogue between faith
and culture within Christendom itself. For example, Pelikan pointed out that
Saint Anselm derived his Doctrine of Satisfaction from the medieval penitential
practice in which Christ was regarded as “the cosmic penitent making restitution
of all that had been lost through the sin of the world” (p. 108).
However, the establishment of the Sacred Congregation’s department, De
Propaganda Fidei, in 1622 marked an important step in Catholic missionary
activity based on its approach of “respect for the people’s way of life and culture”
(Shorter, 1988, p. 155). This principle is contained in a letter, which the Sacred
Congregation De Propaganda Fidei (1907) sent to missionaries in China. It
declared,
Do not make any effort or use any argument in favor of forcing the people
to change their customs or traditions, as long as these are not clearly
opposed to religion and morality. What could be more absurd than to
import France, Spain, Italy, or any other country of Europe into China? (p.
103)
The Second Vatican Council (1962-1965)
Onwubiko, O (1992) asserted that the wealth of 2000 years of experience
of the Church, the history of her encounter with other cultures, and methods of
conversion and of evangelization, were all background knowledge that influenced
the Second Vatican Council. According to Onwubiko, during the Council, the
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Church understood its mission in a new light of building the mystical body of
Christ, by proclaiming to the people of God the Gospel through their culture and
age. This meant that the Church “can be present in cultures, where she has not
been through evangelizing them, and that she can remain present in evangelized
cultures through reading the signs of the times” (p. 93).
The Second Vatican Council (1965d) placed a new emphasis on the
transmission of the Gospel to the entire world in a cultural context and in a way
that highlighted the importance of the growth of the local Churches. Onwubiko,
O (1992) acknowledged:
To speak of inculturation is possible today because Vatican II has
presented and defined the local Church as the concrete and full
manifestation of the universal Church. The principles on inculturation
outlined by and in the universal Church are put into practice in the local
Churches. The Church of Christ…is present in each local Church in
communion with Rome and therefore with the universal Church. This has
solved the previous complex problem of whether the “mission” churches
were daughter churches of the evangelizing churches or real churches of
Christ. The universal Church became conscious that she is a mother that
bears children that must mature in the faith and grow up and still look up
to her responsibility as their mother and teacher. (p. 95)
The Council Fathers addressed the question of inculturation in the
document on the Liturgy (Second Vatican Council, 1963) by opening a discussion
on the possibility of legitimate variations and adaptations of the liturgy. Shorter
(1988) claimed that the Council Fathers, who revised the liturgy and its
translation into local vernaculars for the benefit of a variety of cultures, did not
envision that the task would include the creation of new rites. For him, while the
revision of the liturgy was “merely as a dress rehearsal for a truly creative stage”
(p. 192), it offered an extrinsic adaptation of the Roman rite, especially in the
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areas of the readings, prayers and ceremonials. Chupungco (1982) and Uzukwu
(1982) agreed that liturgical inculturation demanded the creation of new rites,
which was seen as the goal of liturgical renewal.
Reflecting on the document on the Missionary Activity of the Church
(Second Vatican Council, 1965c), Shorter (1988) contended that, from the outset,
this document highlighted human communities and their socio-cultural traditions
as the focus of missionary activity. He pointed out that in some sections of the
document “there is much ecclesiocentric and even Eurocentric language, with the
talk of ‘implantation’ and ‘young Churches’, for example, the impression is given
that the identity and relative autonomy of particular churches is bound up with
culture” (p. 196). The Church, therefore, sought to implant itself in non-European
cultures just as Christ, through the incarnation, committed himself to a particular
social and cultural milieu. In this way, “the Council envisaged an interior
transformation of cultures” (p. 196).
For Shorter (1988), “the Council’s documents, vibrant and innovative as
they are, did not offer any definition or analysis of culture” (p. 200). However, he
conceded that the document the Pastoral Constitution on Church in the Modern
World (Second Vatican Council, 1965d) defined culture in general terms by
insisting that, beyond a purely sociological view of culture, the individual
achieves full humanity only through culture. The passage that highlighted the
relationship between the Gospel and culture was paragraph 58. Analyzing the
passage, Shorter (1988) wrote:
The first paragraph shows how God’s self-revelation in the Old and New
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Testaments, and the Church’s proclamation of Christ’s message through
the centuries, have used human cultures. However, it manages to avoid
mentioning the necessity of culture as a medium for the Gospel, and
conveys the impression that the freedom and autonomy of God’s Word
depend on a contingent relationship between the two. (p. 201)
In the encounter between the Gospel and culture, both are enriched. But, more
importantly, the document teaches that in the communion between Gospel and
culture, the Gospel “continually renews, corrects, purifies, completes and restores
the culture in question. It causes the spiritual qualities to blossom from within”
(p. 202).
Pope John Paul II (1978-2005)
Udoidem (1996) observed that the term, inculturation, could be described
as the matrix of the achievements of John Paul II, because “he was the first to
baptize its usage by adopting it for the first time [in] an official Church
document” (p. 3). In the apostolic exhortation, Catechesi Tradendae, John Paul II
(1979a) stated that at the heart of catechesis, we find the person of Jesus of
Nazareth. Hence “the primary and essential object of catechesis is…the mystery
of Christ” (¶5). Since Christ is the central focus of catechesis, the intention of the
missionary/evangelist is not to transmit his or her teaching. The evangelist
transmits the teaching of Jesus Christ, which is “not a body of abstract truths but
the communication of the living mystery of God” (¶7). As distinct from initial
conversion, he maintained that catechesis has a twofold objective. First,
catechesis maintains the initial faith. Second, catechesis ensures the education of
the disciple by means of a deeper and more systematic knowledge of the person of
Jesus. Reflecting further on the how this catechesis can be imparted by the
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evangelist or the missionary, John Paul II pointed out that catechesis, as well as
evangelization, is called to bring the power of the Gospel into the very heart of
cultures.
…catechesis will seek to know these cultures and their essential
components; it will learn their most significant expressions; it will respect
their particular values and riches. In this manner, it will be able to offer
these cultures the knowledge of the hidden mystery and help them to bring
forth from their own living tradition original expressions of Christian life,
celebration and thought. (¶53)
John Paul II (1979a) noted that catechesis follows two basic principles.
First, “the gospel message cannot be purely and simply isolated from the culture
in which it was first inserted…nor…from the cultures in which it has already been
expressed down the centuries” (¶53). Here, the Holy Father made reference to the
cultural milieu in which Jesus lived. He referred to the cultures through which the
gospel has been transmitted beginning from the apostolic age down to the present
day. Second, “the power of the gospel everywhere transforms and regenerates”
(¶53). According to him, when the power of the gospel enters into a culture, it
rectifies many of its elements, which have been corrupted by sin.
In his apostolic exhortation, Familiaris Consortio, John Paul II (1981)
contended that, in conformity with her constant tradition, “the Church receives
from the various cultures everything that is able to express better the unsearchable
riches of Christ” (¶10). Through the integration with cultures, the riches of Christ
are not only manifested more clearly, but the Church also progresses towards “a
daily more complete and profound awareness of the truth, which has already been
given to her in its entirety by the Lord” (¶10). With regard to marriage and
family, the Pope maintained that inculturation must hold fast to the two principles
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of compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church. In
order to fulfill this demand, he called on the Episcopal Conferences of Bishops
and the Roman Curia to engage in further study so that the process of the
inculturation of the Christian faith may be realized in the context of marriage and
family as it pertains to particular cultures.
It is by means of inculturation that one proceeds towards the full
restoration of the covenant with the Wisdom of God, which is Christ
Himself. The whole Church will be enriched also by the cultures which,
though lacking technology, abound in human wisdom and are enlivened
by profound moral values. (¶10)
In his encyclical letter, Slavorum Apostoli, John Paul II (1985) described
inculturation as “the incarnation of the gospel in native cultures and also the
introduction of these cultures into the life of the Church” (¶21). In this statement,
the Pope addressed the issue of reciprocity in the relationship between the
Christian message of the Church and the cultures of the world. The Church and
the native cultures are enriched by contact with each other. Furthermore, the
message of the Church is transcendental because it is the word of God. The
transcendence of the word of God, concretely expressed in Jesus Christ and
continued in his Church, entails that the Gospel message is not bound by any one
particular culture, but is incarnated in all cultures. “For God so loved the world
that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him might not perish
but might have eternal life” (Jn. 3: 16). Hence, the mission of the Church is to
remain in the communion of the love of God for humanity.
Perfect communion in love preserves the Church from all forms of
particularism, ethnic exclusivism or racial prejudice, and from any
nationalistic arrogance. This communion must elevate and sublimate every
purely natural legitimate sentiment of the human heart. (¶11)
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In the apostolic constitution, Ex Corde Ecclesiae (John Paul II, 1990a), the
Holy Father discussed inculturation in the context of the university as part of the
overall mission of the Church to evangelize the cultures of the human race. The
university performs this task when it brings to light the relationship between faith
and reason through its search for truth. He wrote,
Through the encounter which it establishes between the unfathomable
riches of the salvific message of the Gospel and the variety and immensity
of the fields of knowledge in which that richness is incarnated by it, a
Catholic University enables the Church to institute an incomparably fertile
dialogue with people of every culture. (¶6)
The Pope insisted that because the human person is defined and sustained by
culture, the Gospel of Christ is also fruitful for the individual cultures.
The specific role of the Catholic university in the process of inculturation
was set forth in the section on the mission and service of the university. John
Paul II (1990a) stated:
By its very nature, a University develops culture through its research,
helps to transmit the local culture to each succeeding generation through
its teaching, and assists cultural activities through its educational services.
It is open to all human experience and is ready to dialogue with and learn
from any culture. … In addition, a Catholic University, aware that human
culture is open to Revelation and transcendence, is also a primary and
privileged place for a fruitful dialogue between the Gospel and culture.
(¶43)
By engaging in the dialogue between the Gospel and culture, a Catholic university
enables the Church to better understand the positive and negative aspects of
diverse cultures so that it can develop means by which the faith can be better
appreciated by the people of a particular culture. In other words,
A faith that places itself on the margin of what is human, of what is
therefore culture, would be a faith unfaithful to the fullness of what the
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Word of God manifests and reveals, a decapitated faith, worse still, a faith
in the process of self-annihilation. (¶44)
The role of the Catholic university is to promote dialogue between the
Gospel and modern society with particular reference to modern sciences. This is
the only area in the process of inculturation in which the scientists in dialogue
with theologians reveal how human intelligence is complemented by divine
wisdom.
This task requires persons well versed in the individual disciplines and
who are at the same time adequately prepared theologically, and who are
capable of confronting epistemological questions at the level of the
relationship between faith and reason. The Christian researcher should
demonstrate the way in which human intelligence is enriched by the
higher truth that comes from the Gospel. (¶46)
In the encyclical letter, Redemptoris Missio, John Paul II (1990b)
established that the missionary activity of the Church, as contained in the teaching
of the Second Vatican Council, is one of the fundamental activities of the Church.
It is essential and never-ending. However, he noted that the complexity of the
world today (urbanization, mass migration, refugee situations, increasing
influence of the Gospel, establishment of local Churches) seemed to raise the
question of whether it is still appropriate to speak of specific missionary activities
or whether the Church should rather speak of a single missionary situation, which
is the same everywhere. Specific missionary activities pertain to the action of the
Church in sending missionaries to foreign land, while a single missionary
situation refers to the nature of the Church as sent by Christ, who was Himself
sent by God the Father. Although the Pope recognized the hesitation by some
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theologians to use the terms mission or missionaries because they are considered
obsolete and negative, he explained that,
To say that the whole Church is missionary does not preclude the
existence of a specific missionary ad gentes, just as saying that all
Catholics must be missionaries not only does not exclude, but actually
requires that there be persons who have specific a vocation to be life-long
missionaries ad gentes. (¶32)
Being missionary in nature, the Church comes into contact with the
different cultures of the world in a process of inculturation. This process of
inculturation, which is particularly urgent for the Church today, is a lengthy one.
It is not a matter of purely external adaptation, since inculturation means “the
intimate transformation of authentic cultural values through their integration in
Christianity and the insertion of Christianity in the various human cultures” (Paul
VI, 1975, ¶52). In this process, the Church not only incarnates the Gospel in
different cultures, but also introduces the people and their cultures to her own
community.
For John Paul II (1990b), this process of inculturation, which is allembracing, is at the same time a difficult process because “it must in no way
compromise the distinctiveness and integrity of the Christian faith” (¶52).
However, this action in the local Churches enriches the whole Church with
various forms of expression, such as in the liturgy, and cultural values applied to
the various sectors of Christian life.
With regard to missionaries who come from other countries, John Paul II
(1990b) insisted that they “must immerse themselves in the cultural milieu of
those to whom they are sent, moving beyond their own cultural limitations” (¶53).
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It is by immersing themselves in the local culture that they are able to bring to the
people the knowledge of the hidden mystery (Rom 16: 25-27; Eph 3: 5) in a
credible and fruitful way. This does not mean that the missionaries should
renounce their own cultural identities, but rather, to understand and appreciate the
cultures in which they are working so that they can adopt “a manner of living
which is a sign of gospel witness and of solidarity with the people” (¶53).
Inculturation, according to John Paul II (1990b) follows two basic
principles, compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal
Church. In order to maintain the principle of compatibility with the Gospel, he
noted that since culture is a human creation marked by sin and in need of healing,
the bishops, who are the guardians of the deposit of faith, must “ensure fidelity
and in particular to provide discernment for which a deeply balanced approach is
required” (¶54). To maintain communion with the universal Church, he
contended that the process of inculturation must “involve the whole people of
God, and not just a few experts, since the people reflect the authentic sensus fidei
which must never be lost sight of” (¶54). Ultimately, John Paul II maintained that
inculturation cannot be forced on the people by what he called “the result of
erudite research” (¶54), but rather must involve a process that expresses the life of
the community.
In his post-Synodal exhortation, Ecclesiae in Africa, John Paul II (1995)
recalled how the Synod fathers stressed the importance of inculturation whereby
“…catechesis takes flesh in various cultures” (¶59). This process was considered
one of the greatest challenges for the Church and “…an urgent priority in the life
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of particular Churches” (¶59). According to John Paul II, inculturation is
theologically rooted in the mysteries of the incarnation and redemption.
It is by looking at the Mystery of the Incarnation and of the Redemption
that the values and counter-values of cultures are to be discerned. Just as
the Word of God became like us in everything but sin, so too the
inculturation of the Good News takes on all authentic human values,
purifying them from sin and restoring to them their full meaning. (¶61)
Inculturation is also linked to the mystery of the Pentecost, since through the
action of the Holy Spirit “all the peoples of the earth when they enter the Church
live a new Pentecost, profess in their own tongue the one faith in Jesus, and
proclaim the marvels that the Lord has done for them” (¶61).
Church Theologians
Arrupe (1978) defined inculturation as,
The incarnation of Christian life and of the Christian message in a
particular cultural context, in such a way that this experience not only
finds expression through elements proper to the culture in question, but
becomes a principle that animates, directs and unifies the culture,
transforming it and remaking it so as to bring about a new creation. (p. 9)
Shorter (1988) maintained that three central points emerge from this definition.
First, inculturation is not limited to the initial insertion of the Christian message
into a non-Christian culture. Since culture is a dynamic concept that continues to
evolve, the initial stage of evangelization is only the beginning of a never-ending
process of dialogue between the Christian faith and culture. Second, the Christian
faith cannot exist except in a cultural form. Inculturation as a dialogue between
the Christian faith and culture is, in the first instance, a dialogue between the
Christianized culture of the missionary and the hitherto un-Christianized culture
to which he comes. In other words, “inculturation requires…an acculturation
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stage in which Christianity seeks expression through the elements proper to a new
culture” (p. 12). Third, inculturation is a phenomenon that transcends mere
acculturation. “It is a stage when a human culture is enlivened by the Gospel
from within…when there is a truly critical symbiosis, and the Christian
experience is really integrated…within the local culture…” (pp. 12-13).
According to Shorter (1988), the incarnation model is the starting point for
inculturation. This model meant that the process of inculturation was to be
compared to “the son of God taking flesh and adopting a human culture as a
necessary concomitant of his human nature” (p. 80). This model is fraught with
inadequacies and as such is not the end point for inculturation. First, it limits
inculturation to the cultural education of Jesus thereby creating the impression
that inculturation only addresses the initial insertion of the Gospel into a particular
culture. Second, the analogy of the incarnation can encourage a one-way view of
inculturation in which we only focus on the process of the eternal Logos taking
human form, while disregarding the fact that the Christian message is transmitted
from culture to culture, from historical period to historical period. Third, the
incarnation model could lead to what Shorter identified as culturalism. In other
words, by “concentrating upon the enculturation of Jesus, upon how he accepted
and identified with a specific culture, we may forget to ask how he …challenged
the culture of his adoption” (p. 82). In conclusion, Shorter (1988) proposed a new
model, the Paschal Mystery, as the end point for the process of inculturation. The
whole mystery of the passion, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ has to be
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applied analogically to the process of inculturation. Following the Paschal
Mystery,
…cultures are called upon by Christ to die to everything that is opposed
to the ultimate good of humanity. They are to be purified and made to
submit to the test of the cross….It is only in the light of the doctrine of the
cross that the real worth of human cultures can be seen. Faced by the
challenge of the One who died and rose again, cultures are called upon to
die in order to rise to a greater splendor…. Pursuing the Paschal Mystery
analogy, the culture that engages in constructive dialogue with Christ is
also radically transformed. (p. 84)
George (1993) asserted that inculturation is an exchange that involves four
parties. These parties include:
…the evangelizers, who proclaim the Gospel and invite non-believers or
tepid believers to accept it and to enter a transformed world; the
evangelized, who assume the faith as proclaimed to them, even as they
assimilate it to their own world and mediate between their new faith and
their own culture; the universal communion of those who believe now and
who are in historical relationship with the Church’s origins… and the
Holy Spirit, who inspires and guides the entire process from within the
consciousness of believers and their common world which is the Church.
(p. 343)
The components of this exchange are a person (Jesus Christ), the Gospel (a
message), and the Church (a community). In this dialogue, which entails a
symbiosis of the mysteries of faith with a cultural history and identity, the
participants are transformed from
a state of puzzled learning about strange events to a state in which it is
easy to speak about them with conviction and in distinctive expression
because of personal participation in the mysteries of Christ, the Gospel
and the Church. (p. 343)
George (1993), therefore, described inculturation as
a process of reinterpretation in which the faith enters a cultural horizon,
discovers there the seeds of the Word already present, searches for ways to
say from within the culture what the culture itself has not yet selfconsciously experienced and changes the horizon by enlarging the
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culture’s imagination and self-image while removing cultural obstacles to
faith expression. (p. 344)
According to George (1993), inculturation is guided by two principles.
First, the process must proceed in strict fidelity to the historical deposit of faith so
that “Church doctrine is developed in continuity with the depositum fidei”
(p. 344). Second, the process must not break the actual universal communion of
faith (the unity of the Catholic Church) while allowing “believers in Christ [to]
engage in dialogue with those of other faiths and living ideologies” (p. 344). The
rule for the development of doctrine assures fidelity to the historical expression of
the faith, while the rule on intercultural dialogue focuses attention on cultural
distinctiveness.
Azevedo (1982) focused on the challenges of modernity to the process of
inculturation of the Christian message. He identified three areas of concern,
which include the problem of language, the nature and place of educational
institutions, and the ecclesiastical decision-making process. With regard to the
problem of language, Azevedo noted that Church ministers, who were trained in
philosophical and theological disciplines, were sometimes unfamiliar with the
mentalities of people influenced by technology. The result is that religion is
regarded as a separate domain of personal life that is usually not in sync with
technological advances. On the nature and place of educational institutions in the
Church, the issue is how to reshape them “in order to become effective
instruments of dialogue between the Christian message and the cultural-scientific
environment” (p. 34). In terms of the ecclesiastical decision-making process,
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Church officials are unprepared to “deal with the highly developed technological
network of integrated and frequently manipulated information” (p. 34).
For Azevedo (1982), the reality of today’s rapidly changing and
interdependent world challenges the Church to ask about the meaning and the
quality of its own life and presence in that reality. It entails a “growing awareness
of cultural diversity and the trend to revive the values of different cultures gives
the Church a deeper consciousness of its mission and a liberating insight into its
own history” (p. 53). On the one hand, the values introduced by modernity as a
cultural reality invite the Church to rethink the Christian message and reshape its
presentation in order to reach the modern world from within its own positive
meanings and patterns. On the other hand, while confronting some of the
consequences of modernity, the Church must “affirm the need for transcendence
and for human openness to God in a way quite understandable to the
contemporary world” (p. 53).
Surlis (1986) discussed inculturation in the context of social justice and
the Papal Magisterium, that is, the teachings of the Popes. He posed two
questions:
Is recourse to culture an evasion of the tough social, political, economic
and violence-related issues which threaten our world or is the focus on
culture a necessary measure to ensure that these issues are addressed in all
their complexity? …Are Papal and Curial practice, especially when they
are centralizing, bureaucratic and repressive, compatible with teaching
which emphasizes true freedom, the full panoply of human rights and
genuine pluralism— all of which pertain to culture and inculturation…?
(p. 11)
His response was that an analysis of papal documents revealed that they
focused more on issues of hunger, armaments and ideologies, while stating little
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or nothing about other issues, such as patriarchy or the oppression of women. He
described the Curia, particularly the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of
Faith, as “bureaucratic and authoritarian” (p. 12). In the light of these
assessments, he concluded that there was hope only for “an inculturation that is
more than superficial or cosmetic” (p. 629).
Crollius (1986) questioned the extent to which the Christian message was
integrated in a local culture. He argued that this depended upon one’s
understanding of the meaning of inculturation. His main contention was that
inculturation is a process of interior transformation and a regeneration of cultural
values. Christianity takes root within cultures and cultural values are integrated
into Christianity.
Without the deep and never-ending taking root of Christianity within
human cultures, inculturation would stay on the surface of the life of a
people, which would result in that rift between gospel and culture that
Paul VI referred to as the “drama of our time”…. without the integration
of cultural values into Christianity, the rooting of Christianity within
cultures would be equivalent to a mere scattering. (p. 4)
According to Crollius, the mystery of the incarnation alone is not
sufficient to describe the process of inculturation. This one-sided model can
easily lead to a particularistic conception of the process of inculturation. Rather,
it is the whole mystery of Christ, especially the Paschal event, which is the source
of the transformation of human situations and structures.
In other words, without the transformation of cultural values and their
integration into the Christian and ecclesial communion, the rooting of
Christianity within cultures would follow along the lines of the dispersion
of Babel. In the full sense, inculturation is going the way from Babel to
Pentecost: not a return to the situation prior to Babel, when “the whole
earth has one language and few words” (Gen. 11: 1), but entering into a
new communion which is actually brought about through the plurality of
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different expressions: “We hear them telling in our own tongues the
mighty works of God” (Acts 2: 11). (p. 4)
Azevedo (1982) opined that secularization and its developments
constituted the most pervasive challenge put forth by modernity to inculturation.
The problem is not so much the loss of religious consciousness, but rather with
rationalization. According to Azevedo, the challenge put to all cultures in the
world by rationality, in its disruption by means of science and technology of the
Greek heritage of contemplation, has been decisive in shaping western
civilization. Supporting this contention, Habermas (1970) claimed that ideologies
have become the modern substitute for religious doctrine and symbols. This has
posed a double challenge to the process of inculturation.
The first challenge is the need to understand the Church as an institution
which elaborates and conveys a comprehensive and organic body of
doctrine that leads to praxis and has to become competitive in its
confrontation with ideological world views that continually act upon
modern traditional cultures throughout the world. The second challenge is
for the Church to develop a critical consciousness which allows it
constantly to readapt this ideational complex and the ensuing praxis to the
accelerated changes within the modern world itself and to grasp their
implications on the level of the various cultures. (Azevedo, 1982, p. 49)
While Azevedo agreed that the main concern of the Church should be how
to be faithful to the original faith in Jesus Christ and to the sound development of
a tradition in accordance with such a faith, it is also equally important to make the
content of this faith relevant to the people who actually live in the present
historical context. As a result, theology must rethink and re-express the timeless
truths of Christ in accordance with the mental categories and in the language of a
concrete time. Azevedo concluded that “the goal of the inculturation process is
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not to secularize theology but to enable it to introduce the transcendent God to the
secular mind of humanity” (p. 52).
Langan (1986) criticized those whom he described as lovers of cultural
diversity who
…tend to ignore the real enemy of religion, and the greatest cultural force
unleashed on the world today: technological, urban, secularist culture,
which is uprooting millions in the first, second and third world countries,
and forming the professionals and consumers of a new kind of society and
one that seems unprecedently immune to sound religious sentiment. (p.
43)
He accepted the modern approach to evangelization by the Church, which was
motivated by the love of Jesus for all peoples and which entails that the “catechist
needs to listen to the people, seeking to penetrate to the deepest sense of what
their practices, their sacramentals and their conceptions mean” (p. 44). Langan
observed that the danger of inculturation could sometimes be experienced when
the catechist/missionary, in an effort to be socially relevant, mixes political
ideology with catechetical instruction. While the missionary must recognize the
pressing issues of injustice and oppression, he or she must not become entangled
with political revolutions. He advised that the missionary
…should work ceaselessly and at whatever risk to himself[herself] to
bring about a just peace, exploiting every opportunity to get the leaders of
both sides of the bloody conflict to compromise and stop the fighting, but
seeking to make the elite realize that lasting peace can only come with
justice, and that demands a significant improvement in the lot of the
desperately poor. The missionary will be a peacemaker and an agent of
justice…. (pp. 46-47)
Mbefo (2001) explained that the theory and practice of inculturation could
be understood as a “gigantic intellectual effort in faith to find a coherent and
cogent interpretation of Christianity for any culture different from its Eurocentric
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matrix” (p. 45). For him, it is the effort of the individual, who has in faith
accepted the Christian message, to give an intelligent account of that faith within
a given cultural framework.
It is an effort at cultural integration through the deployment of conceptual
apparatus available to a given culture and intended to make Christianity
not alien and alienating from the culture that receives it. If it is possible to
identify the essence of Christianity, what Christianity is, then, it should be
possible to find an expression for it within the shifting sands of cultural
variables. (p. 46)
Inculturation in Africa
The Magisterium
John Paul II (1995) called the (Special Assembly for Africa of the Synod of
Bishops) a historic moment of grace, “a favorable time which urgently invites
Christ’s messengers to launch out into the deep and to cast their nets for the catch
(Lk. 5:4)” (¶6). This time of grace was an opportunity to re-examine “with clarity
the question of the credibility and relevance of the Church’s message in Africa”
(¶22). The Holy Father observed that since God’s redeeming love embraced the
whole of humanity, it also embraced Africa. Hence, the Special Assembly
assumed the task of “examining appropriate ways and means whereby Africans
would be better able to implement the mandate which the Risen Lord gave to his
disciples: ‘Go therefore and make disciples of all nations’ (Mt. 28: 19)” (¶29).
The Special Assembly considered inculturation not only a requirement for
evangelization and one of the greatest challenges for the Church on the Continent,
but also, “an urgent priority in the life of the particular Churches, for a firm
rooting of the Gospel in Africa” (John Paul II, 1995, ¶59). In order to enhance
this process, John Paul II invited dialogue among the members of the African
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Catholic Church, other Christian denominations, Muslims, and the followers of
African traditional religion.
One of the main areas for inculturation mentioned by the Holy Father was
the description of the Church as God’s family. This image, which emphasizes
care for others, solidarity, warmth in human relationships, acceptance, dialogue
and trust, “is an expression of the Church’s nature particularly appropriate for
Africa” (John Paul II, 1995, ¶63). Hence, he called on African theologians to
work out a theology of the Church as family.
While acknowledging that the synthesis between culture and faith is not
only a demand of culture but also of faith, John Paul II (1995) pointed out that an
effective process of inculturation provided a challenge to the Church in Africa.
The challenge of inculturation consisted in “ensuring that the followers of Christ
will ever more fully assimilate the Gospel message, while remaining faithful to all
authentic African values” (¶78). With regard to dialogue it became “the challenge
of transforming relationships between individuals, nations and peoples in
religious, political, economic, social and cultural life” (¶79).
In his visit to Nigeria, John Paul II (1998) recognized the work of the
Synod of Bishops for Africa as a moment of grace in the face of the numerous
challenges faced by the Church in Nigeria, through which, “she continues to bear
eloquent witness to her Lord…through her commitment to serving Nigerian
society as a whole” (¶2). In this service, particular attention must be given to the
role of the laity in advancing the kingdom of God in Nigeria since
…the strength of the Church’s witness to the Gospel will depend more and
more on the formation of an active laity, enabling them to bring the spirit
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of Christ into the political, social and cultural arenas and to offer
increasingly competent cooperation in planning and carrying out pastoral
initiatives. (¶4)
Earlier, in a message on the social issues affecting their countries, the
Association of Member Episcopal Conferences in Eastern Africa (AMECEA)
(1992) emphasized that the work of inculturation, which implied making Jesus at
home in African society, encompassed not only the liturgy but also catechesis,
style of government, and way of life as Christians. This task required not only the
training of priests and religious, but also the training and “empowerment of the
laity to serve in the Church and to work for the transformation of society
according to the Church’s social teaching” (¶8). In this regard the Bishops spoke
forcefully about the role of the family, the contributions of lay and religious men
and women, and the youth who “must take up their rightful responsibilities to
shape the Church and society of the future” (¶8). Benedict XVI (2006)
acknowledged that important as inculturation is to the mission of the Church,
especially in the African Church, it must not compromise the integrity of the
Catholic faith. Rather inculturation must help Christians understand and
experience the Gospel message in their own cultures, while at the same time
abandoning practices that are contrary to their baptismal promises.
Church Theologians
Azevedo (1982) summed up the problem of inculturation in Africa by
questioning the extent to which the Roman Catholic Church was genuinely
interested in entering into a consistent and comprehensive dialogue with African
culture and African traditional religion. During his journeys to Africa in which he
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called for the Africanization of the Church, John Paul II suggested that the
dialogue of inculturation in Africa could transform the inner lives of the people of
the continent (Shorter, 1988).
Ikenga-Metuh (1995) explored the progress made by the Special Synod of
Bishops for Africa concerning the dialogue between the Catholic Church and
African traditional religion, which he regarded as central to the task of
inculturation. He stated that the necessity of such dialogue is affirmed by the love
of God, creator of heaven and earth, the father of the one great family to which all
peoples belong. Furthermore, he contended that the dialogue between the
Catholic faith and African traditional religion is necessary not only because the
latter is deeply rooted in Africa, but also, because the dialogues reveal many
positive values that are common to both Christianity and African traditional
religion. Finally, he emphasized that dialogue, which in this context entailed a
sharing and openness to the activity of the Spirit in each group or religion, is an
essential part of Catholic evangelization.
On the importance of inculturation for the progress of dialogue between
the Christian faith and African traditional religion, Magesa (2005) put forth four
rules that should guide such a dialogue. These include identity, mutual respect, an
attitude of listening, and a willingness and openness to learn from each other.
Moreover, “the goal of any conversation should not be to destroy the partner but
to help in the process of her or his development to maturity” (p. 11). The
challenge of inculturation in promoting the dialogue between Christianity and
African traditional religion and culture is to ensure that “the uniqueness of either
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is not tampered with by external forces” (p. 19). What is important is that, in this
dialogue, inculturation “is essentially the end point of a process addressing the
question of what elements in the other reality help promote the well being of the
members of a different community as they see themselves” (p. 20).
Oborji (n.d.) discussed inculturation in terms of how the African Church
assumed responsibility for the mission ad gentes in the continent. This refers to
how the African Churches have understood their role as agents of evangelization
and mission. While acknowledging challenges in this process, he enumerated
areas in which the Church in Africa made progress. First, African Churches
operate with a positive and integral concept of evangelization, which goes beyond
a mere preaching of the word of God and the invitation of converts to become
members of the Church. It also involves the transformation of the human society
through the message and witness of the Church and her members especially in the
areas of peace, justice, respect for human life and human rights. Second, African
Churches view evangelization from the perspective of building up the Church as
the family of God. This involves the founding of local Churches that express the
Christian and African values of communion, fraternity, solidarity and peace.
Third, African Churches have taken practical steps toward the establishment of
indigenous clergy, men and women religious, catechetical centers, and institutes
of higher learning with ecclesiastical faculties of theology. These practical efforts
have been accompanied by theological reflection, which articulates the way in
which Christians of the continent attempt to interpret the Gospel message and to
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provide models taken from their own situations, cultures and experiences as a
people.
Oborji (2001) addressed the question of inculturation from the missionary
experience of African Churches. He asserted that since young African Churches
have become involved in the missionary enterprise of the Church, by sending her
own children as missionaries to many parts of the world, it is necessary to develop
a model for African mission theology and praxis of evangelization. The
formulation of a model would depend not only on an assessment of the prevailing
missiology in Africa, and what Africans say about a new approach to missiology,
but also on the contributions that African theologians have made toward the
inculturation of the Christian faith and human development in the continent.
These issues raise such questions as the role of individual local churches and
theologians for the promotion of an authentic inculturation of the Gospel in
Africa, and how African churches can participate fully in the evangelization of the
continent and beyond. It also examines whether the African churches have
contributed toward the mission of the Church or whether they have been passive
consumers of the mission theology and the version of Christianity developed in
Europe.
To respond to these questions, Oborji (2001) postulated that a new
language was necessary for describing the mission of the Church in Africa. He
was convinced that the prevailing language has been an obstacle to the
recognition of the potentials of the local churches and the people of Africa in the
mission of the Church. Hence, he identified the need for a language of
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construction to build a house for Jesus Christ who has found a new homeland in
Africa.
The characteristics of the new language proposed for an African mission
included the retrieval and modernization of the African cultural matrix understood
from the point of view of the daily struggles for survival of Africans. The new
language for mission in Africa must also include admiration and appreciation of
Africans as members of the human family, for Africa does not need sympathy, but
a change of attitude and mentality by the Western World. The new language for
mission in Africa must address the need for mutual cooperation among Africans,
themselves.
Finally, Oborji (2001) recommended that African theologians take the lead
in the task of developing a new language of mission in Africa. African
theologians, he noted, must take the lead in the process of re-educating people
based on the specific cultural, social, political, and economic experiences of
Africans in the light of the Gospel message. This re-education includes a sense of
responsibility based on the love of God and neighbor, a willingness to question
total dependency on foreign aid, the development of quality theology faculties
within each country, an association of scholars dedicated to the translation of texts
used in theology, liturgy and the catechism into the local language, establishment
of a publishing house for the dissemination of major works in theology, and the
inclusion of the lives of African heroes in the curricula of African Catholic
schools.
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Umorem (1995) discussed inculturation in Africa in the context of
liberation for the African woman. His main concern was to determine the role of
inculturation in the process of setting the African woman free from her cultural
bondage. The African woman through enculturation, that is, the process of
learning from infancy till death the components of life in one’s culture, has
internalized not only the positive aspects of the African life, but also the
derogatory components of the African life relative to the role of women in
society. With regard to issues such as polygamy, early marriage, widowhood, and
divorce, Umorem asserted that inculturation would allow the Gospel of Christ to
be read and understood in the context of the culture of women, their joys and
sorrows, their hopes and disappointments, their achievements and failures and
their language. Inculturation would infuse the realities of the life of the African
woman with Christian values such that the Church would not only preach against
polygamy, early marriage and the oppressive treatment of widows and divorcees,
but also form supportive groups to help women in Africa to maintain their rights.
In the process of making Christ at home in Africa, the life of the African woman
in bondage would be infused with the Christian eschatological hope of liberation.
For Church leaders in Africa, Umorem (1995) explained that the liberation
of the African woman means placing greater emphasis on the training of women
theologians, organizing conferences for women, publishing the writings of
women, teaching feminine theology in seminaries, and assigning more
meaningful roles to women in the Church. In conclusion, he observed that
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liberation for the African woman through inculturation is not an end in itself, but
rather an important step towards making the message of Christ at home in Africa.
Ehusani (2002) indicated that inculturation in Africa can present the
Church as an instrument of peace and reconciliation. Reflecting on the Church as
the family of God on mission, he affirmed that Christians, particularly in Africa,
must play a significant role in restoring peace, promoting mutual forgiveness, and
fostering mutual understanding and acceptance. Applying this theme to Nigeria,
he challenged the Church to play a role in promoting a sense of family first in the
Church and, then, in Nigerian society. Based on the Christian virtue of
forgiveness and reconciliation, he reasoned that inculturation in the Nigerian
Church must also take into account that all Catholics in Nigeria must recognize
that as members of the body of Christ, they are called to be the light of the world,
and the champions of peace and reconciliation in Nigeria.
Onwubiko, O (1999) explored the task of inculturation in Africa through
the concept of ujamaa, or familyhood, as a tool for understanding the Church as
the family of God. The concept of ujamaa, which includes the family, extended
family members, the kindred, the village, the town, the clan, the tribe, and the
nation, is “built on the principles of community, familyhood, teamwork,
community sharing, and togetherness…” (p. 7). Hence the “role fundamental to
African Christian family…is the propagation of the sense of community and
solidarity – ujamaa” (p. 9).
The cultural basis of the concept of ujamaa is the idea that African
thought patterns and concepts of togetherness, familyhood, community spirit, and
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teamwork, should be necessary for developing African theology based on the
Church as the family of God. In the process of inculturation with regard to
ujamaa,
a new understanding of patrimony in the context of the family and
marriage must be brought to bear on the former concept of marriage [in
the Christian sacramental understanding] as matrimony. In the African
family, patrimony [patris-munus], the task, the responsibility of the father,
must be complemented by matrimony [matris-munus], the task, the role
and responsibility of the mother. (Onwubiko, 1999, p. 15)
Ndiokwere (1994) postulated that “the survival of Christianity in Africa
will be largely determined by the successful implantation or inculturation of the
Christian faith within the African culture” (p. 12). Inculturation, therefore, posed
a major challenge to Christianity in Africa. He described inculturation as the
process of making Christianity in all its aspects truly African. Responding to the
suggestion in some quarters that the Africanization of the Church should be done
at all levels, Ndiokwere inferred that “the starting point towards inculturation is a
comprehensive knowledge of the African culture, the system of symbols and
meanings through systematic, scientific and sustained effort at research into the
elements of African culture” (p. 13).
The Africanization of the Church must “be attractive, lively, lasting and
authentic. It must be so attractive that other peoples and cultures may not hesitate
to copy from Africa. It becomes thus a universal phenomenon” (p. 33). But
while the Church in her teachings recognizes the many cultural values of the
African Church and through the power of the Gospel seeks to purify and elevate
into Christian worship certain elements of the people’s customs, Ndiokwere
argued that it is necessary that African theologians, priests, and scholars “accept
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and face the challenges of inculturation with the utmost urgency and attention” (p.
25).
Ndiokwere (1994) did not detect that progress had been made in the
process of inculturation in the African Church. He alleged that despite the full
mandate and directives given to the bishops and leaders of the Church in Africa,
…it is sad to note that in this all-important task of making Christianity
more meaningful to Africans through the process of inculturation, not
much has been achieved. Successes recorded in some areas can only be
described as minimal and most of these have not crossed the level of
experimentation on the local level. They have not been brought to the
attention of the universal Church. In short most of the innovations
suggested by African theology students in their doctoral dissertations rot
away in the archives or college libraries. Nothing of those attempts has
been tried out or put into practice. (p. 38)
In conclusion, he suggested that Church leaders and theologians in Africa must
confront the problem of the use of local languages, skepticism about the proper
application of the principles of inculturation, syncretism or adulteration of the
Catholic faith, and distrust for things that are African, if they wish to make
inroads in the process of inculturation in Africa.
On the other hand, Mbefo (2001) disagreed with this position. He insisted
that the Masai experiment in Tanzania, and the Zairean liturgy, the use of dance in
the liturgy in most countries of Africa, local translations of parts of the liturgy and
catechesis into the vernacular, and the development of African theology, are all
examples of attempts by the African Church to respond to the challenge of
inculturation. He noted that the Masai experiment was developed among the
Masai of Tanzania in which the role of the missionary was merely to proclaim the
Gospel while leaving the appropriate response to the genius of the hearers. This
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was done because the Masai tribe are a semi-nomadic people moving from place
to place. As a result, inculturation among the Masai meant that the evangelist
who proclaimed the good news about Christ to them also moved with the people
from place to place. The Zairean liturgy, he wrote, arose out of the process of the
decolonization of the African mind, initiated by Mobutu, who sought to reverse
the effects of colonialism in his country. This social and cultural revolution
forced the Zairean Church to rethink its foundations and to “explore a measure of
autonomy for the Church in Zaire” (p. 51). The Vatican has recognized this
model.
Schineller (1990) suggested earlier that the lack of adequate inculturation
in previous missionary efforts in Africa created a Church that was not truly
African. He observed that “one encounters a western European form or model of
Christianity that is widespread and growing, but a form that is not indigenous to
Nigeria” (p. 11). As a remedy, he maintained that inculturation must occur in a
spontaneous way wherever the Gospel is preached.
On the first level, inculturation is the ongoing way of engaging in
Christian life and mission. This engagement takes place within families,
schools, seminaries, and parishes whether in the United States or in Africa.
The second level, the critical, reflective study of inculturation in the
classroom, only makes sense if it leads back to and reinforces the vision
that wherever Christians are, they are inevitably and inescapably involved
in the process of inculturation. (p. 12)
For the African Church, therefore, Onwubiko (1992) wrote that
…part of the task of a theology of inculturation in Africa will be to defend
and define itself as fides cultura quaerens intellectum, that is, the theology
of faith in a culture seeking understanding. It must develop. It must not
erupt. It will not be a constructed theology. It cannot be an imported and
applied theology. It will be a theology of the Christian faith, in the African
culture, seeking understanding. (p. 108)
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Summary
Inculturation is central to the mission of the Church in evangelizing all the
nations. Rooted in the incarnation and the paschal mystery of Christ, the process
of inculturation encompasses the encounter of the Church with the diverse
cultures of the world as she preaches the message of Christ. The Church
recognizes the cultural diversity of the world, but does not identify with any of
them. Rather, her central mission is the person of Jesus Christ, who is presented
through the cultural lens of those who receive the message.
The experience of the first century Christians (the baptism of Cornelius,
the Council of Jerusalem, and Paul’s speech in Athens) revealed the efforts of the
Church to grapple with this very important issue of bringing Christ to the world.
Throughout the centuries, this issue has continued to surface in the Church.
Through the teachings of Councils and Popes, the Church maintained the position
that missionaries should not condemn the cultures of the mission lands or try to
impose the cultures of their home countries onto the mission lands. In places
where missionaries condemned the cultures of the people or imposed their own
cultures under the guise of the Christian faith (Asia and Africa), the Magisterium
has called on those churches to re-examine their cultural experiences in the light
of the Gospel. Intrinsic to the entire process is to make Christ at home with the
people. In the African context, inculturation serves to bring out the good values
of the culture that promote human dignity and others that are compatible with the
Gospel of Christ.
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Inculturation is not a process of establishing separate churches that are
distinct from the universal Church. In fact, inculturation as an essential part of the
mission of the Church follows two fundamental principles: compatibility with the
Gospel and unity with the universal Church. Consequently, inculturation is not a
private affair, but a community effort both at the local level and at the universal
level of the Church.
Inculturation Through Catholic Education
The Magisterium
The Second Vatican Council (1965b) stated that the mission of the Church
to evangelize could also be achieved through Catholic education. The Catholic
school plays a significant role in promoting culture and the human formation of
young people. The Catholic school “so orients the whole of human culture to the
message of salvation that the knowledge which the pupils acquire of the world, of
life and of men is illumined by faith” (¶8). The Council Fathers further stated that
…the Catholic school, taking into consideration as it should the conditions
of an age of progress, prepares its pupils to contribute effectively to the
welfare of the world of men [and women] and to work for the extension of
the kingdom of God, so that by living an exemplary and apostolic life they
may be, as it were, a saving leaven in the community. (¶8)
The Catholic school, the Council Fathers noted, is of vital importance
today because it serves in the development of the people of God and in promoting
dialogue between the Church and human society. Hence, the Church affirmed its
right to establish schools. This right is important for the preservation of liberty of
conscience, for the protection of the right of parents, and for the advancement of
culture itself.
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The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) stated that Catholic
education, which promotes human development and the Christian formation of
the young, contributes to the overall plan of evangelization in the Church. As is
written in the code of Canon Law (1983),
Since true education must strive for complete formation of the human
person that looks to his or her final end as well as to the common good of
societies, children and youth are to be nurtured in such a way that they are
able to develop their physical, moral, and intellectual talents
harmoniously, acquire a more perfect sense of responsibility and right use
of freedom, and are formed to participate actively in social life. (Canon
795)
Furthermore, on the necessity of Catholic universities and other institutes of
higher studies, Canon Law stated that
The Church has the right to erect and direct universities, which contribute
to a more profound human culture, the fuller development of the human
person, and the fulfillment of the teaching function of the Church. (Canon
807)
The Congregation for Catholic Education (1977) proposed that in the
context of the cultural conditions of the modern era, it is in the Gospel of Christ
taking root in the minds and lives of the faithful that the Catholic school defines
itself as participating in the mission of the Church. The challenge of cultural
pluralism “leads the Church to reaffirm her mission of education to insure strong
character formation… capable both of resisting the debilitating influence of
relativism and of living up to the demands made on them by their Baptism” (¶12).
It is through the ministry of the school that the Church “participates in the
dialogue of culture with her own positive contributions to the cause of the total
formation of man [and woman]” (¶15).
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While describing the purpose of the Catholic school, the Congregation for
Catholic Education (1977), further observed that the Catholic school is a
privileged place where integral formation occurs through a systematic and critical
assimilation of culture.
Its task is fundamentally a synthesis of culture and faith, and a synthesis
of faith and life: the first is reached by integrating all the different aspects
of human knowledge through the subjects taught, in the light of the
Gospel; the second in the growth of the virtues characteristic of the
Christian. (¶37)
The integration of faith and culture ensures that the Catholic school through the
ministry of teachers is “in an excellent position to guide the pupil to a deepening
of his [or her] faith and to enrich and enlighten his [or her] human knowledge
with the data of the faith” (¶40).
The Congregation for Catholic Education (1988) agreed that the Catholic
school is a pastoral instrument whose specific pastoral service consists in
mediating between faith and culture. The Catholic school is “faithful to the
newness of the Gospel while at the same time respecting the autonomy and
methods proper to human knowledge” (¶31). Its justification is based on the
educational philosophy in which faith, culture and life are brought into harmony.
“Through it, the local Church evangelizes, educates and contributes to the
formation of a healthy and morally sound life-style among its members” (¶34).
The 1988 document indicated that as students progress in their education,
the Catholic school must help them become aware of the relationship that exists
between faith and culture and, likewise, pay special attention to the challenges
that human culture poses for faith. Through the synthesis of faith and culture,
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students will develop a mature faith that is “able to recognize and reject cultural
counter-values which threaten human dignity and are therefore contrary to the
Gospel” (¶52).
John Paul II (1990a) explained that, by its nature, a Catholic university not
only shares in the development of culture through research, the transmission of
local cultures to each succeeding generation and assisting cultural activities, but
that “aware that human culture is open to Revelation and transcendence, is also a
primary and privileged place for a fruitful dialogue between the Gospel and
culture” (¶43). Through this dialogue, the Catholic university assists the Church
in discerning the positive and negative aspects of the diverse cultures, and “to
develop means by which it can make the faith better understood by the men and
women of a particular culture” (¶44).
The Holy Father insisted that a Catholic university must become “more
attentive to the cultures of the world of today, and to the various cultural
traditions existing within the Church in a way that will promote a continuous and
profitable dialogue between the Gospel and modern society” (John Paul II, 1990a,
¶45). It will be the task of the Catholic university to discern and evaluate the
aspirations and contradictions of modern society by studying the impact of
technology and mass media on individuals, families and institutions, in order to
make it more suited to the total development of individuals and peoples.
The Congregation for Catholic Education (1997) indicated that the
characteristics of the Catholic school entail a place for the integral education of
the human person in which Christ is the foundation of its identity, nature, mission,
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and service to society. The Catholic school participates in the evangelizing
mission of the Church by preserving its ecclesial identity and also serving as a
place of synthesis between culture and faith. This synthesis “makes for unity,
articulation and coordination, bringing forth within what is learned in school a
Christian vision of the world, of life, of culture and of history” (¶14).
Education can play an important role in promoting the inculturation of the
Gospel (John Paul II, 1999). The Congregation for Catholic Education (1994)
stated that the Church’s presence in the University is not a task that is limited to
the external mission of proclaiming the faith within a cultural and scientific
world, but one that must penetrate the human intellect and heart offering it a real
opportunity for encountering Christ. Hence, “within the University, the Church’s
pastoral action, in its rich complexity, has in the first place…the evangelization of
people” (¶1). In this regard, the Church enters into dialogue with people and
through them, with the cultural trends that characterize their milieu. The
Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) corroborated the task of the Catholic
university by noting that in the formation of students
…Catholic universities, colleges and research centers should take care to
ensure a fruitful encounter between the Gospel and the different cultural
expressions. These institutions can contribute in an original and
irreplaceable way to a genuine formation in cultural values, which is an
ideal for the symbiosis between faith and the intellectual life. (¶29)
Furthermore, the Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) affirmed the
Catholic school as a place of cultural initiation where a culture forged by
Christianity is transmitted. It noted that the basic question in this regard is the
relationship between religious education and catechesis. And while calling for the
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school and the local parish to complement each other in this area, the Council
urged the entire Church to “re-think the relationship between religious education
and catechesis, and to… find a new way of relating the need for exact and
impartial information…to the overriding importance of witness” (¶30).
The Congregation for Catholic Education (2002) commented on the
necessity for a cultural mediation of the faith as “an invitation for consecrated
persons to consider the meaning of their presence in schools” (¶5). The
consecrated persons in schools and in communion with the bishops carry out the
mission of evangelization by educating the young. As educators who are called to
evangelize, consecrated persons devote themselves to understanding “culture as a
fundamental condition for people to completely fulfill themselves, achieve a level
of life that conforms to their dignity and open themselves to encounter with Christ
and the Gospel” (¶30). Moreover, in the complex society of the modern world in
which the schools are situated, they “consider cultural differences as a richness
and propose accessible paths of encounter and dialogue” (¶65).
Catholic Theologians and Scholars
Poupard (2001) contended that the role of the Catholic school is of critical
importance in the evangelization of cultures and the inculturation of the Gospel.
While recognizing the immense task of educating the young in an environment
that is sometimes critical of the role of the Church in education, he noted that such
challenges help renew and re-invigorate the convictions of the Church
…to be able to ensure that its members, as they mature, a human
development inspired by Christian principles, and to invite those who did
not share faith in Christ to seek only calmly and joyfully to become open
to the good and loving news of the Gospels, news which is always young
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and fresh, particularly for our youth at the dawn of the third millennium.
(p. 2)
He concluded that the true mark of the Catholic school is no longer to protect
young Christians from influences harmful to their faith, but rather to be the place
dedicated to the positive proposal of a faith integrated into human culture.
Cook (2001) claimed that Catholic school identity encompassed three
aspects: academic excellence, religious mission and multiculturalism. He stated
that “the commitment to academic excellence, which fosters the intellectual
development of faculty and students, is an integral part of the mission of the
Catholic school” (p. 17). Further elaborating on this identity, he suggested that a
broader definition of Catholic identity should include the concept of a global and
multicultural dimension, stemming from the universal nature of the sponsoring
Church. In that regard, he described the identity of the Catholic school as a
Gospel culture with characteristics that include the synthesis of faith, culture and
life. This culture of the Catholic school, which creates
…a gravitational pull holding the constellation of Catholic schools
together is the concept of an evangelical religious mission. That Catholic
schools participate in the Church’s mission to “go and teach” [Mt.28: 1920] cuts to the core of each Catholic school’s raison d’etre. (p. 20)
The key themes of this gospel culture include: an atmosphere animated by
the spirit of liberty and charity based on the Gospel, a synthesis of faith, culture
and life, and knowledge illumined by faith. It also includes the formation of a
community of faith, the development of a Christian vision of the world, life,
culture and history, and the formation of mature personalities. This gospel
culture, which affects the entire person, implies a communitarian dimension. The
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communal aspect of the Catholic school is essential to its religious mission.
Onwubiko, O (1992) concluded that a sound Christian education within a culture
should serve as the leaven that facilitates the growth and development of the
Christian faith.
Garrone (1977) asserted that Christ is the foundation of the entire
educational enterprise in a Catholic school. Furthermore, he noted that the
Catholic school is committed to the development of the whole person, since in
Christ, the perfect man, all human values find their fulfillment. This is the
specific character of the Catholic school. Emanating from this, he maintained that
the Catholic school is fertile ground for the integration of faith and culture.
Jordan (1996) acknowledged that it is through the consideration of the
relationship between faith and culture in particular contexts and through
reflections on the dialogue of inculturation that the Church can arrive at the
meeting point of the theological concept of inculturation in the mission of a
Catholic university. This concept of inculturation as applied to a Catholic
university follows five important guidelines.
The first is that inculturation should be the leading goal of all educational
efforts. In that regard, he opined that to pursue our educational mission with such
a goal in mind would mean that we are prepared to search for the unity of faith
and culture in all areas of knowledge and in all areas of the curriculum. Such a
unity would not be established by the imposition of ideas from faith or from
culture but would be marked by our awareness of the larger horizons of
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experience and knowledge in which each aspect of human knowledge achieves
the complementarity necessary to its completeness.
The second guideline is that the dialogue should foster integrity in every
area of the curriculum and in the knowledge acquired by the students. He
explained that integrity in this sense points to the deep awareness of personal
unity and responsibility each person bears in every aspect of life, as well as to the
harmonious and unified character of culture itself when it fosters the wholeness of
human lives.
The third guideline is that the dialogue of inculturation should foster and
preserve openness to transcendence in all areas of human knowledge. According
to Jordan (1996), while we recognize that human cultures are constructed through
the limitations of human actions, the deepest values at the basis of the socially
constructed world are not themselves products of human construction. The
dialogue of inculturation creates the condition for recognizing those historical and
cultural expressions that manifest the transcendent.
The fourth guideline is that the dialogue of inculturation points to the
incompleteness and inadequacy of the present academic mode of organization.
He described each academic department or discipline as a subculture with its own
particular strengths in discovering and expressing certain aspects of truth. As a
result, the dialogue of inculturation warns against absolutizing each subculture
and reminds us that each remains in need of complementarity and openness
fostered by frequent exchange with other areas of knowledge. Finally, the
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dialogue of inculturation suggests that relationships between teachers and students
in Catholic universities are developed through dialogue.
Inculturation Through Catholic Education in the Nigerian Church
The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (1998) observed that the
philosophy of Catholic education in Nigeria is based on the integration of the
individual into the society in which he or she lives, as a means towards realizing
his or her ultimate goal. In this regard the Bishops adopted the values enunciated
in the national policy on education in Nigeria, which is geared towards
self-realization, better human relationship, individual and national
efficiency, effective citizenship, national consciousness, national unity as
well as towards social, cultural, economic, political, scientific and
technological progress. (p. 3)
The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) reiterated the above
philosophy for the implementation of the educational principles of the Church in
the Nigerian society. The Bishops endorsed the teaching of the universal Church
that the Catholic school is a privileged place for evangelization and inculturation.
They agreed that the Catholic school is a place of apprenticeship for a lively
dialogue between young people of different religious and social backgrounds.
The Bishops emphasized that Catholic schools in Nigeria will not only
follow the guidelines of the national policy on education in Nigeria in the
development of its curriculum, but will also have an “expanded curriculum that
will give appropriate moral and religious instruction based on Catholic doctrine
and practice” (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 1998, p. 9). This
curriculum will be flexible, diverse and relevant to the needs of the people. It will
be “sensitive to cultural, racial, and religious plurality and cater for [sic] the
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development of the diversity of human talents with a balance of academic,
technical and vocational skills” (p. 9). Although it does not use the term
inculturation, this document clearly stated that the mission of the Catholic school
is “the promotion and development of the human person, thus forming strong
personalities, centered on deeply meaningful values and visions” (p. 8). The
Catholic school is regarded not merely as a place where values are lived and
presented, but as a community whose values are transmitted through sincere
relationships by its members and through both individual and cooperative
adherence to the outlook on life that permeates the school. As a result,
The Catholic school enables young people, while developing their own
personality, to grow at the same time in the new life, which has been given
to them in baptism. In nurturing the intellectual faculties of children which
is its special mission, the Catholic school develops in them a capacity for
sound judgment and introduces the pupils to the cultural heritage
bequeathed to them by former generations. It fosters a sense of values and
prepares them for professional life. This it does by providing a conducive
atmosphere for friendly contacts between pupils of different characters
and backgrounds, which encourages mutual understanding. (Catholic
Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 1998, p. 7)
Summary
Both the Magisterium and Catholic theologians have acknowledged that
the mission of the Church through education stems from the mandate of Christ to
teach all the nations. The Catholic school participates in the evangelizing mission
of the Church and serves as the place of contact between the Church and the
world. Its mission is the total development of the person in the context of the
world in which he or she lives.
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The Catholic school recognizes and appreciates the cultural diversity in
the world. In fact, the diversity of students is not an obstacle for evangelization.
Rather, it serves as a tool for bringing the message of Christ in a variety of forms
to those who come from different cultural backgrounds. Hence, the Catholic
school is a privileged place for dialogue between the Christian faith and the
cultures of the society.
In the Nigerian Church, one can also deduce that the process of
inculturation through Catholic schools reflects the universal teaching of the
Church. The bishops of Nigeria have stated that the role of education is to
provide an atmosphere for dialogue among peoples and cultures about the
Catholic faith and life. It is a dialogue that promotes the total development of the
Nigerian Catholic school student and prepares him or her not only to contribute to
society, but also to become an agent of evangelization in the Nigerian Church.
The Nigerian Catholic school student is provided with the opportunity to reflect
critically on his or her culture in the light of the Gospel.
Conceptual Framework
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World (Second
Vatican Council, 1965d) opened with these powerful words:
The joy and hope, the grief and anguish of the men [and women] of our
time especially of those who are poor or afflicted in any way, are the joy
and hope, grief and anguish of the followers of Christ as well. Nothing
that is genuinely human fails to find an echo in their hearts. (¶1)
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Gremillion (1986) explained that these opening words of the Constitution
“encapsulate not only the content of the document, but also its motive” (p. 217).
In fact,
…right from the beginning, the decree seeks to enter directly into our
human condition, not just in an abstract or universal way, but rather
personally and individually, to get into the skins, so to speak, of people
everywhere, to empathize with us…. The incarnation means that
Christianity has always been concerned with humanity. (Tanner, 2005, p.
40)
According to Gremillion, the Church brought its theological conviction
about the meaning of human life to bear on the concerns of the men and women
of the modern world. In essence, although the world is burdened with inequalities
and change, yet hope does not fade because, “Christ, who died and was raised for
the sake of all, can show man [and woman] the way and strengthen him [or her]
through the Spirit in order to be worthy of his [or her] destiny” (Second Vatican
Council, 1965d, ¶10). The document focused on two important questions: “What
is the way that Christ shows? What is the vision of life which the Church offers to
the world?” (Gremillion, 1986, p. 217).
The document is divided into two main parts. The first part, which has
four chapters, presented the theological and pastoral principles of the Church’s
involvement in the world, while the second part, which has five chapters,
examined five areas of special concern for men and women of the world.
According to Gremillion (1986), the first chapter in part one described the dignity
of the human person created in the image of God, but also caught in the web of
sin. In Gremillion’s words, “the noble realities of human freedom and
intelligence, the beauty of moral sensibility, are set over against the mystery of
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death” (p. 217). The tension between these two realities is the source of atheism,
which can only be combated, “presenting true teaching in a fitting manner and by
full and complete life of the Church and of her members” (Second Vatican
Council, 1965d, ¶21).
Chapter two develops the notion of the human person as communitarian.
“God desired that all men [and women] should form one family and deal with
each other in a spirit of brotherhood” (Second Vatican Council, 1965d, ¶24). In
this proclamation, the Council Fathers identified the “societal nature of the human
person and therefore the importance of the common good” (Gremillion, 1986, p.
218). In chapter three, the communitarian aspect of the human person is extended
into the area of human activity, while noting the difficulties faced by the “desire
for human autonomy and self-expression” (p. 218). However, despite the
complexities of life burdened by sin, “the valid call to autonomy and mature
human action remains” (p. 219).
Finally, chapter four sums up the relationship between the Church and the
world. It spoke of a mutually interrelated relationship. According to Tanner
(2005), while the Council Fathers asserted the importance of the Catholic Church
in the world through its teaching and other forms of assistance, it also recognized
the help given by other Churches, Christian communities and the secular world.
In outlining the help given by the Church both to the individual and society, the
Council Fathers were careful to indicate the limits of this help.
Christ did not bequeath to the Church a mission in the political, economic,
or social order: the purpose he assigned to it was a religious one. But this
religious mission can be the source of commitment, direction, and vigor to
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establish and consolidate the community of men according to the law of
God. (Second Vatican Council, 1965d, ¶42)
In order to carry out this religious mission in the community of men and
women of our world, Tanner (2005) maintained that two extreme positions must
be avoided: first, to think that because we do not have a lasting city on earth but
seek an eternal city, which is to come, we can, therefore, neglect our earthly
duties; second, for people to become wholly immersed in earthly undertakings, as
if these were totally foreign to their religious life, and with religious life confined
to acts of worship and fulfilling certain moral obligations.
The second part of the document is devoted to five most pressing issues of
the modern world. These issues include: marriage and family, cultures, economic
and social life, political structures of society, and fostering peace and the
establishment of a community of nations. The researcher’s concern is chapter
two, which focuses on the proper development of culture. Land (1968) described
this chapter as a call for Christians to join in the worthy task of promoting human
culture. For Gremillion (1986), the Council Fathers provided a positive view of
contemporary culture, which may cause difficulties, but “are occasions of grace”
(p. 222). In this regard, specific attention is given to the provision of education to
all and to the specific forms of communication characteristic of culture, especially
in the area of literature and the arts.
Tanner (2005) observed that chapter two in the second part of the Pastoral
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World initiated the cultural shift in the
teaching of the Church. The Council Fathers accepted a broad and secular
definition of culture in which the role of the Catholic Church is to participate in
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and to act as leaven within the many cultures of the modern world. Tanner
believed that this chapter not only helped the Church catch up with the situation in
the world, but also helped the Church appreciate the diversity of cultures in the
world and the values in these cultures.
Land (1968) emphasized that in chapter two of this second part, the
Council Fathers presented the development of culture as one of the urgent
problems of our times. In his estimation, the Council Fathers affirmed not only
that culture is time and space bound and that it “arises as men [and women]
proceed in different ways, times and places to do their work, to communicate, to
worship God, to link themselves in associations of family and tribe and
community” (p. 50), but also, that men and women have the autonomy and
freedom to create culture. The recognition of an inherent autonomy to create
culture entails that all the values present in human cultures serve as vehicles for
the acceptance of the Gospel message. The point, therefore, is that
God has manifested Himself and spoken according to the cultures proper
to each epoch, and will continue to do so. Accordingly, the Church, living
in various circumstances has in the course of time used the genius of
different cultures to help explain the message of Christ to all nations. (p.
54)
The openness of the Gospel to human cultures was regarded as a new
development in the teaching of the Church since the Second Vatican Council.
Alberigo (1987) articulated that what the Council brought home to the Church
was the need to realize that Christianity must break new ground and take new
forms since “the seeds of the gospel can germinate anywhere” (p. 17).
Komonchak (1987) described this new development as the realization of the
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universal Church in local communities. The appreciation of the cultural diversity
of the local Churches gave the Council Fathers the impetus to engage in the
transformation of the classicist assumptions of culture, which regarded the
European culture “as a standard against which all other cultures were to be
measured” (p. 80).
For Shorter (1988), the Council Fathers described this both in terms of the
danger of cultural domination but also in terms of “the danger of cultural
autonomy that creates a humanism often hostile to religion” (p. 201). The
Council called this assumption into question and acknowledged that the human
race is involved “in a new age of its history, an age marked not only by the
achievements of modern science, but also by a new respect for the variety and
diversity of cultures” (p. 80). The new appreciation of the variety of cultures,
while it opened the Church to a new relationship with the world, also has its
dangers. As a result, the Church must
… look backward and forward: back to tradition in all its rich variety, and
forward to the signs of the gospel that are hidden in history but are
decipherable if we commit ourselves to share in reading them under the
sovereign guidance of God’s word and in a fraternal communion of all
Christians. (Alberigo, 1987, p. 18)
Tanner (2005) described the process of inculturation as an important
aspect of the new development in the Church. However, he observed that
“although the word inculturation is missing from Gaudium et Spes, the whole
chapter…provided a framework for subsequent Catholic discussion of
inculturation and helped the Church to move forward with confidence and
initiative on the issue” (p. 76). Schineller (1990) observed that though the
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Council Fathers did not use the word, inculturation, they spoke of the need to
bridge the gap between faith and culture by advocating “a listening, dialogical
attitude with culture, both traditional and modern” (p. 40). Based on the
framework set by the Council, the Church employed the term, inculturation, to
describe the relationship that exists between the Christian faith and local cultures.
This relationship
…includes an initial moment in which the Gospel is translated from the
language of the received tradition into the language of the new culture, a
second moment in what Pope John Paul II calls “a dialogue of cultures”
takes place, and a third moment in which the Gospel has so entered into
the local culture that it can help form and direct it. (Komonchak, 1986, p.
82)
Shorter (1988) pointed out that in this document, the Council Fathers
affirmed that the Church is not tied exclusively to any one culture, but can enter
into communion with different forms of culture. In so doing, it expresses the
mutuality of the evangelization process whereby the Church and the culture are
both enriched by the encounter. Hence, when the Gospel enters into communion
with a culture, “it continually renews, corrects, purifies, completes and restores
the culture in question. It causes its spiritual qualities to blossom from within” (p.
202).
Onwubiko, O (1992) declared that the entire teaching of Vatican II, but
especially the document on the relationship of the Church with the modern world,
“buried forever the spirit of ‘we-against-them’ and ‘they-against-us’” (p. 93).
According to Onwubiko, the new emphasis placed the mission of transmitting the
Gospel to the entire world in the cultural context, recognizing the importance of
the growth of local Churches while at the same time acknowledging St. Peter’s
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Basilica as the center of Christianity. Vatican II, he argued, presented and defined
“the local Church as the concrete and full manifestation of the Universal
Church….the principles of inculturation outlined by and in the Universal Church
are put into practice in the local Churches” (p. 95). In this process, the “universal
Church became conscious that she is a mother that bears children that must
mature in the faith and grow up and still look up to her responsibility as their
mother and teacher” (p. 95). This allows for the possibility of
…an inculturated Christianity that becomes the true channel through
which a culture receives Christ as its source of life and that of a local
Church that grows in it. This makes possible the maintenance of the spiral
cord relationship, which exists between the local Churches and Rome, the
center of Christianity. This relationship make it possible for local
Churches to be true sacraments or signs of intimate union with God, and
of unity of all mankind. (p. 96)
Gaudium et Spes (Second Vatican Council, 1965d) invited the faithful of
every land to open their eyes to all that is good and right in their own culture and
challenged them to accept their culture and to purify them through the Gospel
message where it is needed. It is a call to collaborate with God in an on-going
work of re-creation and renewal since “the work of culture is the work of grace,
and the power of grace is expressed in culture” (McBrien, 1994, p. 411).
Consequently, the Council sent the message to all the members of the Church that
it was no longer necessary to
Abandon the customs and traditions of their people in order to embrace the
faith. To be a Catholic no longer meant practically to withdraw oneself as
much as possible from one’s people on the score of their being pagans. On
the contrary, the Catholic will give expression to the newness of his
Christian faith in the context of the culture of his people, embracing it, and
giving it a home, so far as possible, in the very celebration of the liturgy.
(Lands, 1968, p. 55)
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Declaration on Christian Education
McBrien (1994) claimed that the document Declaration on Christian
Education (Second Vatican Council, 1965b) is distinct because “it deals only with
a few fundamental principles and leaves further development to the postconciliar
process, particularly in the various conferences of bishops” (p. 682). According
to McBrien this document focuses on the education of the young as it occurs in
the home, at school, and in the Church. While placing strong emphasis on
schooling, the document explained that “education must be broadly humane, in
keeping with the advances in all of the sciences, and with a concern for nurturing
personal maturity and social responsibility” (p. 682).
Schreck (2005) asserted that the Council Fathers understood the purpose
of education to be the formation of the human person with respect to his or her
final goal and the good of society. Therefore, “not only does each person have an
inalienable right to an education corresponding to his [or her] proper destiny, but,
each Christian is entitled to a Christian education” (p. 265). According to
Schreck, besides developing a person’s physical, moral and intellectual
endowments, Christian education
…(1) introduces a person into a knowledge of the mystery of salvation,
based on the gift of faith; (2) teaches a person to adore God in spirit and
truth (Jn. 4:23), especially through liturgical worship; (3) trains the person
to conduct his or her personal life in righteousness and truth, modeled
after Christ himself…; (4) helps the person grow accustomed to giving
witness to the faith and hope that is in him or her and to promoting the
Christian transformation of the world. (p. 265)
Parents, society and the Church have the obligation to provide education.
Parents are regarded as the first and foremost educators of their children. For
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Schreck (2005), the document on Christian education stressed the role of parents
as very “decisive that scarcely anything can compensate for their failure in it. It is
the parent’s responsibility to create a family atmosphere animated with love and
reverence for God and men [and women]” (p. 265). Schreck observed that the
Council Fathers are emphatic that “society is not given the task of being the
primary educator, but the state is to assist the parents and those whom the parents
authorize to teach their children” (p. 265). Thus society assists in the work of
education. Finally, the document revealed that the Church promotes and supports
the full development of each person and that it “educates by announcing and
teaching the way of salvation in Jesus Christ, especially through the liturgy and
catechetical instruction” (p. 265).
Schmiesing (2004) attributed the Council Fathers’ contention that true
education aims at the formation of the human person in pursuit of his or her
ultimate end and the good of society, to an anthropological vision of the human
person, which is inspired by theology. He asserted that, based on this vision, the
Catholic school recognizes the multiple purposes of the life of the individual. The
individual is in the short-term concerned with the good of society, and in the long
term concerned with eternal life with God.
The Council Fathers enumerated that Catholic educators must strive to
“orient the whole of human culture to the message of salvation that the knowledge
which the pupils acquire of the world, of life, and of men [and women] is
illumined by faith” (Second Vatican Council, 1965b, ¶8). Aquila (1997)
understood this passage to mean that Christian education must not be seen merely
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as an addition of a religious course to academic subjects, but rather, an effort to
help students in Catholic schools apply what they learn to real life experiences.
According to Field (1999), the task of Catholic schools is to integrate the
Christian faith into the whole pattern of human life in all its aspects so as to make
students aware of the great wealth they have inherited in terms of their cultures.
Schreck (2005) described it as the ability of the Catholic schools “to match
spiritual development with human and cultural development” (p. 267).
Summary
The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World (Second
Vatican Council, 1965d) provided a new understanding for the relationship
between the Church and the world. The Church is the leaven of the world that
must be redeemed from sin. The cultures of the world bear witness to the
creativity of the men and women placed in the world by God. Although vitiated
by sin, human culture is still regarded as a necessary tool for the reception of the
good news of Christ. The Christian faith is not immune to culture. While it is
transmitted through the medium of culture, it is not identified with any particular
culture. Dialogue between the Church and the world make possible the insertion
of the Christian faith into the cultures of the world.
The Declaration on Christian Education (Second Vatican Council, 1965b)
recognized the right of every person to education, which is directed towards the
supernatural life and to the good of the society. For Christians, true education
ensures that they are introduced to the knowledge of the mystery of salvation in
the context of their particular cultural circumstances.
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Having laid the foundation for this study through the literature review,
chapter three will proceed to describe the method that was incorporated to execute
this research. This method will be utilized to identify the Church directives on
inculturation that would be relevant to Catholic education in Nigeria.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Study’s Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify relevant themes on the process of
inculturation that would be applicable to Catholic schools in Nigeria. The
researcher subsequently developed a model applicable for inculturation by
Catholic schools in Nigeria.
Research Methodology and Design
Selected Roman and Nigerian documents were analyzed through content
analysis. Krippendorff (2004) defined content analysis as “a research technique
for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter)
to the contexts of their use” (p. 18).
According to Krippendorff (2004), the purpose of the content analysis
research method is to provide knowledge, new insights, a representation of facts,
and a practical guide to action. It is a technique used for compressing many
words of text into fewer content categories based on explicit rules of coding
(Berelson, 1952; Krippendorff, 2004; Weber, 1990). The rules of coding in
content analysis allow the researcher to determine the presence of certain words,
concepts, themes, phrases, characters, or sentences within texts or a set of texts
and to group them in an objective manner (Busha & Harter, 1980).
Krippendorff (2004) concluded that every content analysis study follows a
framework of six important parts, namely: the data analyzed, how they are
defined, the population from which they are drawn, the context relative to which
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the data are analyzed, the boundaries of the analysis, and the target of the
inferences. This study addressed the six-part framework of the content analysis
research method. The data that were analyzed were, phrases, sentences,
groupings of related sentences and paragraphs that pertained to the process of
inculturation in the Church and the role of the Catholic school in that process.
The data was defined according to their reference to the mission of the Church to
inculturate the Christian message in particular cultures and was drawn from
relevant documents of the Roman and Nigerian Church on inculturation. The
contexts relative to which the data were analyzed were the Catholic schools in
Nigeria. The boundaries of the analysis were those themes that were relevant to
Nigerian society. Finally, the target of the inferences was the creation of a profile
for the role of the Catholic school in the process of inculturation in Nigeria.
Corpus
Phrases, sentences, groupings of related sentences or paragraphs were
extracted from each of the selected Church documents that addressed
inculturation in the Church and the role of the Catholic school in this process.
The documents that were analyzed are displayed in Table 1.
Instrumentation
Reliability
Palmquist (n.d.) claimed that the overarching problem of content analysis research
is the challengeable nature of conclusions reached by its inferential procedures.
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Table 1
Documents on Inculturation in the Church and Through Catholic Schools
__________________________________________________________________
Document
Author
Date of Publication
_______________________________________________________________
Dogmatic Constitution
Vatican Council II
21 November 1964
on the Church
Declaration on Christian
Education

Vatican Council II

Pastoral Constitution on the Vatican Council II
Church in the Modern World

28 October 1965
7 December 1965

Evangelii Nuntiandi

Pope Paul VI

8 December 1975

The Catholic School

Congregation for Catholic
Education

19 March 1977

Catechesi Tradendae

Pope John Paul II

16 October 1979

Lay Catholics in Schools:
Witnesses to Faith

Congregation for Catholic
Education

15 October 1982

The Religious Dimension of Congregation for Catholic
Education in a Catholic
Education
School

7 April 1988

Ex Corde Ecclesiae

Pope John Paul II

15 August 1990

Redemptoris Missio

Pope John Paul II

7 December 1990

The Presence of the
Church in the University
and in University Culture

Congregation for Catholic
Education

22 May 1994

Ecclesiae in Africa

Pope John Paul II

14 September 1995

General Directory for
Catechesis

Congregation for
the Clergy

11 August 1997

The Catholic School on the
Threshold of the Third
Millennium

Congregation for Catholic
Education

28 December 1997
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Table 1 (continued)
Document
Towards a Pastoral
Approach to Culture

Author
Pontifical Council for
Culture

Consecrated Persons and
their Mission in Schools

Congregation for Catholic
Education

Date of Publication
23 May 1999
28 October 2002

The Catholic Church
Catholic Bishops Conference 12 September 2005
Policy on Education
of Nigeria
In Nigeria
________________________________________________________________
The question lies in what level of implication is allowable, that is, do conclusions
follow from the data or are they explainable due to some other phenomenon?
According to Weber (1990), the issue of reliability pertains to the consistency of
the procedure through which valid inferences are made from the text. He stated
that “reliability problems usually grow out of ambiguity of word meanings,
category definitions, or other coding rules” (p. 15). While developing rules that
allow the researcher and others to categorize and code the same data is essential to
the accuracy of content analysis (Palmquist, n.d.), the level of closeness with the
data developed by the researcher could sometimes result in an artificial inflation
of the reliability coefficient (Krippendorff, 1980). In order to avoid this, Stemler
(2001) advised that the researcher should develop a set of explicit recording
instructions, which allow outside coders to achieve reliability requirements.
In spite of these threats to reliability, three types of reliability were
relevant to this study: stability, reproducibility, and accuracy (Krippendorff, 2004;
Palmquist, n.d.). According to Weber (1990) stability (intra-rater reliability) “can
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be determined when the same content is coded more than once by the same coder”
(p. 17), which necessitates that the coder, re-code the same data after an
acceptable period of time. Unreliability results, therefore, when inconsistencies in
coding are detected, such as, ambiguities in coding rules or texts, cognitive
changes in the coder or simple errors in the coding process.
Reproducibility (inter-rater reliability) refers to the degree to which
content classification of the same text may be replicated by more than one coder.
It addresses the question, “Do coding schemes lead to the same text being coded
in the same category by different people?” (Stemler, 2001). According to Weber
(1990), reproducibility entails that “different people should code the same text in
the same way” (p. 12).
Accuracy has been described as the strongest form of reliability
(Krippendorff, 1980). It refers to the extent to which the classification of a text
corresponds to a standard or norm (Palmquist, n.d.).
Pilot Study
In order to become familiar with content analysis research methodology,
the researcher coded the document, General Directory for Catechesis
(Congregation for the Clergy, 1997) as a pilot study (Appendix A), for the
proposed research. This exercise in content analysis provided the researcher with
insight in regard to emerging themes, potential ambiguities in categorization of
units of text, and a format for hand coding.
In this study, stability and accuracy were established by the researcher
through the coding and re-coding of themes on the process of inculturation in the
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Church and in Catholic schools in the above mentioned document. The
researcher established a panel of judges to help determine the reproducibility of
the pilot study.
In order to establish reliability, the researcher extracted units of texts from
the document General Directory for Catechesis (Congregation for the Clergy,
1997). After three weeks, the researcher repeated this procedure with the same
document. A comparison of the two codifications was made in order to identify
the level of reliability. The results showed that the researcher coded the same
content in each instance from the document.
Validity
Stemler (2001) emphasized that it is important to recognize that a
methodology is always employed in the service of a research question. For him,
the issue of validation of inferences made on the basis of data from one analytic
approach requires the use of multiple sources of information. Hence, Weber
(1990) explained that “To assert that a category or variable is valid is to assert that
there is a correspondence between the category and the abstract concept that it
represents” (p. 18). The issue of validity therefore refers to the correspondence of
categories to the conclusions. It entails the generalizability of results to a theory.
Budd R, Thorp. R, & Donohew. L, (1967) noted that validity in content
analysis can be assessed through a jury approach. They pointed out that, in this
approach, experts are asked to judge relevant parts of the methodology, which
might include the choice and definition of variables or the measuring techniques.
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In this study, the researcher employed the services of a panel of judges to examine
the validity of the method and the choice of variables.
Codification Verification by Panel of Judges
A panel of 16 judges (Appendix B) was asked to verify the researcher’s
codification of the documentation. The panel consisted of individuals who have
demonstrated an expertise in Catholic theology and Church documents, especially
regarding the role of Catholic education in the evangelization of cultures. Panel
members also had an international perspective on cultural issues in the Church
and included individuals who understand the Nigerian culture.
Judges were asked to apply their expertise to verify the researcher’s
extractions and classifications of text, which identified the directives of the
Church on inculturation and the role of the Catholic school in the process
(Appendix B). Each judge was presented with two excerpts that had undergone
content analysis by the researcher. These excerpts were drawn from the General
Directory for Catechesis (Congregation for the Clergy, 1997). Judges were
requested to indicate their agreement or disagreement with the units of the text
that the researcher recognized in the passages. Ten of the sixteen panel members
(62.5%) completed and returned their questionnaires. The ten panel members
(100%) agreed with the units of texts codified by the researcher. One panel
member suggested that the study should include a survey of respondents in order
to collect comprehensive data.
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Qualifications of the Researcher
The researcher brought a rich background to the content of this study. A
Catholic priest who has worked in ministry for 11 years, the researcher served as
a parochial vicar, a high school teacher, a university chaplain, a pastor, a
consultant and a doctoral student in the Catholic Educational Leadership (CEL)
Program at the University of San Francisco. The researcher also has a master’s
degree in Catholic theology.
Working in a parish community in Nigeria for six years and teaching in a
Nigerian Catholic high school for two years afforded the researcher the
opportunity to work with both the parish and school communities in the process
of interpreting and implementing the Church’s teaching on inculturation. The
researcher also worked very closely with the Inculturation Committee in the
Diocese of Abakaliki in Nigeria. The committee was charged with working out
the modalities for establishing dialogue between the Christians and traditional
religionists in the Diocese of Abakaliki on various aspects of the local culture.
As a student of theology, the researcher worked closely with various
Church theologians in order to deepen his understanding of the Church’s
teachings. Recipient of the ICEL/CEL Merit Scholarship (2005-2006), the
researcher worked with the department director and faculty who have had longterm familiarity with the progress of Catholic education. This has afforded the
researcher invaluable experience and insight into the many dimensions of
Catholic education.
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In preparation for this study, the researcher took a one-semester directed
study on content analysis research methodology. He worked one-on-one with a
professor and completed a series of assignments and pilot tests to acquaint him
with this research design.
Data Collection
In order to codify inculturation and the role of the Catholic school, the
following coding schemes were employed, as suggested by Weber (1990).
1. Definition of units of text
Definition of the basic units of texts to be classified was fundamental to
this study. Each word, phrase, sentence, grouping of related sentences, or
paragraph that described the process of inculturation and the role of the Catholic
school was extracted verbatim from the text and hand-coded.
2. Classification of unit of texts
Each unit of text was placed in a particular category, in order to maintain
validity. These categories, which are “a group of words with similar meaning or
connotations” (Weber, 1990, p. 37), must be “mutually exclusive and exhaustive”
(U.S. General Accounting Office, 1996, p. 20). Mutually exclusive categories
exist when no unit falls between two data points, and each unit is represented by
only one data point. The requirement of exhaustive categories is met when the
data language represents all recording units without exception (Stemler, 2001).
This researcher ensured that the categories were mutually exclusive and
exhaustive. In the event of any ambiguity or difficulty in categorical placement,
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the researcher made a judgment call to either place it in a specified category or
discard it for the sake of clarity.
Data Analysis
Research question 1: What are the Church directives on inculturation?
The data for research question 1 was analyzed by grouping the collected units of
texts into emergent thematic categories that addressed the directives of the Church
regarding inculturation.
Research question 2: What are the Church directives specifically given to
Catholic schools in carrying out the process of inculturation? The data for
research question 2 was analyzed by placing the resulting units of text into
thematic categories that addressed the role of the Catholic school in the process of
inculturation.
Research question 3: Based on document analysis, what is an emergent
model applicable for inculturation by Catholic schools in Nigeria? The data for
research question 3 was analyzed by using the emergent themes from research
questions 1 & 2 and the narratives constructed with regard to those themes to
develop a model of inculturation that may be applicable to Nigerian Catholic
schools.
Having presented the methodology for the analysis of the data pertinent to
this study, the findings will be reported in chapter four.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to identify through a content analysis of
selected Church documents relevant themes related to the process of inculturation
that would be applicable to Catholic schools in Nigeria. In order to accomplish
this part of the study, it is necessary to present the results related to the three
research questions.
Research Question One
The first research question investigated the Church directives on
inculturation in the Church. In response to this question, 26 major themes with a
total of 126 units of texts pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
emerged. These themes were drawn from eight of the 17 documents selected for
this study. The eight documents include: Dogmatic Constitution on the Church,
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern, Evangelii Nuntiandi,
Catechesis Tradendae, Redemptoris Missio, Ecclesia in Africa, General Directory
for Catechesis, and Towards a Pastoral Approach to Culture. The themes drawn
from these documents are contained in Table 2.
Although some themes had very few units of texts, the tone of the selected
documents revealed that each theme is relevant to the process of inculturation. As
an ongoing process, inculturation in the Church requires the application of the
directives contained in these emergent themes to the various stages of the growth
and development of the Church in a specific area, region or nation.
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Table 2
Themes Pertaining to the Process of Inculturation in the Church
__________________________________________________________________
Theme
Unit of text Percentage
The purification of human cultures
28
22.2
Dialogue between the Christian faith and human cultures

18

14.3

Participation of the whole Christian community

8

6.3

Authentic presentation of the Christian message

7

5.6

Addressing specific issues in cultures

6

4.8

Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize

6

4.8

The use of local language

6

4.8

Follows the model of the Incarnation

5

3.9

The use of mass media

5

3.9

Adaptation of Gospel message to cultures

4

3.2

Compatibility with Gospel and communion with universal Church 4

3.2

Priority of the African Church

3

2.4

Training for clergy and laity

3

2.4

Task of the local Church

2

1.6

Discernment of values in culture by the Christian community

2

1.6

The use of literature and art

2

1.6

Conversion of heart

2

1.6

Cooperation between Churches

2

1.6

Guidance by the Holy Spirit

2

1.6

Episcopal discernment and guidance

2

1.6

Lengthy and difficult process

2

1.6

Connected to Biblical culture

2

1.6

Recognition of the independence of the Gospel to cultures

2

1.6

Focus on the human person

1

0.8

Witness of life of the laity

1

0.8

Knowledge of particular cultures
1
0.8
__________________________________________________________________
Total
126
100
__________________________________________________________________
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The process of inculturation as a “Purification of Human Cultures” was a
major theme that drew the highest frequency of 28 units of text (22.2%). The
purification of human cultures reflected on the part of the Magisterium of the
Church a recognition that human culture and, hence, human life is tainted by sin
and in need of healing.
The instruction is that “the Gospel of Christ constantly renews the life and
culture of fallen man; it combats and removes the errors and evils resulting from
the permanent allurements of sin” (Second Vatican Council, 1965d, ¶58). The
Church performs this task of the purification of human culture by
…affecting and as it were upsetting, through the power of the Gospel,
mankind’s criteria of judgment, determining values, points of interest,
lines of thought, sources of inspiration and models of life, which are in
contrast with the Word of God and the plan of salvation. (Paul VI, 1975,
¶19)
The directive of the Church that inculturation implies the purification of human
culture, is an acknowledgement that some aspects of human culture can be
incorporated into the Church.
This means that the Church “transmits to them [human cultures] her own
values, at the same time taking the good elements that already exist in them and
renewing them from within” (John Paul II, 1990b, ¶52). For instance, some
aspects of the cultures of Africa are referred to as providing a fertile ground for
conversion to Christ.
The positive values enshrined in these traditional cultures, such as a sense
of family, love and respect for life, veneration of ancestors, a sense of
solidarity and community, respect for the chief and elders, are a solid basis
for the inculturation of faith, whereby the Gospel penetrates the whole of
culture and brings it to fruition. (Pontifical Council for Culture, 1999, ¶19)
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The next theme that emerged pertaining to the process of inculturation in
the Church was “Dialogue Between the Christian Faith and Human Cultures”
which had 18 units of text (14.3%). This theme entails the necessity of fostering
“a living exchange between the Church and the diverse cultures of people”
(Second Vatican Council, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern
World, 1965d, ¶44). The importance of dialogue in the relationship of the Church
with human societies, cultures and religions was strongly emphasized. Dialogue
opens the Church up to the diverse cultures and religions of the world from whom
she is willing to learn in order to enrich her own ministry and to enrich those
cultures and religions, also. However, she enters into dialogue with human
cultures and religions “with the conviction that the Church is the ordinary means
of salvation and that she alone possesses the fullness of the means of salvation”
(John Paul II, 1990b, ¶55). Such dialogues do not contradict the mission of the
Church, but rather lead to “mutual knowledge and enrichment” (¶55). Engaging in
dialogue does not mean that the Church or the other religions abandon their
traditions. Rather it requires that
…those engaged in this dialogue must be consistent with their own
religious traditions and convictions, and be open to understanding those of
the other party without pretense or close-mindedness, but with truth,
humility and frankness, knowing that dialogue can enrich each side. (¶56)
The theme, “Participation of the Whole Christian Community” had the
next highest frequency with eight units of texts (6.3 %). Inculturation is not just
the work of the Church hierarchy and theologians. Rather, it involves the “whole
Church” (John Paul II, 1995, ¶62). Therefore, inculturation “must be an
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expression of the community’s life, one which matures within the community
itself, and not be exclusively the result of erudite research” (1990b, ¶54).
Another theme was the “Authentic Presentation of the Christian Message”.
Although this theme only contained seven units of text, (5.6 %), the instructions
on authenticity are crucial to a meaningful process of inculturation. The
Congregation for the Clergy (1997) stated that “in its task of inculturating the
faith, catechists must transmit the gospel message in its integrity and purity”
(¶111). The central point here is that any process of inculturation that is
acceptable to the Church must not distort or falsify the message of the gospel
under the pretext of cultural adaptations. Rather, while being open to the cultural
and historical circumstances of a specific region or area, bishops, pastors,
catechists, religious and lay ministers must maintain the truths of the Gospel in
order that those cultures are transformed and redeemed.
Catechesis, while avoiding all manipulations of culture, is not limited to a
mere juxtaposition of the Gospel in some decorative manner. Rather it
proposes the Gospel in a vital way, profoundly, by going to the very roots
of culture and the cultures of mankind. This defines a dynamic process
consisting of the various interactive elements: a listening in the culture of
the people, to discern an echo (omen, invocation, sign) of the Word of
God; a discernment of what has an authentic Gospel value or is at least
open to the Gospel; a purification of what bears the mark of sin (passions,
structures of evil) or of human frailty; an impact on people through
stimulating an attitude of radical conversion to God, to dialogue, and of
patient interior maturation. (¶204)
Following the theme of authentic presentation of the Christian message
were three themes, “Addressing Specific Issues in Cultures”, “Participation in the
Mission of the Church to Evangelize Cultures”, and “The Use of Local
Language”. These three themes had six units of texts each, which accounted for
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4.8% of the entire body of themes. Paul VI (1975) summed these three themes in
the following words:
Evangelization [and inculturation] loses much of its force and
effectiveness if it does not take into consideration the actual people to
whom it is addressed, if it does not use their language, their signs and
symbols, if it does not answer the questions they ask, and if it does not
have an impact on their concrete life. (¶63)
First, by addressing specific issues in cultures, inculturation allows the
Church to confront the concrete situations of the various regions of the world.
Specifically, inculturation requires paying attention to situations which are
…open to conflict and tension deriving from factors such as ethnic
pluralism, religious pluralism, and difference of development which
sometimes are strident; urban and extra-urban life styles, dominant
thought-systems, which in some countries are strongly influenced by
massive secularization and by strong religiosity in others. (Congregation
for Clergy, 1997, ¶212)
In this regard, the Church fathers noted that inculturation seeks to respect “the
cultural tendencies of a particular country” (¶212). While the mission of the
Church to the nations has a singular focus, the problems pertaining to the nations
are varied. Thus, the Church is called to confront those problems and to proffer
solutions appropriate to each nation.
Second, the participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize
reveals the connectedness of the process of inculturation to the overall mission of
evangelization in the Church. While the term inculturation is new in the
vocabulary of the Church, the idea is as old as the Church itself, which is the
mandate of Christ to the Church to proclaim the good news to all the nations of
the earth (Mt. 28:18). Consequently, Church officials have pointed out that
“inculturation is a movement towards full evangelization” (John Paul II, 1995,
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¶62). While addressing the Church in the African continent, John Paul II
instructed the Synod of Bishops not only to recognize that “inculturation
includes…the whole process of evangelization” (¶62), but also, that inculturation
as a process towards full evangelization is “one of the greatest challenges for the
Church on the continent on the eve of the Third Millennium” (¶59).
Third, the process of inculturation requires the use of local languages to
present the gospel message. This means that the Church seeks “to promote a new
expression of the Gospel in accordance with the evangelized culture, looking to a
language of faith which is the common patrimony of the faithful and thus a
fundamental element of communion” (Congregation for Clergy, 1997, ¶203).
Implications may be drawn from this statement. First the gospel should be
presented in new and relevant language, that is, that, “catechesis must stimulate
new expressions of the Gospel in the culture in which it has been planted” (¶208).
This compels the Church to
…speak a language suited to today’s children and young people in general
and to other categories of people–the language of students, intellectuals
and scientists; the language of the illiterate or of people of simple culture;
the language of the handicapped, and so on. (¶208)
The second implication is the importance of translations. The directive of the
Congregation for Clergy in this regard was that “if in the same ecclesial area there
are several linguistic or ethnic groups, it is useful to provide for the translation of
guides and directories into the various languages” (¶214).
Following the sequence of occurrence, two themes, “Follows the Model of
the Incarnation” and “The Use of Mass Media”, each had five units of text
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(3.9 %). The process of inculturation in the Church follows the model of the
incarnation because the Mystery of the Incarnation is regarded as the first and
initial example of inculturation of the message of God to human culture. The
Incarnation reveals how the Church is called to encounter the world following the
example of Jesus Christ. Hence,
…the Incarnation of the Word, a mystery which took place in history: in
clearly defined circumstances of time and space, amidst a people with its
own cultures, a people that God had chosen and accompanied throughout
the entire history of salvation, in order to show through what he did for
them, what he intended to do for the whole human race. (John Paul II,
1995, ¶60)
In regard to the theme of the use of mass media, the directives of the
Church are based on the understanding that “the media is to be seen as a direct
evangelization, inasmuch as its quality and seriousness contributes to the
promotion of a culture in line with the Gospel” (Pontifical Council for Culture,
1999, ¶33). The media, especially television, radio stations, and newspapers, play
significant roles in the inculturation of the faith. In order for the universal and
local Church to make use of the mass media in the process of inculturation, the
directives call for training.
The various sectors of the Church would communicate better with
journalists and the resources, organizers and methods of cultural and
religious networks would be better known, if a sufficient number of people
were properly trained in communications techniques: the best place to
start would be with young people in formation in seminaries and religious
communities. In addition, many young lay people have an inclination to
work in media. A pastoral approach to culture will ensure that they are
prepared to be an active presence in the world of radio, television, books,
and magazines, the bearers of information which are also the daily
reference-point for the majority of our contemporaries. (¶33)
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Two themes, “Adaptation of the Gospel to Cultures” and “Compatibility
with the Gospel and Communion with the Universal Church” had four units of
text each (3.2 %). Adaptation of the Gospel is the central focus of the process of
inculturation in the Church. It calls for the insertion of the Christian message into
a particular culture that is non-Christian. Through this process, the Church uses
…the discoveries of different cultures so that in her preaching she might
spread and explain the message of Christ to all nations, that she might
examine it more deeply and understand it, that she might give it better
expression in liturgical celebration and in the varied life of the community
of the faithful. (Second Vatican Council, 1965, ¶58)
The theme “Compatibility with the Gospel and Communion with the
Universal Church,” contains the fundamental principles of inculturation, which
are prerequisites for inculturation in the Church. The researcher was quite
surprised that this theme had only four units of text based on the level of its
importance to the concept of inculturation. John Paul II (1990b) wrote, “Properly
applied, inculturation must be guided by two principles: compatibility with the
gospel and communion with the universal Church” (¶54). The Pontifical Council
for Culture (1999) stated that “an inculturated evangelization, thanks to the
concerted pastoral efforts, enables the Christian community to receive, live and
translate its faith into its own culture, in compatibility with the Gospel and in
communion with the universal Church” (¶6).
The themes, “Priority for the African Church” and “Training for Clergy
and Laity”, had three units of texts each (2.4%). The Synod of Bishops
Conference for Africa concluded that inculturation is a priority for the Church in
Africa as it moves forward in the new Millennium. Inculturation is regarded as a
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necessary condition “for a firm rooting of the Gospel in Africa” (John Paul II,
1995, ¶59). In this way, the Church in Africa is constantly challenged to ensure
“that the followers of Christ will ever more fully assimilate the Gospel message,
while remaining faithful to all authentic African values” (¶78).
Since inculturation focuses on correct interpretation and clearer
understanding of the Christian message and its subsequent application to a
particular culture, it requires training for all participants, especially the clergy and
laity. The instructions of the Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) stated that all
those involved in the process of inculturation must receive “serious formation in
theology, history and culture” (¶6) in order to be competent in theology and
pastoral work. Such training is not optional for members of the Church since it is
“without doubt one of the best channels of communication between contemporary
culture and Christian faith” (¶31).
The themes that had the lowest frequency of occurrence were those that
had either one or two units of texts. Ten themes had two units of texts (1.6%),
while three themes had one unit of text (0.8%). Due to the large number of themes
with two units of text, the researcher listed them in a table format to make for a
better reading. These are presented in Table 3.
With regard to the process of inculturation as a task of the local Church,
the Congregation for the Clergy (1997) stated:
Inculturation is a task for the particular Churches and is referred to by all
areas of the Christian life. Precisely because of the nature of inculturation
which takes place in concrete and specific circumstances, a legitimate
attention to the particular Churches cannot but enrich the Church. It is
indeed pressing and indispensable. To this end, and most opportunely,
Episcopal Conferences, almost everywhere, are proposing Catechetical
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Directories (and analogous instruments), catechisms and aids, workshops
and centers of formation. (¶213)
The local Churches, through the process of inculturation that address their specific
needs, ultimately enrich the universal Church.
Table 3
Ten Themes Related to Inculturation in the Church Which Contained Two Units
of Text
__________________________________________________________________
Themes
Number of Occurrences
__________________________________________________________________
Task of the local Church
2
Discernment of values in cultures by the Christian community
2
Use of Art and Literature
2
Conversion of Heart
2
Cooperation between Churches
2
Guidance by the Holy Spirit
2
Episcopal discernment and guidance
2
Lengthy and difficult process
2
Connected to Biblical Culture
2
Recognition of the independence of the Gospel to cultures
2
__________________________________________________________________
Total
20
_________________________________________________________________
The data revealed that, in the process of inculturation in the Church, it is
necessary to discern what is of value, what could be incorporated into the life of
the Christian community, and what should be rejected in human cultures due to
incompatibility with the Christian message. However, the documentation makes a
distinction between discernment by Bishops and discernment by the Christian
community. The Bishops, as successors to the apostles and leaders of the people
of God, have a special calling not only to discern what is of value in human
cultures that are open to the Gospel, but also, to protect the deposit of faith. John
Paul II (1990b) described the role of the Bishops as follows: “Bishops as
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guardians of the deposit of faith, will take care to ensure fidelity and in particular
to provide discernment, for which a deeply balanced approach is required” (¶54).
Following the guidance of the Bishops, the entire people of God are also
called upon to discern, in their own way, values that are inherent in human
cultures and which could be incorporated into the Church. This discernment is
always in relationship with the Bishops. The Second Vatican Council, (1965d)
stated:
May the faithful, therefore, live in very close union with the other men
[and women] of their time and may they strive to understand perfectly
their way of thinking and judging, as expressed in their culture. Let them
blend new sciences and theories and the understanding of the most recent
discoveries with Christian morality and the teaching of Christian doctrine,
so that their religious culture and morality may keep pace with scientific
knowledge and with the constantly progressing technology. Thus they may
be able to interpret and evaluate all things in a truly Christian spirit. (¶62)
Literature and the arts are intrinsic to the process of inculturation because
“they strive to make known the proper nature of man [and woman], his [and her]
problems and his [and her] experiences in trying to know and perfect himself [and
herself] and the world” (¶62). Such works of art and literature, which have
nationalistic and regional characteristics, play a significant role in the process of
inculturation in all regions of the world and “may be brought into the sanctuary
since they raise the mind to God, once the manner of expression is adapted and
they are conformed to liturgical requirements” (¶62).
While the Bishops and the Christian community have the duty to discern
what is of value in culture and to implement the process of inculturation in the
Church, the data highlighted the role of the Holy Spirit in guiding the entire
process. The Holy Spirit guides the Church in its life and mission. It is by the
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power of the Holy Spirit that the Church can truly engage in the process of
inculturation. John Paul II (1995) described the essential role of the Holy Spirit in
this way:
Inculturation also has profound links with the Mystery of Pentecost.
Thanks to the outpouring and action of the Spirit, who draws gifts and
talents into unity, all the peoples of the earth when they enter the Church
live a new Pentecost, profess in their own tongue the one faith in Jesus,
and proclaim the marvels that the Lord has done for them. The Spirit,
who on the natural level is the true source of wisdom of peoples, leads
the Church with a supernatural light into knowledge of the whole truth. In
her turn, the Church takes on the values of different cultures, becoming
the ‘sponsa ornata monilibus suis,’ ‘the bride who adorns herself with her
jewels (Ish. 61: 10). (¶61)
Inculturation is not just a task of a particular Church. Since each particular
Church is part of the universal Church, the process of inculturation carried out by
each particular Church serves to bring the Churches together in a common goal.
Particular Churches situated in various parts of the world are not independent of
the universal Church and its leadership at the Holy See. As a result, the process of
inculturation in the Church must necessarily lead to cooperation between
Churches. It requires “setting up a dialogue of reciprocal learning and of
communion between the Churches and between these and the Holy See: this
allows for the certification of experiences, criteria, programs, tools and for a more
valid and up-to-date inculturation” (Congregation for Clergy, 1997, ¶214).
While inculturation is the process of adapting the Gospel to culture and of
drawing from cultures those values that are compatible with the Christian
message, the data revealed that the Gospel is independent of all cultures. Paul VI
(1975) wrote that “the gospel and evangelization are certainly not identical with
culture, and they are independent in regard to cultures” (¶20). However, the
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researcher found that the Gospel is always connected to the Biblical cultures of its
origin.
…the Gospel message cannot be purely and simply isolated from the
culture in which it was first inserted (the Biblical world or more
concretely, the cultural milieu in which Jesus of Nazareth lived) nor,
without loss, from the cultures in which it has already been expressed
down the centuries…it does not spring spontaneously from any cultural
soil; it has always been transmitted by means of an apostolic dialogue
which inevitably becomes part of a certain dialogue of cultures. (John Paul
II, 1979, ¶53)
In addition, the data revealed that the process of inculturation is an
ongoing and difficult process. It never comes to its full realization because
cultures and peoples constantly change. Each age and each culture has its
problems and challenges that the Church must confront in order to transmit the
message of Christ. Inculturation is lengthy because it is an ongoing process, but
“it is a difficult process for it must in no way compromise the distinctiveness and
integrity of the Christian faith” (John Paul II, 1990b, ¶52). It also requires a
conversion of heart. There is always an initial conversion of heart to welcome the
gospel into the lives of new converts. “Cultural adaptation also requires
conversion of heart and even, where necessary, a breaking with ancestral customs
incompatible with the Catholic faith” (Pontifical Council for Culture, 1999, ¶6).
However, conversion is not a one time event. It is an ongoing process. Therefore,
inculturation as a conversion of heart “affirms the absolute newness of Revelation
in Jesus Christ” (¶6).
The three themes that contained one unit of text (0.8%) included: “Focus
on the Human Person”, “Witness of Life of the Laity”, and “Knowledge of
Particular Cultures”. The process of inculturation in the Church is focused on
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cultures in as much as culture is a human creation. Culture is, therefore, a
reflection of a certain human community, its life experiences. When the Church
encounters human cultures, she encounters the individuals that make up that
particular culture. Paul VI (1975) instructed those who are engaged in the work of
evangelization and inculturation of faith to regard “the person as one’s starting
point…always coming back to the relationships of people among themselves and
with God” (¶20). In regard to the theme of witness of life of the laity, the data
showed that the daily lives of Christians play a significant role in promoting
inculturation. The documents of the Second Vatican Council (1964) called on the
laity to remedy the customs and conditions of the world which are tainted by the
stain of sin. By such witness of life, the laity will
imbue culture and human activity with genuine moral values; they will
better prepare the field of the world for the seed of the Word of God; and
at the same time they will open wider the doors of the Church by which
the message of peace may enter the world. (¶36)
The Congregation for the Clergy (1997) claimed that the process of
inculturation in the Church requires an in-depth knowledge of “the cultures of
persons and the extent of its penetration into their lives” (¶203). Knowledge of
cultures comes through education and personal experience of these cultures. This
theme sums up the goal of inculturation in the Church as that of understanding
human cultures in order to imbue them with the spirit of Christ. Furthermore, it
leads us to also examine the role that schools could play in enhancing such
knowledge, thereby promoting inculturation not only within the Christian
community of a parish, but also, within the school community. This is the focus
of the second research question of this study.
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Research Question Two
The second research question examined the Church directives specifically
given to Catholic schools in carrying out the process of inculturation. In response
to this question, 27 themes with a total of 82 units of text pertaining to the process
of inculturation through the Catholic schools emerged. These themes, which are
enumerated in Table 4, were drawn from 14 of the 17 documents selected for this
study. The 14 documents include: Declaration on Christian Education, The
Catholic School, Catechesi Tradendae, Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to
Faith, The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School, Ex Corde
Ecclesiae, Redemptoris Missio, The Presence of the Church in the University and
in University Culture, Ecclesia in Africa, The Catholic School on the Threshold of
the Third Millennium, General Directory for Catechesis, Towards a Pastoral
Approach to Culture, Consecrated Persons and their Mission in Schools, and The
Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria.
While the frequencies of these themes were varied, the documents
revealed that each theme is relevant to the process of inculturation through the
Catholic school. Each theme serves to bring the Catholic school closer to its
fundamental mission of facilitating the development of the whole person, who is
modeled after Christ.
The first theme that emerged was “Enhancing Dialogue Between Faith and
Culture”. It drew the highest frequency of 13 units of text (15.9%). While it is the
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Table 4
Themes Pertaining to the Process of Inculturation Through the Catholic School
__________________________________________________________________
Theme
Unit of text Percentage
Dialogue between faith and culture
13
15.9
Formation of the human person

10

12.2

Presentation of individual subjects by teachers

9

11

Synthesis of faith and culture

8

9.8

Witness of life [religious/teachers]

5

6.1

Discernment of values in cultures

5

6.1

Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures 4

4.9

Orientation of cultures to the Gospel

3

3.7

Establishment of Catholic cultural centers

3

3.7

Training and research in specific cultures

3

3.7

Sensitivity to the cultures of the world

2

2.4

Gospel affects the mentality of students

2

2.4

Mandate by the Bishops

2

2.4

Recognition of the limits of human culture

1

1.2

Critique of human cultures

1

1.2

Focus on the family as a starting point

1

1.2

Creation of bond between the teacher and students

1

1.2

Pastoral guidance in research

1

1.2

Setting up of a national commission

1

1.2

Consultation between the Bishops and the University community 1

1.2

Promotion of human culture

1

1.2

Liturgical celebrations and publications

1

1.2

Recognition of the independence of Gospel to cultures

1

1.2

Awareness that cultures are open to revelation

1

1.2

Introduction of students to the values of the environment

1

1.2

Participation of laity through research
1
1.2
__________________________________________________________________
Total
82
100
__________________________________________________________________
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mission of the Church to endeavor to enter into dialogue with the cultures of the
world, the Catholic school plays a significant role in fulfilling that mission. The
Catholic school is an “aid to the fulfillment of the mission of the people of God
and to fostering of dialogue between the Church and mankind” (Second Vatican
Council, 1965b, ¶8). Moreover, “it is…through the school that she [the Church]
participates in the dialogue of culture with her own positive contribution to the
cause of the total formation of man [and woman]” (Congregation for Catholic
Education, 1977, ¶15).
The role of the Catholic school in promoting this dialogue is centered on
its ability to encounter both the “unfathomable richness of the salvific message of
the Gospel and the variety of the fields of knowledge in which that richness is
incarnated by it” (John Paul II, 1990a, ¶6). Consequently, the Catholic school
enhances the dialogue between faith and culture, since it is “a privileged place for
a fruitful dialogue between the Gospel and culture” (¶43).
This encounter with cultures aided and entered into by the Catholic school
on behalf of the Church has two phases. The first phase is the subjective aspect
which entails the evangelization of peoples. In this regard, “…the Church enters
into dialogue with real people, men and women, professors, students, staff, and
through them, with the cultural trends that characterize this milieu” (Congregation
for Catholic Education, 1994, ¶2.1). The second phase is “a commitment to
dialogue between faith and culture, and the development of a culture rooted in
faith” (¶2.2). In this phase, the Catholic school plays a significant role in the
conversations of the academic, cultural and scientific worlds. To enhance these
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two phases, the authors of the documents advised that educators encourage
collaborative encounters within educational institutions as well as within the
general society.
The Congregation for Catholic Education (1994), referring to the
university level, recommended the promotion of,
interdisciplinary initiatives, and cultural encounters inside and outside
the University, combining critical methods and confidence in reason, in
order to bring face to face, in the language of different cultures,
metaphysical and scientific positions and the affirmations of faith. (¶2.8)
Furthermore, the document revealed that it is important that “special attention be
given to the teaching of philosophy, history and literature as they are essential
elements for the encounter between the faith and the different cultures” (The
Pontifical Council for Culture, 1999, ¶29).
The next emergent theme was “Formation of the Human Person”. It drew
10 units of text (12.2%). The Second Vatican Council (1965b) asserted that the
school is
designed not only to develop with special care the intellectual faculties,
but also to form the ability to judge rightly, to hand on the cultural legacy
of previous generations, to foster a sense of values, and to prepare for
professional life. (¶35)
Accordingly, the Congregation for Catholic Education (1977) acknowledged that
the Church
establishes her own schools because she considers them as a privileged
means of promoting the formation of the whole man [and woman], since
the school is a center in which a specific concept of the world, of man,
[and woman] and of history is developed and conveyed. (¶8)
The foundation and center of the Catholic school is Christ. It is, therefore,
necessary that in fulfilling the role of the integral formation of the human person,
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the school is “guided by its Christian vision of reality through which our cultural
heritage acquires its special place in the total vocational life of man [and woman]”
(Congregation for Catholic Education, 1997, ¶36).
Three themes, “Presentation of Individual Subjects by Teachers”,
“Synthesis of Faith and Culture”, and “Witness of Life [Religious and Teachers]”,
are closely connected to the ministry and life of the teacher in a Catholic school
with regard to the process of inculturation. The theme, “Presentation of Individual
Subjects by Teachers” emerged with nine units of text (11%). The Congregation
for Catholic Education (1977) explained that “individual subjects must be taught
according to their own particular methods” (¶39). This entails that subjects taught
in Catholic schools should not be regarded as “mere adjuncts to faith or a useful
means of teaching apologetics” (¶39). Consequently, the teacher is required to
present “the class material in such a way that students can easily discover a
dialogue between faith and cultures and gradually be led to a personal synthesis of
these” (Congregation for Catholic Education, 1982, ¶64).
The documents maintained that human culture and science must “be
taught with scientific objectivity” (Congregation for Catholic Education, 1988,
¶51). However, the Congregation for Catholic Education (1982) earlier explained
that, while Christian values and morals were not to be taught as a science, they
must be presented “as values which generate human attitudes” (¶30). These
attitudes are to be encouraged in students in order to ensure not only a personal
synthesis in their lives between faith and culture, but also that “the lessons of the
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teachers and the reception of those students who are believers will not divorce
faith from this culture” (Congregation for Catholic Education, 1988, ¶51).
The Congregation for the Clergy (1998) addressed the presentation of
individual subjects from the point of view of religious instruction. While it is not
presented as a pure science, religious instruction has the specific character of
penetrating “a particular area of culture and to relate with other areas of
knowledge” (¶73). Religious instruction presents the Gospel of Christ to the
students of a particular culture through “a personal process of cultural, systematic
and critical assimilation” (¶73).
Furthermore, the presentation of materials for religious instruction in
Catholic schools must seek “to keep in touch with other elements of the student’s
knowledge and education” (¶73). The presentation of individual subjects such as,
science, the arts, language and culture through their own methodologies, along
with religious instruction, enhances the process of inculturation. According to the
Congregation for Catholic Education (1977), this holistic approach to education
enables “the pupil to assimilate skills, knowledge, intellectual methods and moral
and social attitudes, all of which help to develop his [and her] personality and lead
him [and her] to his [and her] place as an active member of the community of man
[and woman]” (¶42).
The theme, “Synthesis of Faith and Culture,” drew eight units of text
(9.8%). As a follow-up from the theme on the individual presentation of subjects
by teachers, the synthesis of faith and culture, both for students and for the school
community, is centered on the ministry of all who participate in Catholic
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education, with particular emphasis on teachers. From the onset, the Congregation
for Catholic Education (1997) posited that the synthesis of faith and culture in a
Catholic school is “one of the most significant elements of its educational
projects” (¶14). Consequently,
Its task is fundamentally a synthesis of culture and faith, and a synthesis of
faith and life: the first is reached by integrating all the different aspects of
human knowledge through the subjects taught, in the light of the Gospel;
the second in the growth of the virtues characteristic of the Christian.
(Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977, ¶37)
This statement has two serious implications. First, the synthesis of faith
and culture is not merely an academic exercise. It is a synthesis in which students
must put into practice what they have gained from the classroom. Second, the
synthesis of faith and culture proceeds through developmental stages. The
synthesis of faith and culture is initiated, first, through the presentation of class
materials by the teacher and, then, proceeds to the personal assimilation of these
materials by the students. Through this means, the students develop “a personal
integration of culture and faith and of faith and living” (¶71).
The teacher’s role in facilitating the synthesis of faith and culture must
proceed in three ways. First, he or she must create awareness in students that “a
relationship exists between faith and human cultures” (Congregation for Catholic
Education, 1988, ¶51). Second, the teacher should pay special attention “to the
challenges that human culture poses for the faith” (¶52). Third, the teacher must
help students to “attain that synthesis of faith and culture which is necessary for
faith to be mature” (¶52).
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The next theme connected directly to the ministry of the teacher in the
process of inculturation is “Witness of Life [Religious and Teachers]”, which
drew 5 units of text (6.1%). The role of the teacher in enhancing the process of
inculturation in the Catholic school entails the presentation of individual subjects
and the synthesis of faith and culture for students. In addition it calls for the
witness of life of the teacher, since “the Catholic school depends on them
[teachers] almost entirely for the accomplishment of its goals and programs”
(Second Vatican Council, 1965b, ¶8). Consequently, the Congregation for
Catholic Education (1977) deduced that “the integration of culture and faith is
mediated by the other integration of faith and life in the person of the teacher”
(¶43). In other words, the ability to bring the interior synthesis of the student to a
deeper level presupposes that such synthesis “should already exist in the teacher”
(Congregation for Catholic Education, 1982, ¶29).
The theme, “Discernment of Values in Cultures,” had five units of text
(6.1%). John Paul II (1990a) specifically stated that the Catholic university should
assume the primary role in the process of discernment of values in a particular
culture. He called on the university to assist “the Church, enabling it to come to a
better knowledge of diverse cultures, [to] discern their positive and negative
aspects” (¶44).
Furthermore, “a Catholic university will seek to discern and evaluate both
the aspirations and the contradictions of modern times, in order to make it more
suited to the total development of individuals and peoples” (¶45). Finally, the
Holy Father pointed out that the discernment of values in cultures is a process in
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which the university community, under the light of Christ, assumes the role of
preserving and defending what is true and good in each culture. Accordingly, he
maintained that “traditional cultures are to be defended in their identity, helping
them to receive modern values without sacrificing their own heritage which is the
wealth for the whole of the human family” (¶45).
The theme, “Participation in the Mission of the Church to Evangelize
Cultures” drew four units of text (4.9%). The Church, founded on the faith of the
Apostles, is sent by Christ on a mission to evangelize the nations and cultures of
the world. It is a mission in which the Catholic school plays a significant role.
According to the Congregation for Catholic Education (1997), “the
Catholic school participates in the evangelizing mission of the Church and is the
privileged environment in which Christian education is carried out” (¶11). The
evangelizing mission of the Church, in which the Catholic school plays an active
role, requires that each faith community (school and parish) transmit the message
of the Gospel by proclamation and service to people. The Congregation for
Catholic Education (1994) elaborated:
Service of the individuals involved in the University, and through them,
service of society, the presence of the Church in the university milieu
enters into the process of inculturation of the faith as a requirement of
evangelization. On the threshold of a new millennium, of which university
culture will be a major component, the duty of proclaiming the Gospel
becomes more urgent. It calls for faith communities able to transmit the
Good News of Christ to all those who are formed, who teach and who
exercise their activity in the context of university culture. The urgency of
this apostolic commitment is great, for the university is one of the most
fruitful centers for the creation of culture. (¶Conclusion)
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John Paul II (1995) expressed the point that “Catholic schools are at one and the
same time places of evangelization…inculturation and initiation of dialogue of
life among young people of different religious backgrounds” (¶102).
Three themes, “Orientation of Cultures to the Gospel”, “Establishment of
Catholic Cultural Centers”, and “Training and Research in Specific Cultures”,
each had three units of text (3.7 %). The theme, “Orientation of Cultures to the
Gospel,” signifies the openness of the Gospel to human cultures and of human
cultures to the Gospel. According to the Second Vatican Council (1965b), the
proper function of Catholic schools is the orientation of human cultures to the
Gospel. The Congregation for Catholic Education (1982) attested to this when it
wrote that
…the distinctive feature of the Catholic school is…to relate all human
culture eventually to the news of salvation, so that the light of faith will
illumine the knowledge which students gradually gain of the world, of life
and of the human race. (¶38)
The next theme with three units of text (3.7%) was “Establishment of
Catholic Cultural Centers”. The study of the various cultures of the world in a
special setting is of vital importance to the Church. Her mission to evangelize the
nations is hinged on a correct understanding and appreciation of the cultures of
the peoples to whom she must preach the Good News of salvation. Such an
understanding requires a special place of learning dedicated to the study of
cultures, distinct from the general school curriculum.
This calls, therefore, for the establishment of cultural centers. John Paul II
(1995) defended the establishment of these centers because they would enable the
Church to effectively participate in the dialogue with cultures. He described them
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as “public forums which would allow the Church to make widely known, in
creative dialogue, Christian convictions about man, woman, family, work,
economy, society, politics, international life, the environment…they are places of
listening, respect and tolerance” (¶103). Furthermore, the Pontifical Council for
Culture (1999) encouraged dioceses to make every effort to establish these centers
since they play a significant role in addressing urgent and complex problems
between faith and culture.
Whenever it has been possible to create them, Catholic Cultural Centers
are an enormous pastoral help in the sphere of culture. Very much part of
their culture, they can tackle urgent and complex problems encountered in
evangelizing culture and inculturating faith. They start with points of
contact which come from a largely open debate with all those who create
work in and promote culture, in accordance with the spirit of the Apostle.
(¶32)
The next theme with three units of text (3.7%) was “Training and
Research in Specific Cultures”. The establishment of cultural centers as part of
the educational program of dioceses presupposes the need for training and further
research for those who will become evangelizers in the world. While such training
and research in specific areas of culture involves both clergy and laity, John Paul
II (1990b) observed that the contribution of the laity is indispensable. With
specific reference to the continent of Africa, the Holy Father insisted that the
process of inculturation in Catholic schools should underline “the need for
research in the field of African cultures in all their complexities” (1995, ¶62).
Three themes, “Sensitivity to the Cultures of the World”, “Gospel Affects
the Mentality of Students”, and “Mandate by the Bishops”, drew two units of
texts (2.4%). The theme, “Sensitivity to the Cultures of the World,” reflects the
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mindset that all Catholics institutions, but especially Catholic schools, should
foster in relation to the world. With regard to Catholic colleges and universities,
John Paul II (1990a) opined that they “must become more attentive to the culture
of the world today…” (¶45). This attentiveness must guide the Catholic school
faculty and staff not only in the day to day activities of the school, but also in the
development of the school curriculum. The Catholic Bishops Conference of
Nigeria (2005) acknowledged the special place that this theme plays in the
process of inculturation when it wrote:
The school curriculum needs to be relevant, diverse and flexible within a
single educational system. It should be sensitive to cultural, racial and
religious plurality and later for the development of the diversity of human
talents. (¶2.2.1)
The theme, “Gospel Affects the Mentality of Students”, addresses the
expectations of the Church with regard to the experience of students in a Catholic
school. In a Catholic school, students not only encounter the different branches of
human knowledge but also encounter the Gospel of Christ. John Paul II (1979)
claimed that, through the process of inculturation, “the Gospel will impregnate the
mentality of pupils in the field of their learning and the harmonization of their
culture will be achieved in the light of faith” (¶53). This statement by the Holy
Father was reiterated by the Congregation for Clergy (1997).
In regard to the next theme, “Mandate by the Bishops”, the Congregation
for Catholic Education (1977) maintained that the Catholic school “receives from
the Bishops in some manner the mandate of an apostolic undertaking” (¶71). This
reflects the authority of National and Regional Conferences of Bishops or
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individual Bishops in the administration of Catholic schools. In conclusion, the
Congregation for Clergy (1997) opined that
Given the plurality of socio-cultural and religious contexts in which the
work of the Catholic school is carried on in different nations, it is
opportune that the Bishops and the Episcopal Conferences specify the kind
of Catechetical activity to be implemented in Catholic schools. (¶260)
Finally, the findings of this study revealed that there were 13 themes that
drew one unit of text each (1.2%). These themes are listed in the Table 5.
Table 5
Emergent Themes Pertaining to Inculturation Through Catholic Schools That
Drew One Unit of Text
__________________________________________________________________
Theme
Unit of Text
Percentage
__________________________________________________________________
Recognition of the limits of human culture
1
1.2
Critique of human cultures

1

1.2

Focus on family as a starting point

1

1.2

Creation of bond between teacher and students

1

1.2

Setting up of a national commission

1

1.2

Consultation between the Bishops and the
university community

1

1.2

Pastoral guidance in research

1

1.2

Promotion of human culture

1

1.2

Liturgical celebrations and publications

1

1.2

Recognition of the independence of Gospel to cultures

1

1.2

Awareness that cultures are open to revelation

1

1.2

Introduction of students to the values of the cultures

1

1.2

Participation of the laity through research

1

1.2

__________________________________________________________________
Total

13

16
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On the theme, “Recognition of the Limits of Human Culture”, the Congregation
for Catholic Education (2002) stated that
Education is… called to transmit to students an awareness of their cultural
roots and respect for other cultures. When this is achieved with solid
ethical reference points, education leads to the realization of the inherent
limits in one’s own culture and in that of others. At the same time,
however, it emphasizes a common inheritance of values to the entire
human race. (¶79)
In recognizing the limits of human cultures, individuals learn to respect
and appreciate their culture and the cultures of other people. They also value the
common inheritance of human cultures. The Church teachings do not necessarily
view this limitation of culture as purely negative. Accordingly John Paul II
(1990b) wrote that “since culture is a human creation and is therefore marked by
sin, it too needs to be healed, ennobled and perfected” (¶54). The evangelization
of the cultures and the inculturation of the faith in specific human cultures is an
attempt by the Church to fulfill its mission to purify the cultures of the world
(Second Vatican Council, 1964).
The understanding that cultures are limited and marked by sin, leads to the
next theme, “Awareness that Cultures are Open to Revelation”. John Paul II
(1990a) wrote that a Catholic University is “aware that human culture is open to
Revelation and transcendence” (¶43). Human culture is not closed in itself, but
rather dynamic and open to change. It is always seeking its perfection and
fulfillment. This dynamism and openness to change endears it to the message of
the Gospel. Consequently, a Catholic university, relying on the dynamism and
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openness of human culture, serves as a place for fruitful dialogue between the
faith and human culture. It is a dialogue which is both academic and religious.
The next emergent theme was, “Critique of Human Cultures. The
Congregation for Catholic Education (2002) stated that
Schools must question themselves about the fundamental ethical trends
that characterize the cultural experience of a particular community.
Cultures, like the people who give rise to them, are marked by the mystery
of evil at work in human history, and they too are in need of purification
and salvation. The authenticity of each human culture, the soundness of its
underlying ethos and hence the validity of its moral bearings, can be
measured to an extent by its commitment to the human cause and by its
capacity to promote human dignity at every level and in every
circumstance. (¶68)
The dynamism of human cultures means that cultures are not perfect in
themselves. In the process of inculturation through the Catholic school, it seems
necessary that cultures be thoroughly investigated and studied in order to adopt
those aspects of culture that are amenable to the Gospel of Christ. Schools as
places of learning and seekers of truth are called upon to question various aspects
of human cultures in order to attain what is true and good for the human society.
The next theme is “Focus on the Family as a Starting Point”. In his 1981
document of the family, John Paul II reasoned that, since God established the
conjugal partnership as the beginning and basis of human society, the family is,
therefore, the first and vital cell of society. Furthermore, the Holy Father
contended that it is within the family that citizens of the world find their first
school of social virtues which are “the animating principle of the existence and
development of society itself” (¶42).
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Based on this teaching, the selected documents for this study pointed
therefore to the relevance of the family in the process of inculturation as part of
the mission of the Catholic school. The Pontifical Council for Culture (1999)
summed up the point as follows,
Education can play an outstanding role in promoting the inculturation of
the Gospel. Education brings the child through adolescence to maturity. It
begins within the family, which is always the best context for education.
Any pastoral approach to culture and any deep evangelization relies
heavily on education, and has the family as its starting point. (¶27)
The researcher also found that the process of inculturation through the
Catholic school leads to the creation of a special bond between teachers and
students. This bond reveals the connectedness of the teacher and student not only
as members of a specific community of learners, but also as belonging to the same
community of faith called to participate in the mission of Christ. Consequently,
the Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) noted that, in carrying out the process of
inculturation through the Catholic school, Catholic education not only created a
“profound relationship between the educator and the one being educated, but also
makes them both sharers in truth and love, that final goal to which everyone is
called by God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit” (¶15).
The findings of this study revealed that the process of inculturation
through the Catholic school requires pastoral guidance in the area of research and
experimentation. This theme, while it implies the relevance of research and
experimentation in the area of inculturation, also acknowledged the oversight by
Church officials in this area. The Congregation for Clergy (1997) observed that
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“the indispensable phase of research and experimentation requires initiatives
guided by legitimate pastors” (¶214).
Two key points are evident in this statement. First, inculturation requires
research and experimentation. This ideal, which is pertinent to schools, must be
carried out according to the principles and methods of scientific research (John
Paul II, 1990a). Second, such research and experimentation must be guided by
legitimate pastors, that is, priests, religious and lay persons appointed to work in
the university under the guidance and approval of the diocesan Bishop.
The themes, “Setting up of National Commission” and “Consultation
Between the Bishops and the University Community” seemed to overlap. These
two themes highlight the relevance of cooperation and sharing between Church
officials and university communities in order to achieve greater success in the
process of inculturation. The theme “Setting up of a National Commission” refers
to the close collaboration between local Churches and university communities in
the area of evangelization and inculturation. This is in the form of a special
commission that harnesses the contributions of educators and local Churches with
reference to inculturation. Since both are called to the same mission of the
evangelization of cultures, local Churches and university communities work
together in this commission to share experiences on how to intersect the issue of
culture and evangelization. Consequently, the Congregation for Catholic
Education (1994) confirmed that
The setting up of a National Commission for questions related to the
University and to Culture would help local Churches to share their
experiences and their capabilities. It would be for the Commission to
sponsor a programme of activities, reflection and meetings on
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“Evangelization and Cultures”, intended for the seminaries and the
formation centers for religious and laity; one section would be devoted
explicitly to university culture. (¶3.2)
With regard to the theme, “Consultation Between the Bishops and the
University Community,” the 1994 document stated that
Consultations and meetings with many Bishops and university people
have shown the importance of cooperation between different ecclesial
bodies concerned. The Congregation for Catholic Education, the Pontifical
Council for the Laity and the Pontifical Council for Culture express again
their readiness to facilitate exchanges, and to promote meetings at the
level of Bishop’s Conferences, Catholic International Organizations and of
Commissions for Teaching, Education and Culture acting in this particular
area. (¶Conclusion)
The findings of this study showed that Catholic schools enhance the
process of inculturation not only through a synthesis of faith and culture, but also
through the promotion of human culture. This theme, “Promotion of Human
Cultures” is addressed by the Congregation for Clergy (1997) which asserted that
Catholic schools like other schools play a significant role in the promotion of
cultures. The researcher found that the process of inculturation through Catholic
schools involves the next theme, the active participation of schools in “Liturgical
Celebrations and Publications”. While liturgical celebrations express the faith and
life of the Catholic community, those faith and life experiences may be shared
with the world through the publication of books and articles. Addressing Catholic
schools in Africa, John Paul II (1995) articulated this thought in the following
passage:
The Catholic Universities and Higher Institutes in Africa have a prominent
role to play in the proclamation of the salvific Word of God. They are a
sign of the growth of the Church insofar as their research integrates the
truths and experiences of the faith and helps to internalize them. They
serve the Church by providing trained personnel, by studying important
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theological and social questions for the benefit of the Church, by
developing an African theology, by promoting the work of inculturation
especially in liturgical celebration, by publishing books and publicizing
Catholic truth by undertaking assignments given by the Bishops and the
contributions to a scientific study of cultures. (¶103)
The final three themes were “Recognition of the Independence of the
Gospel to Cultures”, “Introduction of Students to the Values of their Cultures”
and “Participation of Laity Through Research”. With regard to the recognition of
the independence of the Gospel to cultures, John Paul II (1990a) explained that,
while the Church is called to incarnate the message of the Gospel to the cultures
of the world, the Gospel is independent of human culture. He claimed that
because it transcends all cultures the Gospel “cannot be identified with any
particular culture” (¶44).
Regarding the introduction of students to the values of their immediate
community, the Holy Father maintained that this process helps build a holistic
training for the student. He wrote that
…those who study are bound to bear the stamp of their studies, to be
introduced to cultural or moral values within the atmosphere of the
establishment in which they are taught, and to be faced with many ideas
met with in school. It is important for catechesis to take full account of
this effect of the school on the pupils, if it is to keep in touch with the
other elements of the pupil’s knowledge and education. (¶53)
Finally, the John Paul II (1990b) asserted that the mission of the Catholic
school in the process of inculturation calls for active participation of the laity
through research. Inculturation should not be seen as an issue that can only be
engaged by clergy and religious through research in seminaries and houses of
religious formation. Rather, the Pope called for the laity in Catholic universities to
be involved in research and study on the topic of inculturation. He insisted
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therefore that, “the contribution of the laity is indispensable in this area…research
and study” (¶57).
The contribution of laity and clergy through research and study is relevant
for the process of inculturation through Catholic schools. In fulfilling its mission
as a place of learning and as a tool for evangelization, the Catholic school
promotes the work of inculturation. It is guided by the teaching of the Church and
the application of that teaching to the needs of the local Church. Since our focus
in this study is Nigerian society, the focus of the next research question is the
development of a model of inculturation that is applicable to Catholic schools in
Nigeria.
Research Question Three
Based on document analysis, the third research question sought to develop
an emergent model applicable for inculturation by Catholic schools in Nigeria. In
response to this question, the researcher evaluated and applied the emergent
themes from the selected documents to the Nigerian community. The guide for
this application is based on the teachings and statements of the Catholic Bishops
Conference of Nigeria regarding the process of inculturation in Nigeria. An
overview of the model of inculturation for Nigeria designed by the Catholic
Bishops Conference of Nigeria would now be described.
The Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (1991) pointed out that the
absence of cultural homogeneity in Nigeria raises the question of whether one is
dealing with a particular Nigerian culture or rather with various Nigerian cultures.
While acknowledging that “certain structural and elemental constants exist in the
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cultures of the nation” (¶6.3), the Bishops also observed that “the over 250 ethnic
groups in the country possess significant specific cultural differences” (¶6.3).
Consequently, they concluded that a polycentric inculturation is logical in
Nigeria. The Bishops wrote,
What is referred to, therefore, as a model of inculturation for the Nigeria
Church is that which may constitute the source of valid principles for the
different Nigerian cultural contexts. The common validity of such
principles derives from the commonality of experience. (¶6.3)

Model of Inculturation for the Catholic Church in Nigeria
In order to carry out the polycentric process of inculturation that is suited
for the Nigerian society, the Catholic Bishops of Nigeria (1991) recommended a
five phase model that is based on the principles of
…the cultures’ relationship of dominated acculturation with western
culture through colonialism; the hundred years of Roman Christianity and
the difficulty this Church may have of letting go of some presuppositions
on which it has delicately hung her prestige and hope of survival; [and] the
contemporary situation of modernization. (p. 20)
The five phase model includes: the reaffirmation of indigenous cultures, study to
discover the positive values of the culture, study to discover the negative values of
cultures, explicit proclamation of the Gospel message, and members of the
Christian community becoming the evangelizers. It is important to state that, for
the Bishops, these five phases are regarded as “moments which are not
necessarily successive but rather are simultaneously in operation” (¶6.3).
According to the Bishops of Nigeria, the first phase, which is the
reaffirmation of indigenous cultures, is vital for the process of inculturation
because of the unique experience of Nigerians in their encounter with Christianity
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and European colonialist governments. The Bishops observed that the encounters
between African countries and Europe “caused partial or total split between the
individuals and their cultures” (pp. 20-21). The result was the lack of appreciation
and pride among Nigerians and many other Africans of their own culture.
Consequently, the Bishops contended that
People for whom inculturation is intended must give the basic
acknowledgement to the culture, to its very existence and influences, be
proud of it whether it is weak or strong, rich or poor. They must
acknowledge its identity and recognize that it has values on which
preceeding [sic] generations had based their lives. This does not suggest a
fanatical revival of culture. It is rather a matter of accepting as precious
heritage what has survived of the culture, since all cultures change. It is
also a matter of calculated concern for those precious values that have
been stampeded into passivity. (p. 21)
The second phase is to engage in study and research to discover the values
of culture. Here the focus is on the values of the various Nigerian cultures. The
Bishops of Nigeria (1991) noted that in carrying out the process of inculturation,
the evangelizers, that is, students and educators in Catholic schools, should not be
ignorant of the culture they intend to evangelize. This study is not “superficial but
rather deep and thorough…[and] begins with speaking the language of the
culture” (p. 21). The goal of such study is to discover the positive values in the
culture, that is, “the seeds of the Word” (p. 21). In identifying and following these
values, Christians are able to authentically reveal “their humanness and their
closeness to the message of Christ” (p. 22).
Furthermore, the study entails that the evangelizer brings to bear on the
culture not only “his [or her] personal training, insight, intelligence and any other
gift he [or she] has, but also the wisdom and inspiration of the Spirit” (p. 22). This
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will involve the participation of the entire Christian community in partnership
with schools, universities and experts. Finally, the Bishops emphasized that in this
phase of study the evangelizer “must remain open to the culture eschewing every
prejudice” (p. 22). Such openness is necessary to eliminate a misguided
spirituality that produces Christians “who are prone to dismissing uncritically
elements of their culture as pagan” (p. 22).
The third phase is a further study to discover the negative values of
culture. According to the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (1991), the goal
of this phase is “the identification of the culture’s disvalues or those elements that
are ultimately detrimental to man or incompatible with the Gospel” (p. 22). On
the one hand, the evangelizer is to reject all that is intrinsically opposed both to
the Gospel and to the promotion of the common good. These are referred to as
absolute incompatible elements in a culture.
While rejecting these incompatible elements, the evangelizer must make a
distinction between a rejection of some elements in a culture and a total rejection
of the entire culture. Some elements include denial of human rights and
discrimination, such as the Osu caste system. Consequently, in the process of
inculturation, the evangelizer “will lead the people from an intellectual grasp of
the nature of the disvalue to an ethical and spiritual rejection of the same” (p. 23).
On the other hand, there exist in cultures “relative incompatible elements that
require re-orientation and purification to render them compatible” (p. 23).
The Bishops maintained that elements such as title-taking, initiation rites,
festivals, dances, matrimonial practices and use of traditional medicine and
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medical facilities should not be rejected, but should be re-oriented and purified to
be compatible with the Gospel. However, because of the narrow margin of clarity
in these practices, they pose serious problems for inculturation. The Bishops,
therefore, insisted that there be greater need for discernment and critical spirit in
order that “several aspects of the culture are redirected and purified and rendered
worthy vehicles of the gospel message” (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria,
1991, p. 23).
The fourth phase of the process of inculturation in the Nigerian Church is
an explicit proclamation of the Gospel message. The Bishops wrote,
To this culture which has discovered itself and recognized the fundamental
importance of man [and woman], a new message is proclaimed. For no
matter what values a culture possesses and no matter how deep the
vestiges of God present are, it would remain unevangelized until it
receives the goodnews [sic]. (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria,
1991, p. 24)
The proclamation of the Gospel message announces to the culture what it does not
yet know and what it cannot discover by itself, thereby, integrating “the Christian
community into the greater community of believers by virtue of one baptism, one
Jesus Christ, one faith” (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 1991, p. 24).
The fifth phase entails that the Christian community becomes the
evangelizer. According to the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, (1991) the
Christian community not only announces itself and declares its fundamental
option for the Gospel, but it also becomes for the local culture or cultures “a
moment of upliftment and renewal” (p. 24). Commenting further on this phase
and its goal of renewing local cultures, the Bishops referred to the statement of
Azevedo (1984) that:
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Without ceasing to be itself, but rather affirming itself, amending itself,
re-orienting and suppressing itself, yet, in fidelity to itself and its deep
inspiration, this evangelized culture will enrich the Church, starting from
itself as culture and its interaction with the evangelical message which it
discovers or that it receives and welcomes. (Catholic Bishops Conference
of Nigeria, 1991, p. 19)
In this phase, in which the inculturated community becomes an agent of
evangelization, the Bishops observed that “both the integrity of culture and the
gospel message are affirmed in such a way that the relationship of domination and
imposition are eliminated” (p. 25). Furthermore, the Bishops insisted that this
model of inculturation
…offers opportunity for the renewal of culture making man essentially the
object of the exercise and the criterion of judgment. It upholds the
Catholic character of the Church in the creation of a community which
exists in a position of complementarity to the universal church. (p. 25)

Application of the Model of Inculturation to Catholic Schools in Nigeria
The methodology used in this section is the application of the emergent
themes drawn from the documents selected in this study using the five phase
model described by the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (1991) to
Catholic schools in Nigeria. This five-phase model entails the active participation
of school administrators, staff, teachers and students in the process of
inculturation. Based on the teaching of the Church and an understanding of the
cultures of the Nigerian society, Catholic schools are invited to engage in
dialogue between the Catholic faith and culture (John Paul II, 1990a, ¶43). The
researcher found that because this five-phase model is dynamic and phases may
occur simultaneously, some of the emergent themes could be applicable to one or
more phases in the process of inculturation.
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Stage One: Reaffirmation of Indigenous Cultures
Emergent themes drawn from the selected documents (Table 1) that are
applicable to this phase of inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria are
displayed in Figure 3. These themes address the role of the local culture in human
development and the significance of assisting students to better understand and
appreciate their own cultures.
The first theme, “Knowledge of Particular Cultures”, points to the need for
Catholic schools in Nigeria to ensure that its students possess an in-depth
knowledge of “the cultures of persons and the extent of its penetration into their
lives” (Congregation for Clergy, 1997, ¶203). Students will learn about their
cultures and how their cultures influence their response to issues of faith, religion
and life. Catholic schools in Nigeria will include inculturation in their curriculum
through courses that discuss the history and development of the various Nigerian
cultures and peoples.
The second theme, “Sensitivity to the Cultures of the World”, identifies
one of the goals of Catholic schools to educate its pupils and to lead them to a
healthy relationship with the world. According to John Paul II (1990a), Catholic
universities must “become more attentive to the cultures of the world” (¶45). The
Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (2005) insisted that this attentiveness to
the cultures of the world, in general, and Nigeria, in particular, is not only
necessary in Catholic universities, but also within other levels of Catholic
education. Reaffirming the indigenous Nigerian cultures meant therefore that “the
school curriculum needs to be relevant, diverse and flexible within a single
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educational system. It should be sensitive to the cultural, racial and religious
plurality and later for the development of the diversity of human talents” (¶2.2.1).

1.
Knowledge of
Particular
Cultures
8.
Use of
Literature and
the Arts

7.
Use of Local
Languages

6.
Addressing
Specific Issues
in a Particular
Culture

Reaffirmation
of
Indigenous
Cultures

5.
Formation of
the Human
Person

2.
Sensitivity to
the Cultures
of the World

3.
Focus on
the Family as
a Starting
Point

4.
Promotion of
Human
Cultures

Figure 3. Themes applicable to the first phase in the model of inculturation
through Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria.
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The Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) addressed the third theme,
“Focus on the Family as a Starting Point”. The authors of the document
maintained that
Education can play an outstanding role in promoting the inculturation of
the Gospel. Education brings the child through adolescence to maturity. It
begins within the family, which is always the best context for education.
Any pastoral approach to culture and any deep evangelization relies
heavily on education, and has the family as its starting point. (¶27)
The implication of this statement is that Catholic schools in Nigeria must address
the special role of the family as a starting point for evangelization and a pastoral
approach to culture. In order to reaffirm the indigenous cultures of Nigeria,
Catholic schools should take cognizance of the family system in various Nigerian
cultures and its influence on the child from infancy to adulthood.
The next theme in this phase of inculturation is the “Promotion of Human
Cultures”. The Congregation for Clergy (1997) noted that “Catholic schools are
no less zealous than other schools in the promotion of culture” (¶259). Catholic
schools in Nigeria are, therefore, required to undertake this role by promoting the
various Nigerian cultures to students throughout the curriculum, including
extracurricular activities that take place within the school community.
The reaffirmation of indigenous cultures in the process of inculturation
entails the “Formation of the Human Person”. The Congregation for Catholic
Education (1977) stated that the Catholic Church establishes its own schools
because she considers them as “a privileged means of promoting the formation of
the whole man [and woman], since the school is the center in which a specific
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concept of the world, of man [and woman], and of history is developed and
conveyed” (¶8). Consequently, the authors of the 1997 document concluded that
…the Catholic school has as its aim the critical communication of human
culture and the total formation of the individual; it works towards this goal
guided by its Christian vision of reality through which our cultural
heritage acquires its special place in the total vocational life of man. (¶36)
The implication is that, for Catholic schools in Nigeria, the process of
inculturation requires that they engage in the total formation of the individual.
Assimilating the cultural heritage of Nigeria and guided by its Christian identity,
these schools will strive towards the full development and overall formation of its
students.
Furthermore, the Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) noted that
education is not only an institution that transmits knowledge. Rather, it claimed
that education also “forms people and prepares them for their participation in
social life by fostering their psychological, intellectual, cultural, moral and
spiritual maturity” (¶15). For Catholic schools in Nigeria, their mission to
participate in the process of inculturation in this phase would require that they
encourage a systematic and critical assimilation of culture and knowledge in order
to achieve an integral formation of students. Catholic schools in Nigeria would be
required to provide the psychological, intellectual, cultural, moral and spiritual
formation of its students in order to become places where “a culture forged by
Christianity is transmitted” (¶30).
The next emergent theme that is applicable to this phase of inculturation
for Catholic schools in Nigeria is “Addressing Specific Issues in a Particular
Culture”. Paul VI (1975) warned that evangelization through which inculturation
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of the faith is achieved can lose its force and effectiveness if “it does not take into
consideration the actual people to whom it is addressed…if it does not answer the
questions they ask, if it does not have an impact on their concrete life” (¶63).
Consequently, the Congregation for Clergy (1997) declared that the process of
inculturation through catechesis is continually called to confront many different
concrete situations and to “respect the significant cultural tendencies of a
particular country, represented in the various social and professional strata, such
as men and women of science and culture, the world of workers, the youth, the
marginalized, foreigners and the disabled” (¶212). Some of the different situations
that the document mentions include “situations that are open to conflict and
tension deriving from factors such as ethnic pluralism, religious pluralism, and
differences of development… [and] diverse cultures which can exist in one and
the same people or nation at the same time” (¶212).
The need to address the different situations that may arise in a particular
country is important for the process of inculturation in Nigeria, because of its
cultural diversity. As the Bishops of Nigeria (1991) mentioned earlier, the cultural
diversity of the Nigerian nation calls for the practice of a “polycentric
inculturation” (p. 20). The cultural diversity of Nigeria entails that, in the process
of inculturation, Catholic schools must pay attention not only to the different
cultures of Nigeria, but also to the tensions and conflicts that arise from this
diversity. Due to the multiple ethnic groups Nigeria (Igbo, Hausa, Yoruba, Fulani,
Tiv, Efik, Ibibio, Ijaw, Itsekiri, and Urhobo) that have different cultures, traditions
and languages, there is a tendency for tensions among these groups in the country.
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There is also religious tension between Christians and the adherents of the African
traditional religion with regard to the rituals and rites that individuals may
participate while profession belief in one particular religion. Catholic schools in
Nigeria should address ethnic, religious and social issues in its mission to educate
and to promote the encounter between the Gospel and culture.
The next theme that can be used to reaffirm the indigenous culture is “The
Use of Local Languages”. In order to enhance the process of inculturation through
the reaffirmation of indigenous cultures, Catholic schools in Nigeria will heed the
advice of the Congregation for Clergy (1997) by seeking “to promote a new
expression of the Gospel in accordance with the evangelized culture, looking to
the language of faith which is the common patrimony of the faithful and thus a
fundamental element of communion” (¶203). In other words, the process of
inculturation entails that the transmitters of catechesis should “enter into dialogue
with forms and terms proper to the culture of those to whom it is addressed”
(¶208). In this phase in the process of inculturation, Catholic schools in Nigeria
should promote the use of the various Nigerian languages, especially the three
major languages of Igbo, Hausa and Yoruba, in the teaching of religion and
theology. Furthermore, Catholic schools in Nigeria should participate along with
the local Church “to provide for the translation of guides and directives into the
various languages” (¶214).
The last emergent theme applicable to the reaffirmation of indigenous
cultures is “The Use of Literature and the Arts”. The Second Vatican Council
(1965d) asserted that literature and the arts are intrinsic to the process of
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inculturation because they “strive to make known the proper nature of man [and
woman], his [and her] problems and his [and her] experiences in trying to know
and perfect himself [and herself] and the world” (¶62). While acknowledging the
need for the Church to recognize the activity of these artists, the authors of the
document further noted that these arts are “adapted to our age and are also in
keeping with the characteristics of various nations and regions” (¶62). The
implication for Catholic schools in Nigeria is that they promote the use of
Nigerian art and literature and adapt these to the Gospel message. By making
reference to Nigerian art and literature, Catholic schools will not only reaffirm the
indigenous cultures, but will bring this indigenous culture expressed in arts and
literature to encounter the Gospel of Christ.
Stage Two: Study to Discover the Positive and Negative Values of the Culture
In this section that deals specifically with research and study, the
researcher put together the second and third phases of the process of inculturation
for Nigeria according to the model of the Nigerian Bishops. According to the
model of the Bishops, the second phase focuses on research to discover the
positive values of a culture, while the third phase is related to research to discover
the negative values of a culture (Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 1998,
pp. 21-22). The goal of the Catholic school as the agent of the Gospel of Christ in
both phases is to “appropriate all the positive values of culture and of cultures and
reject those elements which impede development of the true potential of persons
and peoples” (Congregation for Clergy, 1997, ¶21). However, the Gospel does not
reject every element that is negative in a culture so long as such elements are not
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intrinsically evil. Accordingly, the Second Vatican Council (1964) acknowledged
that the Gospel of Christ seeks to transform and redeem certain elements of
human culture and “taking them to itself, it purifies, strengthens, elevates and
ennobles them” (Second Vatican Council, 1964, ¶13). In this way, the Gospel of
Christ “combats and removes the errors and evils resulting from the permanent
allurements of sin” (Second Vatican Council, 1965d, ¶58).
The emergent themes from the selected documents which are applicable to
this phase in the process of inculturation through the Catholic schools in Nigeria
are shown in Figure 4. The researcher observed that these themes overlap with
regard to identifying the positive values to be promoted or the negative values,
which are to be rejected if intrinsically evil. Through the implementation of these
themes, the Catholic school is able to identify through research and study the
positive and negative values of a particular culture.
The first theme in this phase is “Discernment of Values in a Culture”. John
Paul II (1990a) asserted that the process of discerning the values of a culture is the
specific task of the Catholic university. He wrote that “a Catholic University
assists the Church, enabling it to come to a better knowledge of diverse cultures,
discern their positive and negative aspects” (¶44). In this role, the Catholic
universities in Nigeria will “seek to discern and evaluate both the aspirations and
the contradictions of modern cultures, in order to make it more suited to the total
development of individuals and peoples” (¶45). In conclusion, the Pontifical
Council for Culture (1999) established that in the process of inculturation,
Catholic universities in Nigeria must engage in a “rigorous discernment and
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unstinting efforts to promote a new Christian culture, one which is enriched by the
best achievements in every field of university activity” (¶29).
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Figure 4. Themes applicable to the second phase in the model of inculturation
through Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria.
The next theme applicable to this phase in the process of inculturation
through the Catholic school is “Training and Research in Specific Cultures”. The
documents in this study addressed this theme with particular reference to the
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African continent. Accordingly, John Paul II (1995) inferred that inculturation in
Africa “underlines the need for research in the field of African cultures in all their
complexities” (¶62). The Catholic school plays a significant role in promoting the
process of inculturation in the African continent. Consequently, for Catholic
schools in Nigeria, there is need to include in their curricula “suitable courses in
African traditional religion [and culture]” (¶67).
The second phase in the process of inculturation in Nigeria embraces the
theme, “Critique of Human Cultures”. The Congregation for Catholic Education
(2002) wrote that
Schools must question themselves about the fundamental ethical trends
that characterize the cultural experiences of a particular community.
Cultures, like the people who give rise to them, are marked by the mystery
of evil at work in human history, and they too are in need of purification.
The authenticity of each human culture, the soundness of its underlying
ethos, and hence the validity of its moral bearings, can be measured to an
extent by its commitment to the human cause and by its capacity to
promote human dignity at every level and in every circumstance. (¶68)
The role of Catholic schools in Nigeria in the process of inculturation is to
examine the fundamental characteristics of each Nigerian culture and to determine
whether these cultures promote human dignity at every level. By engaging in an
authentic criticism of Nigerian cultures, Catholic schools in Nigeria can not only
identify both the positive and the negative values of these cultures, but can also
help the cultures “to go beyond the defective or…inhuman features in them, and
by communicating to their legitimate values the fullness of Christ (John Paul II,
1979, ¶53).
The next theme is “Recognition of the Limits of Human Cultures”. The
Congregation for Catholic Education (2002) stated that “education leads to the
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realization of the inherent limits in one’s own culture and in that of others” (¶79).
The limitations of human culture point to its inability by itself to guide persons
and peoples towards the fulfillment of their human vocations. In carrying out the
process of inculturation, Catholic schools in Nigeria must recognize the limits of
human culture, which arise from the realization that “culture is a human creation
and is therefore marked by sin” (John Paul II, 1990b, ¶54). The limited nature of
human culture entails its need to be completed and perfected by the Gospel of
Christ. It is required that in the process of inculturation Catholic schools in
Nigeria will promote this understanding.
The next theme is “Pastoral Guidance in Research”. The participation of
Catholic schools and universities in the process of inculturation stems from the
fact that, as a place of learning, the university engages in constant research and
study pertaining to different subjects and issues. In the area of research and study
on the subject of inculturation in the mission of the Church, John Paul II (1990b)
observed that “the contribution of the laity is indispensable” (¶57). However, the
Congregation for Clergy (1997) pointed out that this “indispensable phase of
research and experimentation requires initiatives guided by legitimate pastors”
(¶214).
The implication of the statements of the Holy Father and the Congregation
for Clergy is that the work of inculturation in a Catholic school requires the
collaboration of both the laity and the clergy. Research and pastoral initiatives are
not mutually exclusive. They are mutually collaborative.
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The term, “legitimate,” which is used to qualify the pastors, needs further
clarification. The Code of Canon Law (1983) referred to the competent
ecclesiastical authority overseeing the Catholic school and of appointing those to
teach in Catholic schools. The Code of Canon Law (1983) stipulated that
The diocesan bishop has the right to watch over and visit the Catholic
schools in his territory, even those which members of religious institutes
have founded or direct. He also issues prescripts which pertain to the
general regulation of Catholic schools; these prescripts are valid also for
schools which these religious direct, without prejudice, however, to their
autonomy regarding the internal direction of their schools. (Canon 806,
¶1)
With regard to the universities, the Canon Law maintained that
If it is possible and expedient, conferences of bishops are to take care that
there are universities or at least faculties suitably spread through their
territory, in which the various disciplines are studied and taught, with their
academic autonomy preserved and in light of Catholic doctrine.
(Canon 809)
Furthermore, the 1983 Code of Canon Law stated that
The conference of bishops and diocesan bishops concerned have the duty
and right of being watchful so that the principles of Catholic doctrine are
observed faithfully in these same universities. (Canon 810, ¶2)
The implication of these texts from The Code of Canon Law (1983) is that
the legitimate pastor is either a diocesan bishop, conference of bishops and those
priests and religious appointed by them to teach in the school or university. In
regard to pastoral guidance for research and study in the area of inculturation, it is
clear that there is to be a close collaboration between the bishops’ conference,
diocesan bishops, priests, religious, the lay faculty and students in a Catholic
university, who are involved in this area of research.
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The theme “Establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers” is applicable to
this phase in the model of inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria.
According to John Paul II (1995),
Catholic cultural centers offer the Church the possibility of presence and
action in the field of cultural change. They constitute in effect public
forums which allow the Church to make widely known, in creative
dialogue, Christian convictions about man, woman, family, work,
economy, society, politics, international life, the environment. Thus they
are places of listening, respect and tolerance. (¶103)
The Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) further indicated the significance of
Catholic cultural centers with regard to the process of inculturation through
Catholic schools. The authors of the document opined that
Very much part of their culture, they can tackle urgent and complex
problems encountered in evangelizing culture and inculturating faith. They
start with points of contact which come from a largely open debate with
all those who create, work in and promote culture, in accordance with the
spirit of the Apostle. (¶32)
In this phase of inculturation, Catholic Universities in Nigeria will strive
to establish cultural centers where research and study dedicated to culture and its
relationship to the Gospel of Christ can be studied in depth. The initiative to
engage in cultural studies through research and open debate can offer a unique
opportunity to Catholic Universities, Schools, Parishes, Dioceses, Diocesan
Bishops, Conference of Bishops, Religious Orders, and the Laity to work together
for the promotion of the process of inculturation.
The next theme is “Setting up of a National Commission”. It seeks to
promote dialogue between the universities and ecclesiastical authorities with
regard to specific issues of a culture and the process of inculturation. The
Congregation for Catholic Education (1994) posited that the “setting up of a
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National Commission for questions related to the University and to Culture would
help the local Churches to share their experiences and their capabilities” (¶3.2).
Consequently, the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria can enhance the role
of Catholic schools in Nigeria in the work of inculturation through the
establishment of a national commission, which will “sponsor a programme of
activities, reflection and meetings on ‘Evangelization and Cultures’” (¶3.2).
The process of inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria will also
entail the theme, “Consultation Between the Bishops and the University
Community”. The collaboration among the laity and the clergy for the process of
inculturation, which was discussed earlier by the researcher as a condition for the
establishment of Catholic cultural centers and of a national commission, is also
required here for the establishment of consultations between bishops and
university communities. Consequently, the Congregation for Catholic Education
(1994) noted that “consultations and meetings with many Bishops and university
people have shown the importance of cooperation between the different ecclesial
bodies concerned” (¶ Conclusion). It is, therefore, through such a collaboration
and cooperation between the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria and the
university community in Nigeria that the process of inculturation through Catholic
schools and universities is enhanced.
The next theme for this phase of inculturation through Catholic schools for
the Nigerian Church is “Introduction of Students to the Values of their Culture”.
John Paul II (1979) wrote that “those who study are bound to bear the stamp of
their studies, to be introduced to cultural or moral values within the atmosphere of
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the establishment in which they are taught, and to be faced with many ideas met
with in schools” (¶53). The researcher deduced from this statement of the Holy
Father that in order to participate in the process of inculturation, Catholic schools
in Nigeria will endeavor to introduce its students to the cultural and moral values
of the Nigerian society. The practice of inculturation for Catholic schools in
Nigeria entails, therefore, that these schools promote among its students an
understanding and appreciation of their identity as Nigerians. In order to promote
debate and research on Nigerian cultures and their relationship to the Christian
faith, Catholic schools in Nigeria must help students to understand the values of
their cultures and to infuse their cultures with the Gospel of Christ.
The final theme in this phase for inculturation through Catholic schools in
Nigeria is “Presentation of Individual Subjects”. The Congregation for Catholic
Education (1977) contended that individual subjects must be taught in line with
their specific methodologies because “they enable the pupil to assimilate skills,
knowledge, intellectual methods and moral and social attitudes, all of which help
to develop his [or her] personality and lead him [or her] to take his [or her] place
as an active member of the community of man [kind]” (¶39). This theme
highlights the significant role that the teacher plays in promoting inculturation in a
Catholic school.
According to the Congregation for Catholic Education (1982), the
Catholic school teacher “cannot be content to simply present Christian values as a
set of abstract objectives to be admired,…they must be presented as values which
generate human attitudes, and these attitudes must be encouraged in the students”
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(¶30). Consequently, the role of the Catholic teacher is “to present the class
material in such a way that students can easily discover a dialogue between faith
and culture, and gradually be led to a personal synthesis of these” (¶64). In order
to promote inculturation in Catholic schools in Nigeria, teachers must, therefore,
present their class materials in ways that allow students to enter into the dialogue
between the Gospel of Christ and the various Nigerian cultures.
Stage Three: Explicit Proclamation of the Gospel Message
The next phase in the process of inculturation through Catholic schools in
Nigeria is the proclamation of the Gospel message. The first two phases entailed a
process of learning and investigation, while the next two phases focus on
proclamation of the Gospel message in the context of the local culture. The
findings and results of this particular study with regard to Catholic schools in
Nigeria in the first and second phases of this model of inculturation complement
this third phase of proclaiming the Gospel to the cultures. Since the Gospel of
Christ is proclaimed to a specific people and its culture, Catholic schools in
Nigeria participating in the process of inculturation will not only help students to
understand the positive values in the culture, but also will motivate the students to
infuse their cultures with the Gospel of Christ. The emergent themes that are
applicable to this third phase are displayed in the Figure 5.
The first theme applicable to this phase is “Promotion of Dialogue
Between Faith and Culture”. The Second Vatican Council (1965b) stated that the
Catholic schools [elementary and high schools] serve as an aid to “the fulfillment
of the mission of the people of God and to the fostering of the dialogue between
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the Church and mankind to the benefit of both” (¶8). With regard to Universities,
John Paul II (1990a) wrote that
Through the encounter which it establishes between the unfathomable
richness of the salvific message of the Gospel and the variety of the fields
of knowledge in which that richness is incarnated by it, a Catholic
University enables the Church to institute an incomparably fertile dialogue
with people of every culture. (¶6)
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Figure 5. Themes applicable to the third phase in the model of inculturation
through Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria.
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This dialogue in the Catholic school and university is geared towards the
evangelization of peoples and, as such, enables the Church to enter into dialogue
with “real people, men and women, professors, students, staff, and, through them,
with the cultural trends that characterize this milieu” (Congregation for Catholic
Education, 1994, ¶2.1). Catholic teachers and other staff members in Catholic
schools and universities should endeavor
…to promote interdisciplinary initiatives, and cultural encounters, inside
and outside the University, combining critical method and confidence in
reason, in order to bring face to face, in the language of the different
cultures, metaphysical and scientific positions and the affirmations of
faith. (¶2.8)
The implication here is that dialogue is relevant for the process of
inculturation. The role of a Catholic school is, therefore, to create the necessary
conditions for such a dialogue to take place. In this regard, Catholic schools and
universities in Nigeria will endeavor to create the necessary conditions for fruitful
dialogue between the Christian faith and the various cultures of the Nigerian
society. Through its schools and universities, the local Church in Nigeria
participates in dialogue with culture in a way that the Gospel of Christ is able to
make “her own positive contribution to the cause of the total formation of man
[and woman]” (Congregation for Catholic Education, 1977, ¶15).
The next theme is “Authentic Presentation of the Christian Message”. The
role of Catholic schools and universities, in regard to dialogue with culture,
requires that they safeguard the integrity of the Christian message. The
Congregation for Clergy (1997) advised Catholic schools, universities and all
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involved in the ministry of catechesis to ensure that while proclaiming the Gospel
of Christ to peoples and cultures they maintain an
…integral presentation of the Gospel, without ignoring certain
fundamental elements, or without operating a selectivity with regard to the
deposit of faith… the presentation of the authentic Gospel message, in all
of its purity, without reducing demands for fear of rejection and without
imposing heavy burdens which it does not impose, since the yoke of Jesus
Christ is light. (¶112)
The authenticity required of the Catholic schools and universities in their
encounter with Nigerian cultures is to “ensure that the doctrinal formulations of
tradition are explained and illustrated while taking into account the cultural and
historical circumstances of those being instructed” (Congregation for Clergy,
1997, ¶203). This encounter will seek to avoid any manipulations of culture or
mere juxtaposition of the Gospel message to the culture. An authentic
presentation of the Gospel
…proposes the Gospel in a vital way, profoundly, by going to the very
roots of culture and the cultures of mankind. This defines a dynamic
process consisting of the various interactive elements: a listening in the
culture of the people to discern an echo (omen, invocation, sign) of the
Word of God; a discernment of what has an authentic Gospel value or is at
least open to the Gospel; a purification of what bears the mark of sin
(passions, structures of evil) or of human frailty; an impact on people
through stimulating an attitude of radical conversion to God, to dialogue
and of patient interior maturation. (Congregation for Clergy, 1997, ¶204)
The process of inculturation through Catholic schools and universities in
Nigeria entails that openness to the cultures does not obscure the need for an
integral and authentic presentation of the Christian message. Catholic schools do
not falsify or distort its message in an attempt to address the needs of the culture
of the Nigerian society. Rather, the schools and universities will ensure that the
message it preaches to the culture is authentic and pure.
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The explicit proclamation of the Gospel message in the process of
inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria will requires the “Use of Mass
Media”, another emergent theme. According to the Pontifical Council for Culture
(1999), media outlets, such as television and radio stations, have “a significant
part to play in the evangelization of culture and in the inculturation of the faith”
(¶33). This Pontifical Council pointed out that, through the media, the Church not
only reaches people in the ordinary circumstances of their lives, but that it also
enables the Church to make a powerful contribution to the way their lifestyles
develop. Consequently, there is need for training and preparation for those who
will fulfill this ministry in the Church.
Catholic schools and universities will play a significant role in this regard.
While the Pontifical Council acknowledged the need to train young people in
seminaries and religious houses of formation in the use of mass media, it also
recognized that many lay people have an inclination to work in media. With
regard to inculturation in Nigeria, Catholic schools and universities should
endeavor to include in their curricula courses in journalism and mass
communication. Such courses offered in these schools can ensure that students are
not only given the best training to acquire the skills for the media, but also, that
they are prepared to serve as the presence of the Church “in the world of radio,
television, books and magazines” (¶33).
The next theme for inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria is
“Witness of life of Teachers and Religious”. The Second Vatican Council (1965b)
reminded teachers that the Catholic school depended on them for the
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accomplishment of its goals and programs. One such goal of the Catholic school
is the integration of faith and culture in the process of inculturation. In order to
fulfill this goal of inculturation of the faith, the Congregation for Catholic
Education (1977) contended that “the integration of culture and faith is mediated
by the other integration of faith and life in the person of the teacher” (¶43). The
Second Vatican Council (1965b) recommended that teachers “should be very
carefully prepared so that both in secular and religious knowledge they are
equipped with suitable qualifications and also with pedagogical skill that is in
keeping with the findings of the contemporary world” (¶8).
In order to carry out the process of inculturation in Nigeria, teachers in
Catholic schools and universities must always be alert for opportunities to initiate
the appropriate dialogue between culture and faith in order to bring the interior
synthesis of the student to a deeper level. The Congregation for Catholic
Education (1982) emphasized that this interior synthesis that is fostered in
students in Catholic schools “should already exist in the teacher” (¶29). Whether
as lay or as consecrated persons, Catholic school teachers in Nigeria are “called to
witness to the sense of communion among peoples, races and cultures, where
mutual knowledge, respect, esteem and enrichment are bring experienced”
(Congregation for Catholic Education, 2002, ¶65).
The next theme is “Liturgical Celebrations and Publications”. John Paul II
(1995) pointed out that Catholic schools and universities in Africa have a
prominent role to play in the proclamation of the message of the Gospel. He
maintained that these institutions carry out this role through their research,
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training and promotion of “the work of inculturation especially in liturgical
celebration, by publishing books and publicizing Catholic truth” (¶103). The
implication here is that Catholic schools in Nigeria are called to participate in the
proclamation of the Gospel by engaging in liturgical celebrations that takes into
account the religious and cultural experiences of the people. It also means that
Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria embark on the publication of books
that explain the Catholic faith to its people. These publications which are a result
of research and study will enhance the practice and celebration of the faith both
within and outside of the school and university communities.
The theme, “Adaptation of the Gospel Message to Cultures” with regard to
inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria, refers to what the Second
Vatican Council (1965d) termed an “accommodated preaching of the revealed
Word” (¶44). This accommodated preaching, which is generally understood as the
law of evangelization, requires that, through a process of genuine discernment,
Catholic schools and universities take “certain elements, religious or otherwise
that form part of the cultural heritage of a human group and use them to help its
members to understand better the whole of the Christian mystery” (John Paul II,
1979, ¶53). The Holy Father emphasized that the theme of adaptation of the
Gospel message to cultures as it pertains to Catholic schools and universities
implies that they “refuse to accept an impoverishment of catechesis through a
renunciation or obscuring of its message, by adaptations, even in language, that
would endanger the precious deposits of faith, or by concessions in matter of faith
and morals” (¶53).
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The process of inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria requires
the theme, “Conversion of Heart”. The Pontifical Council for Culture (1999)
stated that inculturation “affirms the absolute newness of revelation in Jesus
Christ and the need for conversion which is manifestly the result of meeting the
savior” (¶6). The encounter between the newness of revelation in Jesus Christ and
the Christian is mediated through the Church. As instruments of the Church, the
Catholic school and university play a significant role in enhancing this encounter.
They bring the students, teachers, and entire school community into contact with
the Gospel of Christ. In this way, the school serves to initiate the process of
conversion of heart for the members of its community which in some cases entail
“a breaking with ancestral customs incompatible with the Catholic faith” (¶6).
The next theme is “Creation of Bond Between the Teacher and Student”.
The Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) estimated that, with regard to the
process of inculturation, education in the school or at the university creates “a
profound relationship between the educator and the one being educated” (¶16).
Through this bond, educators and students are made sharers in the truth and love
of God. Since schools do not only form individuals, but also initiate them into the
social and cultural life of the society, Catholic schools in Nigeria are called upon
to ensure that the bond between its students and teachers are reflected not only in
the practice of faith within the school or university community, but also outside
the school and university community.
The final theme in this phase of inculturation that is applicable to the
Catholic schools in Nigeria is “Synthesis of Faith and Culture”. The Congregation
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for Catholic Education (1977) posited that the fundamental task of the Catholic
school and university is a synthesis of culture with faith and of faith with life. The
synthesis of faith and culture is reached by “integrating all the different aspects of
human knowledge through the subjects taught, in the light of the Gospel” (¶37).
This means that “as students move up from one class into the next, it becomes
increasingly imperative that a Catholic school help them become aware that a
relationship exists between faith and human culture” (Congregation for Catholic
Education, 1988, ¶51).
In Catholic secondary schools, the synthesis of faith with culture as
participation in the process of inculturation entails that special attention should be
given to the “challenges that human culture poses for the faith” (¶52). At the
university level, the Congregation for Catholic Education (1994) insisted that
“Catholic intellectuals should give priority to promoting a renewed and vital
synthesis between faith and culture” (¶2.1). Consequently, Catholic schools and
universities in Nigeria can participate in the process of inculturation by helping
their students, on the one hand, to become aware of the relationship that exists
between faith and culture and, on the other hand, by integrating the different
aspects of human knowledge and teaching them in the light of the Gospel.
Stage Four: The Christian Community Becomes the Evangelizers
The final stage in the process of inculturation in Nigeria is that Christian
communities take the message of the Gospel to all the various cultures, peoples,
and experiences of the Nigerian society. Catholic schools and universities are
called to share with Nigerian society the results of their study on the relationship
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between faith and culture. In addition they are called to witness to their encounter
with Christ as a faith community. The themes applicable to this phase are
presented in Figure 6.
The first theme from the findings of this study that is applicable to this
phase of inculturation through Catholic schools in Nigeria is “Participation of the
Whole Christian Community”. John Paul II (1990b) contended that the work of
inculturation involves all those in the various missions of the Church, that is, that
“it must be an expression of the community’s life, one which must mature within
the community itself, and not be exclusively the result of erudite research” (¶54).
In this statement, the Holy Father acknowledged the role of research in the work
of inculturation, but insisted that research alone does not suffice. Inculturation
requires not solely the results of the findings of academic research, but, more
importantly, the personal expressions of faith by members of a particular
Christian community. In essence “inculturation includes the whole Church” (John
Paul II, 1995, ¶62).
The Congregation for Clergy (1997) elaborated on the significance of the
participation of the whole Christian community in the process of inculturation:
Inculturation must involve the whole people of God, and not just a few
experts, since the people reflect the authentic ‘sensus fidei’ which must
never be lost sight of. Inculturation needs to be guided and encouraged,
but not forced lest it give rise to negative reactions among Christians. It
must be an expression of the community’s life, one which must mature
within the community itself and not be exclusively the result of erudite
research. The thrust to incarnate the Gospel which is the specific task of
inculturation requires the cooperation in catechesis of all who live in the
same cultural condition – clergy, pastoral workers, (catechists) and laity.
(¶206)
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Figure 6. Themes applicable to the fourth phase in the model of
through Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria.
For Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria, the results of their study
and research with regard to culture and its relationship to the Christian faith do
not serve as the determining factor for the practice of inculturation. Rather, as
evangelizers, Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria, that is, students,
teachers, and other members of the staff, must work in collaboration with the
clergy, religious, catechists and the lay faithful in the parishes and dioceses.
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The next theme is “Participation in the Mission of the Church to
Evangelize Cultures”. Catholic schools and universities participate in the mission
of the Church to evangelize human cultures. John Paul II (1995) described
Catholic schools as “places of evangelization…inculturation and initiation to the
dialogue of life among young people of different religious backgrounds” (¶102).
The Congregation for Catholic Education (1997) explained that “the Catholic
school participates in the evangelizing mission of the Church and is the privileged
environment in which Christian education is carried out” (¶11).
In regard to the role of Catholic universities in the evangelization of
cultures, the Congregation for Catholic Education (1994) asserted that in this
millennium this role has become urgent because of the demands of the modern
society and the need for an active presence of the Church in the world.
Furthermore, the authors of the document stated that among Catholic universities,
the duty to evangelize human cultures, “calls for faith communities able to
transmit the Good News of Christ to all those who are formed, who teach and who
exercise their activity in the context of university culture” (¶ Conclusion).
Consequently, the Pontifical Council for Culture (1999) concluded that
whether in the school or the university “the challenge of proclaiming the Gospel
to children and young people…calls for an education program for evangelizing
culture” (¶15). For Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria, participation in
the process of inculturation entails participation in the mission of the Church to
evangelize cultures. Responding to the urgency of this duty, these institutions
should endeavor to draw up programs through which teachers and students
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transmit the Good News of Christ to their cultures and subsequently to Nigerian
society as a whole. Teachers and students in Nigerian schools and universities,
having been evangelized through their encounter with the Gospel message within
their schools and university communities, are henceforth empowered as
evangelizers to the Nigerian communities beyond the realm of their schools and
the universities.
In order to participate in the process of inculturation, students and teachers
in Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria who become evangelizers must
ensure that their teaching is compatible with the Gospel and also in communion
with the universal Church. The theme, “Compatibility with the Gospel and
Communion with the Universal Church,” contains two principles that determine
the proper application of inculturation (John Paul II, 1990b). In his address to the
African Church, the Holy Father insisted that a correct process of inculturation
must respect the two criteria of “compatibility with the Christian message and
communion with the universal Church” (1995, ¶62).
Summing up the significance of these two principles, the Pontifical
Council for Culture (1999) concluded that an inculturated evangelization “enables
the Christian community to receive, celebrate, live and translate its faith into its
own culture, in compatibility with the Gospel and in communion with the
universal Church” (¶6). It should, therefore, be the duty of Catholic schools and
universities in Nigeria, to ensure that its adaptation of Nigerian cultural practices
be compatible with the Gospel message. These institutions must also ensure that
cultural practices adapted to the Christian faith do not lead the Christian
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community to break the communion that exists between the Nigerian Church and
the universal Church. The principle of compatibility and communion in the
practice of inculturation entails that Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria
cannot act in isolation of the universal Church or exclusively for the Nigerian
Church. The practice of inculturation by Catholic schools and universities in
Nigeria must enrich both the local and the universal Church.
The next theme is “Mandate by the Bishops”. The Congregation for
Catholic Education (1977) pointed out that the Catholic school “receives from the
Bishops in some manner the mandate of an apostolic undertaking” (¶71).
According to the Code of Canon Law (1983),
The diocesan bishop has the right to watch over and visit the Catholic
schools in his territory, even those which members of religious institutes
have founded or direct. He issues prescripts which pertain to the general
regulation of Catholic schools; these prescripts are valid also for schools
which these religious direct, without prejudice, however, to their
autonomy regarding the internal direction of their schools. (Canon ¶806,
1)
In regard to universities the Code of Canon Law (1983) stated that
The conference of bishops and diocesan bishops concerned have the duty
and right of being watchful so that the principles of Catholic doctrine are
observed faithfully in these same universities. (Canon ¶810, 2)
Consequently, the Congregation for Clergy (1997), recognizing the
cultural dynamism of the human society, concluded that
…given the plurality of socio-cultural and religious contexts in which the
work of the Catholic school is carried on in different nations, it is
opportune that the Bishops and the Episcopal Conferences specify the kind
of catechetical activity to be implemented in Catholic schools. (¶260)
In the process of inculturation in Nigeria, Catholic schools and universities are
expected to follow the guidance and mandate of both the Catholic Bishops
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Conference of Nigeria and the diocesan bishop under whose jurisdiction the
schools or university is located.
The final theme in this fourth phase in the process of inculturation through
Catholic schools in Nigeria is “Guidance by the Holy Spirit”. John Paul II (1995)
noted that the task of inculturation by the Christian community or school
community is successful only with the help of the Spirit of the Lord who leads the
Church to the whole truth. He wrote,
Inculturation…has profound links with the Mystery of Pentecost. Thanks
to the outpouring and action of the Spirit, who draws gifts and talents into
unity, all the peoples of the earth when they enter the Church live a new
Pentecost, profess in their own tongue the one faith in Jesus, and proclaim
the marvels that the Lord has done for them. The Spirit, who on the natural
level is the true source of the wisdom of peoples, leads the Church with a
supernatural light into the knowledge of the whole truth. In her turn, the
Church takes on the values of different cultures, becoming the ‘sponsa
ornata monilibus suis’, ‘the bride who adorns herself with her jewels’ (Is.
61:10). (¶61)
The Holy Spirit should guide Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria
to discern the positive values present among the various Nigerian cultures in order
to participate in the process of inculturation. Teachers and students in these
institutions are called to be open to the power of the Holy Spirit who will guide
them to attain the truth about Nigerian cultures, men, and women and to the
adaptation of these to the Catholic faith.
Having reported the findings of this study, the next chapter will
summarize the study and draw necessary conclusions. In Chapter five, the
researcher will examine the implications of the findings and make some
recommendations.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of This Study
The purpose of this research was to identify the Church directives on
inculturation that would be relevant to Catholic schools in Nigeria. The researcher
achieved this purpose through a content analysis of selected Church documents on
inculturation and Catholic education.
This study examined three questions in order to determine the role that
Catholic schools in Nigeria can play in the process of inculturation of the faith.
The findings resulting from research question #1 identified 26 themes (Table 2)
regarding the directives of the Church on inculturation. The findings revealed that
according to the Church, inculturation is an on-going process of dialogue between
the Christian faith and the cultures in which the message of Christ is preached.
This dialogue recognizes the imperfection of human cultures and therefore opens
these cultures to the transforming power of the Gospel of Christ. It does not
merely replace human cultures with the Gospel, but rather seeks an inner
transformation of these cultures through its encounter with the Gospel.
The process of inculturation involves the whole Christian community,
which must present the Christian message in its integral form, while using the
local language, the arts and mass media. While inculturation is regarded as a
priority for the African Church, those who engage in this process must ensure that
whatever cultural practices are incorporated into the Church are those that are
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compatible with the Gospel and in communion with the universal Church. It,
therefore, requires training for clergy and laity.
Furthermore, the findings of research question #1 showed that
inculturation in the Church proceed successfully through the discernment and
guidance by Bishops under the influence of the Holy Spirit. Although it is the task
of the local Church, inculturation entails cooperation among Churches, a lengthy
and difficult process that involves conversion of heart for every member of the
community.
The findings for research question #2 identified 27 themes (Table 4)
relative to the directives of the Church given to Catholic schools in order to carry
out the process of inculturation. In this section, the researcher found that the
directives given to Catholic schools were the same as those given to the Church.
However, specific areas concerning the nature and mission of the Catholic school
was addressed. The findings revealed the special role of teachers in promoting the
process of inculturation through the Catholic school and university in: their
presentation of individual subjects, their promotion of research in the area of
culture and its relationship to the Christian faith, their witnessing of Christian life,
participation in liturgical celebrations and the publications of books. Through the
actions of the teachers in Catholic schools and universities, students are opened to
a deeper understanding and appreciation of their cultures and, also, of a synthesis
of faith and culture.
The Bishops play a significant role in enhancing the participation of the
Catholic school in the process of inculturation. The directives of the Church
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reveal that it is the duty of Bishops to guide and direct the aspects of research in a
Catholic school and university that is related to inculturation. The Conference of
Bishops should also help set up national commissions and cultural centers within
Catholic schools and universities which will promote public debate and dialogue
on culture and Christian faith.
The findings for research question #3 proposed a four-phase model of
inculturation in Nigeria that will incorporate the directives of the Church from the
selected documents of this study (Figures 3, 4, 5, & 6). This model which is based
on the 1991 document of the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, included:
the reaffirmation of indigenous cultures, the discovery of positive and negative
values of cultures through research and study, the explicit proclamation of the
Gospel message, and the Christian community as evangelizers.
The reaffirmation of indigenous cultures is meant to counteract the attitude
among Nigerians of greater appreciation of foreign cultures and the lack of pride
for the local Nigerian culture. The discovery of positive and negative values in a
culture through research and study enables the Nigerian student, on the one hand,
to understand the cultural values that must be rejected and, on the other hand, to
recognize the cultural values that can be incorporated into the Christian faith. The
explicit proclamation of the Gospel message is geared towards safeguarding the
teaching of the Church, while avoiding any falsifications or adulterations. Finally,
the Christian community as evangelizers establishes the ultimate goal of every
member of the Church with regard to the Christian call to preach the Gospel to the
ends of the earth (Mt. 28-18-20).
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The methodology used in this study was a content analysis of selected
documents from the writings of Popes, the Congregation for Catholic Education,
Pontifical Council for Culture, and the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria.
In this study, the researcher extracted and analyzed phrases, sentences, groupings
of related sentences and paragraphs that pertained to the process of inculturation
in the Church and the role of Catholic schools and universities in that process.
The data drawn from these documents was analyzed by grouping the collected
units of texts into emergent thematic categories that address the directives of the
Church regarding inculturation, the role of Catholic schools and universities in the
process of inculturation, and the application of these directives to Catholic schools
and universities in Nigeria.
Conclusions
From the emergent themes that were drawn from the selected documents,
the researcher was able to determine that the process of inculturation is not an
isolated action by a Church or school in order to make the faith acceptable to its
people. Rather, the themes revealed that inculturation although the action of a
particular Church is always in accordance with the traditions and teachings of the
universal Church. Inculturation is not a process that is embarked upon in order to
create mini-independent Churches around the world. Inculturation ensures that the
same Gospel of Christ which has been preached for the past two thousand years,
is once again preached in a way that it is heard by people in their own language
and their own culture (Acts 2:1-13). Inculturation is the process by which the
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Church guided by the Holy Spirit is brought to encounter, to purify and to elevate
the cultures of the nations.
Implications
Several implications can be deduced from the results of this study. First is
the need for the establishment of Catholic secondary schools, colleges and
universities in Nigeria. The various dioceses of Nigeria must invest in building
new schools to train its youth. Special importance is to be placed in the
establishment of colleges and universities. At present, there are few Catholic
universities in Nigeria, namely the Catholic Institute of West Africa (CIWA)
located in Port Harcourt and Madonna University located in Okija. It is necessary
that the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria, the regional Conference of
Bishops, diocesan Bishops and religious communities who have the financial
resources should embark on the establishment of more Catholic universities and
colleges across the country.
A second implication of this study is that Catholic schools and universities
in Nigeria must design their curricula to include subjects that deal with the local
culture, language, the arts and mass media. This will enhance the call of the
Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria (1991) to re-affirm the indigenous
culture. The lack of pride and appreciation of the local Nigerian culture by
Nigerians is a major obstacle to the study of various Nigerian cultures. Mbefo
(2001) posited that the greatest challenge for the future of Africans (and
Nigerians) is the building up of self-esteem and self-confidence for Africans. He
stated that although the result of European activity in Africa introduced Africans
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and their cultures to the wider human community, it negatively led to “erosion of
Africans’ self-confidence” (p. 11). The reaffirmation of indigenous cultures will
serve to rebuild self-confidence for Nigerians regarding their cultures.
Furthermore, these specialized subjects will enhance the training of individuals to
acquire the skills on how to use the mass media (newspapers, magazines, radio
stations and television stations) to promote knowledge of the local culture and the
doctrine of the Catholic faith.
A third implication is that the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria
must give a clear and explicit mandate to Catholic schools and universities in
Nigeria to participate actively not only in the work of evangelization, but also in
the process of inculturation. The Code of Canon Law (1983) stipulated that it is
the duty of the Episcopal Conference of Bishops and diocesan Bishops to issue
general norms regarding the teaching of religion in Catholic schools (Canon
¶804). Such a mandate for Catholic schools in Nigeria will ensure that the work
of evangelization and inculturation which these schools engage in through
research and study are under the guidance of bishops.
A fourth implication of this study is that by encouraging research and
study in the area of culture, Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria will play
an active role in the mission of the Church to evangelize human cultures. The
training that students and teachers receive in a Catholic school or university will
enable them to encounter the world as evangelizers and bearers of the Gospel of
Christ. The goal of the students and teachers of Catholic schools and universities
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in Nigeria is, therefore, to ensure that their schools become “a living institutional
witness to Christ and his message” (John Paul II, 1990a, ¶49).
A final implication of this study is that the clergy and religious (men and
women) trained in seminaries and formation houses that already have explicit
courses on inculturation should be open to dialogue and participate in study and
research with the lay faithful in this area. When Catholic schools and universities
actively engage in research and study in the area of culture and its relationship to
the faith, those students should be well-prepared to assist and collaborate with the
priests and religious to represent the Church in its dialogue with the indigenous
cultures. This will ensure that the whole Christian community, not a few experts
especially among the clergy and religious, are involved in the work of
inculturation.
Recommendations for Future Research
The data from the study suggest the following recommendations for future
investigation:
1. That this study be replicated to further understand the implications of the
participation of Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria in the process
of inculturation.
2. That research be conducted in regard to the specific ways in which the
Catholic school curriculum could be designed to incorporate subjects that
enhance the practice of inculturation.
3. That further research be conducted on the initial role of Catholic schools
in Nigeria as tools for evangelization and inculturation and the present role
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of Catholic schools in the same area. The field for such studies should
include, history, sociology, educational psychology, anthropology,
languages and arts. Such study will focus specifically on the impact of
schools outside of seminaries and houses of formation in the area of
inculturation in Nigeria.
4. That a study employing the methodology of content analysis be
undertaken using as its corpus all the statements, documents and pastoral
letters of the Bishops Conference of Nigeria regarding inculturation and
Catholic education.
5. That research be pursued to investigate the role of the laity in the process
of inculturation in the Nigerian Church.
6. That a study employing the methodology of survey research and
interviews be undertaken regarding the current role of Catholic schools in
Nigeria in the process of inculturation.

Recommendations for Future Practice
The data from this study suggest the following recommendations for future
practice:
1. That the process of inculturation be made an important aspect of the
curricula of Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria.
2. That adequate training should be provided with regard to inculturation for
all teachers and administrators in Catholic schools and universities in
Nigeria.
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3. That the laity especially the young be motivated so as to engage in the
dialogue between the Christian faith and local Nigerian cultures thereby
contribute to the process of inculturation in the Nigerian Church.
4. That Catholic school and university teachers and administrators should be
required to help students participate in the issues, debates and discussions
regarding the process of inculturation in the Nigerian Church.
5. That public debates and dialogues regarding the practice of inculturation
should be organized frequently among Catholic schools and universities in
Nigeria.
6. That the Catholic Bishops Conference of Nigeria should set up a national
commission on inculturation. This commission will coordinate and
harness the contributions of the schools, universities and parish
communities on the process of inculturation.
7. That Catholic cultural centers should be established within the Catholic
university community, where dialogue and discussions regarding culture
and faith can take place.
8. That the use of local Nigerian languages be made compulsory in Catholic
schools and universities. While English remains the official language,
students should be required to learn and speak at least the three main
languages in Nigeria, that is, Igbo, Hausa and Yoruba. It should be
required, also, that students should write one or two research papers or
final exams in one of these languages.
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9. That Catholic universities in Nigeria should work with the Bishops
Conference of Nigeria to experiment on the possible inculturation of some
specific aspects of Nigerian cultures, which may include: title-taking,
marriage ceremonies, naming ceremonies, harvest and planting
ceremonies, funerals, initiation into manhood and the various sacrifices of
expiation, thanksgiving, petition and the warding off of molestation from
evil spirits .
10. That working with the Liturgical Commission of the Catholic Bishops
Conference of Nigeria, Catholic schools and universities will celebrate the
liturgy and other sacraments of the Church in ways that incorporate
positive aspects of the cultural and religious rites of the Nigerian people
insofar as these do not contradict the required norms for the celebrations
of the universal Church.
Closing Remarks
The current study originated in the researcher’s desire to make a modest
contribution to the debate about inculturation in the Nigerian Church. There has
been a series of debates, discussions, workshops and seminars by Nigerian priests,
religious (men and women) and laity regarding the progress made so far in the
practice of inculturation in the Nigerian Church and the areas where much work is
still needed. These discussions address the level of dialogue and adaptation that
should accompany the process of inculturation in Nigeria. This researcher
believes that the preparation for such dialogue and representation for the Church
should not only be received in seminaries and houses of formation, but also in
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parishes, Catholic schools and universities throughout the country. Through this
means, the lay faithful will be trained and better prepared to participate actively in
the work of inculturation under the guidance of the Bishops and priests.
This researcher acknowledges that this study has pursued a limited scope
in the role of Catholic schools in regard to inculturation, in that it was based on a
content analysis of selected Church documents. Moreover, the documents did not
exhaust either the teachings of the universal Church or that of the Bishops
Conference of Nigeria. This researcher believes that there are many lessons to be
learned from the documents of the universal Church and the Nigerian Church that
can be applied to Catholic schools and universities in Nigeria in the area of
inculturation.
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APPENDIX A
Pilot Study
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A Pilot study on the process of inculturation in the Church and through the
Catholic School: Excerpts from the General Directory for Catechesis
(Congregation for Clergy, 2001).

A) The process of inculturation in the Church:
Rooted in Christ:
“The Word of God became man, a concrete man, in space and time and rooted in
a specific culture: Christ by his incarnation committed himself to the particular
social and cultural circumstances of the men [women] among whom he lived.
This is the original inculturation of the word of God and is the model of all
evangelization by the Church…” (¶109).
Compatibility with the Gospel:
“In the light of the Gospel, the Church must appropriate all the positive values of
culture and of cultures…” (¶21).
“In the work of inculturation, … the Christian community must discern, on the
one hand, which riches to take up as compatible with the faith…” (¶109).
Participation of the entire community:
“All of the people of God must be involved in this process which…needs to take
place gradually, in such a way that it really is an expression of the community’s
Christian experience” (¶109).
“…it is a profound and global process...” (¶109).
“Inculturation must involve the whole people of God, and not just a few experts
since the people reflect the authentic ‘sensus fidei’ which must never be lost sight
of. It must be an expression of the community’s life, one which must mature
within the community itself and not exclusively the result of erudite research. The
thrust to incarnate the Gospel…requires the cooperation in catechesis of all who
live in the same cultural condition─ clergy, pastoral workers and laity” (¶206).
Recognizes the cultural aspects of the Gospel:
“…to recognize a cultural dimension in the Gospel itself, while affirming, on the
one hand, that this does not spring from some human cultural humus, and
recognizing, on the other hand, that the Gospel cannot be isolated from the
cultures in which it was initially inserted and in which it has found expression
through the centuries” (¶203).
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Prepares Catechumens and evangelizes to witness to their faith:
“…making the Catechumenate and catechetical institutes into centers of
inculturation, incorporating, with discernment, the language, symbols, and values
of the cultures in which the catechumens and to those to be catechized live…”
(¶110).
…presenting the Christian message in such a way as to prepare those who are to
proclaim the Gospel to be capable of giving reasons for their hope (1Pt. 3: 15) in
cultures often pagan or post-Christian” (¶110).
Responds to the needs of cultures:
“…drawing up local catechesims which respond to the demands of different
cultures…” (¶110).
“…present the Gospel in relation to the hopes, questions and problems which
these cultures present” (¶110).
Gospel transforms and purifies cultures:
“…it must seek to purify and transform those criteria, modes of thought and
lifestyles which are contrary to the kingdom of God” (¶109).
“…penetration of the deepest strata of persons and peoples by the Gospel which
touches them deeply, going to the very center and roots of their cultures” (¶109).
“…to proclaim the profound change, the conversion, which the Gospel, as a
transforming and regenerating force works in culture” (¶203).
“…a purification of what bears the mark of sin (passions, structures of evil) or of
human fraility” (¶204).
Witness to the transcendence of the Gospel:
“…to witness to the transcendence and the nonexhaustion of the Gospel with
regard to culture…” (¶203).
Recognize the seed of the Gospel in cultures:
“The sower knows that the seed falls on specific soils and that it must absorb all
the elements that enable it to bear fruit” (¶20).
“…discerning those seeds of the Gospel which may be present in culture” (¶203).
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“…a listening in the culture of the people, to discern an echo (omen, invocation,
sign) of the word of God” (¶204).
“…a discernment of what has an authentic Gospel value or is al least open to the
Gospel” (¶204).
Present an integral Gospel message:
“In its task of inculturating the faith, catechesis must transmit the Gospel message
in its integrity and purity” (¶111).
“…integral presentation of the Gospel message, without ignoring certain
fundamental elements, or without operating a selectivity with regard to the deposit
of faith” (¶112).
“…presentation of the authentic Gospel message, in all of its purity, without
reducing demands for fear of rejection and without imposing heavy burdens
which it does not impose, since the yoke of Jesus is light” (¶112).
“…to maintain integrally the content of the faith and ensure that doctrinal
formulations of tradition are explained and illustrated…” (¶203).

B) The role of the Catholic School in the process of inculturation in the
Church:
Promotes Evangelization:
“What confers on religious instruction in schools its proper evangelizing character
is the fact it is called to penetrate a particular area of culture…” (¶73).
“The contribution of such schools is always a service of great value to men
[women], as well as an internal element of evangelization of the Church” (¶260).
Place of formation especially for the young:
“The Catholic school is a most important locus for human and Christian
formation” (¶73).
“Catholic schools are no less zealous than other schools in the… formation of
young people…” (¶259).
“It is the special function of the Catholic school to… enable young people, while
developing their own personality, to grow at the same time in that new life which
has been given them in baptism” (¶259).
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Connects the Gospel with other areas of knowledge:
“What confers on religious instruction in schools its proper evangelizing character
is the fact that it is called to…relate with other areas of knowledge” (¶73).
“…religious instruction in schools sows the dynamic seed of the Gospel and seeks
to keep in touch with the other elements of the student’s knowledge and
education…” (¶73).
“It must present the Christian message and the Christian event with the same
seriousness and the same depth with which other disciplines present their
knowledge. It should not be an accessory alongside of these disciplines, but rather
it should engage in a necessary interdisciplinary dialogue. This dialogue should
take place above all at that level at which every discipline forms the personality of
students. In this way the presentation of the Christian message influences the way
in which the origins of the world, the sense of history, the basis of ethical values,
the function of religion in culture, the destiny of man [woman] and his [her]
relationship with nature, are understood” (¶73).
“…thus the Gospel will impregnate the mentality of the students in the field of
their learning, and the harmonization of their culture will be achieved in the light
of faith” (¶73).
Orients cultures to the Gospel of Christ:
“It is however, the special function of the Catholic school to… orient the whole of
human culture to the message of salvation” (¶259).
Incarnates the Gospel of Christ in cultures:
“As an original form of the ministry of the word, it makes present the Gospel in a
personal process of cultural, systematic and critical assimilation” (¶73).
“…religious instruction assists them to understand better the Christian message,
by relating it to the great existential concerns common to all religions and to every
human being, to the various visions of life particularly evident in culture…”
(¶75).
Involves the entire community:
“The educational task of Catholic schools is…accomplished in the school
community, to which belong all those who are directly involved in it: teachers,
management, administrative and auxiliary staff, parents…and pupils, who are
participants and active subjects too of the educational process” (¶259).
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Validity Panel Letter
March 24, 2006
Dear Validity Panel Member,
I am a doctoral student at the University of San Francisco and a Catholic
priest from the diocese of Abakaliki, Nigeria. I am writing to ask if you will be
willing to serve on my validity panel. My proposed research topic is a content
analysis of selected Church documents to determine the role of Catholic schools
in the process of inculturation in the Nigerian Church. The study will examine the
following questions:
1. What are the Church directives on Inculturation?
2. What are the Church directives on inculturation specifically given to
Catholic schools in carrying out the process of inculturation?
3. Based on document analysis, what is an emergent model applicable for
inculturation by Catholic schools in Nigeria?
I am asking you to serve on my validity panel because of the wealth of
knowledge and the depth of knowledge that you possess both nationally and
internationally in the field of theology and Catholic education. Your experience
and understanding of the Nigerian culture and its relationship to the Catholic
Church in Nigeria and her ministry through education, is vital for this study. I am
also asking that you examine the validity of an excerpt of my pilot study and to
offer useful suggestions and comments for improvement. Thank you for your kind
consideration. I hope that you will have the time and interest to assist me in this
learning process.
Please find enclosed a questionnaire to guide your responses. I have enclosed
a self-addressed and stamped envelope to facilitate the return of your comments. I
will be grateful if your response and comments are received before the 4th of April
2006.
Respectfully Yours,
Rev. Fr. Edward Inyanwachi
Email: esinyanwachi@usfca.edu
Phone: (415) 775-6626 ext. 520 (H) (415) 336-7857 (M) Fax: (415) 775-9857
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Validity Panel Questionnaire
The documents selected for the study are:
 Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (Document of the Second
Vatican Council, 1964).
 Declaration on Christian Education (Document of the Second
Vatican Council, 1965).
 Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
(Document of the Second Vatican Council, 1965).
 Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Nuntiandi (Paul VI, 1975).
 The Catholic School (Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education,
1977).
 Encyclical Letter Catechesi Tradendae (John Paul II, 1979).
 Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith (Sacred Congregation
for Catholic Education, 1982).
 The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School (Sacred
Congregation for Catholic Education, 1988).
 Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae (John Paul II, 1990).
 Encyclical Letter Redemptoris Missio (John Paul II, 1990).
 The Presence of the Church in the University and in University
Culture (Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, 1994).
 Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesiae in Africa (John Paul II, 1995).
 The Catholic School on the verge of the Third Millennium (Scared
Congregation for Catholic Education, 1997).
 Towards a Pastoral approach to Culture (Pontifical Council for
Culture, 1999).
 Consecrated Persons and their Mission in Schools (Sacred
Congregation for Catholic Education, 2002).
 The Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria (Catholic
Bishops Conference of Nigeria, 2005).
 General Directory for Catechesis (Congregation for Clergy, 1997).
Instructions: Please complete the following questionnaire and feel free to make
any other comments or suggestions.
1. Should any of the documents be eliminated?


Yes

Which document(s)?



No
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2. Should any other documents be added to the list?


Yes

Please list below.



No

3. Do the selected Church documents cover all that is required to obtain the
information on inculturation in the Church and in Catholic schools?



Yes
No

Comments
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Excerpts for Verification
An excerpt on Church directives from the General Directory for Catechesis
(Congregation for Clergy, 1997), on the role of the Catholic school in
promoting inculturation.

Please read the following excerpt…
“…What confers on religious instruction in schools its proper
evangelizing character is the fact that it is called to penetrate a particular
area of culture and to relate with other areas of knowledge. As an original
form of the ministry of the word, it makes present the Gospel in a personal
process of cultural, systematic and critical assimilation. In the cultural
universe, which is assimilated by students and which is defined by
knowledge and values offered by scholastic disciplines, religious
instruction in schools sows the dynamic seed of the Gospel and seeks to
keep in touch with other elements of the student’s knowledge and
education; thus the Gospel will impregnate the mentality of the students in
the field of their learning, and the harmonization of their culture will be
achieved in the light of faith….” (¶73)
Check √ “YES” for directives on the role of the Catholic school in
promoting inculturation that you recognize in passage ¶73, and √ “NO” for any
directives that are not obvious in this passage:
The Catholic School promotes inculturation through religious instruction by:
YES NO
___

___ Focusing on a particular area of culture.

___

___ Sowing the seed of the gospel of Christ in cultures.

___

___ Connecting the gospel with other areas of knowledge in the
context of the students’ education.

___

___ The promotion dialogue between the Christian message and the
local cultures through student learning.
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___

___ The promotion of evangelization and proclamation in the
Church.

Do you recognize any additional themes related to the Church directives on
inculturation by the Catholic school in the passage above? If so, please identify
below.

Do you recognize any themes listed above as a directive of the Church on
inculturation that are not contained in the passage? If so, please list below.
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An excerpt on Church directives from the General Directory for Catechesis
(Congregation for Clergy, 1997), on the process of inculturation in the
Church.
Please read the following excerpt…
“… Inculturation of faith, whereby in a wonderful exchange are
comprised, ‘all the riches of the nations which have been given to Christ
as an inheritance,’ it is a profound and global process and a slow journey.
It is not simply an external adaptation designed to make the Christian
message more attractive or superficially decorative. On the contrary, it
means the penetration of the deepest strata of persons and peoples by the
Gospel, which touches them deeply, ‘going to the very center and roots’ of
their cultures. In this work of inculturation, however, the Christian
community must discern, on the one hand, which riches to ‘take up as
compatible with the faith; on the other, it must seek to purify and
transform those criteria, modes of thought and lifestyles which are
contrary to the kingdom of God. Such discernment is governed by two
basic principles: compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the
universal Church. All of the people of God must be involved in this
process which… ‘needs to take place gradually, in such a way that it
really is an expression of the community’s Christian experience.” (¶109)
Check √ “YES” for directives on the process of inculturation in the
Church that you recognize in passage ¶109, and √ “NO” for any directives that
are no obvious in this passage:
Inculturation in the Church is:
YES

NO

___

___ The riches of the nations given to Christ as an inheritance.

___

___ A global and slow process.

___

___ The penetration of the roots of peoples live with the Gospel of
Christ.

___

___ Discernment of all that are compatible with the Gospel and
the purification of whatever is contrary to the kingdom of
God.
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___

___ The local Church in communion with the universal Church.

___

___ An expression of the community’s Christian experience.

Do you recognize any additional themes related to the directives on inculturation
in the Church in the passage above? If so, please identify below.

Do you recognize any themes listed above as a directive of the Church on
inculturation that are not contained in the passage? If so, please identify below.

Thank you for your time and interest to help me in the process of conducting this
study. God bless you.
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Matrix of Panel Members Qualifications

Theologian Seminary Familiarity Familiarity Familiarity Educational Multicultural University Highest
Panel
Professor
with
with
with
Administrator
Issues in
Professor Degree
Members
Church
Inculturation Nigerian
Catholic
Attained
Documents
Culture
Education
1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
S.T.D
2

x

3

x

4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Ph. D
M.A

x

S.T.D

5

x

x

x

6

x

x

x

7

x

x

x

M.A

8

x

x

x

Ph. D

x

Ph. D
x

Ed. D
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Matrix of Panel Members Continued

Theologian Seminary Familiarity Familiarity Familiarity Educational Multicultural University Highest
Panel
Professor
with
with
with
Administrator
Issues in
Professor Degree
Members
Church
Inculturation Nigerian
Catholic
Attained
Documents
Culture
Education
9
x
x
x
x
Ph. D
10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MA

11

x

12

x

13

x

x

x

x

x

MA

14

x

x

x

x

x

MA

15

x

x

x

x

x

MA

16

x

x

x

x

x

Ed. D

x

x

S.T.L
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Profile of Validity Panel Members
1) Rev. Peter Damian Akpunonu is a professor of Biblical exegesis and
Proclamation at the University of St. Mary of the Lake/Mundelein Seminary.
Prior to this appointment, he served as Rector of Bigard Memorial Seminary,
Enugu-Nigeria and President of Catholic Institute of West Africa, PorthacourtNigeria. Currently he is a member of the International Theological Commission,
Vatican City and also the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians.
2) Dr. Shane P. Martin is the dean of the School of Education at Loyola
Marymount University, Los Angeles. He is an educational anthropologist and an
expert in areas of intercultural education, cultural diversity and Catholic schools.
3) Most Rev. John M. Quinn is an auxiliary Bishop in the Archdiocese of
Detroit. Prior to his appointment as auxiliary Bishop, he served as the associate
director for justice and peace for religious education in the Archdiocese of Detroit
and as the director of the Education Department of the Archdiocese of Detroit. He
is also an expert in Systematic Theology.
4) Rev. Paulinus Odozor, C.S.Sp is a visiting Associate Professor of Theology
in the Department of Theology at Notre Dame University, Indiana. He is also the
President of the Governing Council of the Spiritan International School of
Theology, Enugu-Nigeria. His expertise is in moral theology, contextual
theological issue pertaining to inculturation, and African Christian theology.
5) Dr. Merritt Hemenway is the principal of Bishop Amat High School La
Puente, California. He has worked in high schools as teacher and administrator for
more than 23 years and has expertise in the use of technology in education and
inclusive education.
6) Rev. Joseph O’Keefe, S.J. is the dean of the Lynch School of Education at
Boston College. He has expertise in Urban Catholic schools, international
comparative education, ethics in administration and community service learning.
7) Diana Dudoit Raiche is the Executive director of the department of Religious
Education at the National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA). A nationally
recognize speaker, she has experience in educational ministry in Catholic schools,
parish programs, diocesan adult formation, and universities.
8) Sr. Glenn Anne McPhee, OP is the secretary of the Education department at
the United States Catholic Conference of Bishop’s office in Washington, D.C.
She oversees superintendents of schools in all US dioceses and serves in the
Bishop’s committee on education that helps draft policies for Catholic schools in
the US.
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9) Dr. John Convey is the Provost of the Catholic University of America,
Washington, D.C. He is also a professor of education with expertise in Catholic
schools research at all levels.
10) Mr. Brian A. Lemoi is the director of Evangelization and lifelong formation
in the diocese of St. Petersburg, Florida. He is an author and a national speaker.
11) Rev. Williams Davis, OSFS is the deputy secretary for Catholic schools at
the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops office in Washington, D.C.
12) Rev. Cyprian Ubaka is a seminary professor at Bigard Memorial Seminary
Enugu, Nigeria. He has expertise in Islamic studies and inter-religious dialogue.
He has also served as pastor in several parishes in the Catholic diocese of Awka,
Nigeria.
13) Rev. Charles Onubogu is a doctoral candidate in the department of clinical
psychology at John F. Kennedy University, Pleasant Hill, California. He has had
several years of pastoral ministry in the Catholic diocese of Awka, Nigeria.
14) Rev. Eusebius Mbidoaka is a doctoral candidate in the department of
Pastoral Theology at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium. His research is on
the social and liturgical reconstruction of Catholic priesthood among the Igbo in
Nigeria.
15) Rev. Hubert Opara served as pastor for many years in the Catholic
archdiocese of Lagos, Nigeria. He also taught at All Saints Major Seminary,
Ekpoma-Benin, Nigeria. He is a doctoral candidate in the Catholic Theology
department at Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany. His
research is on the application of the Trinity as a model for Church collaboration in
Nigeria.
16) Rev. Raymond Ogbemure served as pastor for many years in the Catholic
archdiocese of Benin, Nigeria where he was engaged in the work of
evangelization and inculturation. He is as associate pastor at St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church, El Cerrito, California.
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APPENDIX C
Data for research question 1
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CONTENT ANALYSIS FINAL SUMMARY
PERTAINING TO THE PROCESS OF INCULTURATION IN THE
CHURCH
126 units of text (U)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
U

%

The purification of human cultures

28

22.2

Dialogue between the Christian faith and human cultures

18

14.3

Participation of the whole Christian community

8

6.3

Authentic presentation of the Christian message

7

5.6

Addressing specific issues in cultures

6

4.8

Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize

6

4.8

The use of local language

6

4.8

Follows the model of the Incarnation

5

3.9

The use of mass media

5

3.9

Adaptation of Gospel message to cultures

4

3.2

Compatibility with Gospel and communion with universal Church 4

3.2

Priority for the African Church

3

2.4

Training for clergy and laity

3

2.4

Task of the local Church

2

1.6

Discernment of values in culture by the Christian community

2

1.6

The use of literature and Art

2

1.6

Conversion of heart

2

1.6

Cooperation between Churches

2

1.6
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CONTENT ANALYSIS FINAL SUMMARY [CONTINUED]
PERTAINING TO THE PROCESS OF INCULTURATION IN THE
CHURCH
126 units of text (U)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
U

%

Guidance by the Holy Spirit

2

1.6

Episcopal discernment and guidance

2

1.6

Lengthy and difficult process

2

1.6

Connected to Biblical culture

2

1.6

Recognition of the independence of the Gospel to cultures

2

1.6

Focus on the human person

1

0.8

Witness of life of the laity

1

0.8

Knowledge of particular cultures

1

0.8

__________________________________________________________
Total
126
100
___________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification human cultures
The witness of life of the laity

1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
2
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
The process of inculturation involves the transformation and purification of
human cultures: 1 (U)
“Since the kingdom of Christ is not of this world, the Church or the people of God
in establishing that kingdom takes nothing away from the temporal welfare of any
people. On the contrary it fosters and takes to itself, insofar as they are good, the
ability, riches and customs in which the genius of the people expresses itself.
Taking them to itself it purifies, strengthens, elevates and ennobles them. The
Church in this is mindful that she must bring together the nations for that king to
whom they were given as an inheritance, and to whose city they bring gifts and
offerings. This characteristics of universality which adorns the people of God if a
gift from the Lord Himself.” (1964, ¶13)
The process of inculturation involves the witness of life of the laity: 1 (U)
“…let the laity also by their combined efforts remedy the customs and conditions
of the world if they are an inducement to sin, so that they all may be conformed to
the norms of justice and may favor the practice of virtue rather than hinder it. By
doing so they will imbue culture and human activity with genuine moral values;
they will better prepare the field of the world for the seed of the Word of God;
and at the same time they will open wider the doors of the Church by which the
message of peace may enter the world.” (1964, ¶ 36)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et Spes
13 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
The adaptation of the Gospel message to a particular culture
Fostering dialogue with cultures and religions
Discernment by the Christian Community
The use of literature and art
Recognition that the Church is independent of cultures

3
2
3
2
2
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
13
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et Spes
13 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
The process of inculturation involves the transformation and purification of
cultures: 3 (U)
“The Gospel of Christ constantly renews the life and culture of fallen man; it
combats and removes the errors and evils resulting from the permanent
allurements of sin. It never ceases to purify and elevate the morality of peoples.
By riches coming from above, it makes fruitful, as it were from within, the
spiritual qualities and traditions of every people and of every age. It strengthens,
perfects and restores them in Christ. Thus the Church, in the very fulfillment of
her own function, stimulates and advances human and civic culture; by her action,
also by her liturgy, she leads men toward interior liberty.” (1965, ¶ 58)
“…the Church in the very fulfillment of her own function, stimulates and
advances human and civic culture; by her own action, also by her liturgy, she
leads men toward interior liberty.” (1965, ¶ 59)
“Let Christians cooperate so that the cultural manifestations and collective
activity characteristic of our time may be imbued with a human and a Christian
spirit.” (1965, ¶ 61)
The process of inculturation involves the adaptation of the gospel message to
a particular culture: 2 (U)
“Her purpose has been to adapt the Gospel to the grasp of all as well as to the
needs of the learned, insofar as such was appropriate. Indeed, this accommodated
preaching of the revealed Word ought to remain the law of all evangelization.”
(1065, ¶ 44)
“There are many ties between the message of salvation and human culture. For
God revealing Himself to His people the extent of a full manifestation of Himself
in His incarnate Son, has spoken according to the culture proper to each epoch.
Likewise, the Church living in various circumstances in the course of time, has
used the discoveries of different cultures so that in her preaching she might spread
and explain the message of Christ to all nations, that she might examine it and
more deeply understand it, that she might give it better expression in liturgical
celebration and in the varied life of the community of the faithful.” (1965, ¶ 58)
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The process of inculturation involves fostering dialogue with cultures and
religions: 3 (U)
“…the ability to express Christ’s message in its own way is developed in each
nation, and at the same time there is fostered a living exchange between the
Church and the diverse cultures of peoples.” (1965, ¶ 44)
“To promote such exchange especially in our days, the Church requires the
special help of those who live in the world, are versed in different institutions and
specialties, and grasp their innermost significance in the eyes of both believers
and unbelievers.” (1965, ¶ 44)
“Faithful to her own tradition and at the same time conscious of her universal
mission, she can enter into communion with the various civilizations, to their
enrichment and the enrichment of the Church herself.” (1965, ¶ 58)
The process of inculturation involves the discernment of what is positive by
the Christian community: 2 (U)
“With the help of the Holy Spirit, it is the task of the entire people of God,
especially pastors and theologians, to hear, distinguish and interpret the many
voices of our age, and to judge them in the light of the divine Word, so that
revealed truth can always be more deeply penetrated, better understood and set
forth to greater advantage.” (1965, ¶ 44)
“May the faithful, therefore, live in very close union with the other men of their
time and may they strive to understand perfectly their way of thinking and
judging, as expressed in their culture. Let them blend new sciences and theories
and the understanding of the most recent discoveries with Christian morality and
the teaching of Christian doctrine, so that their religious culture and morality may
keep pace with scientific knowledge and with the constantly progressing
technology. Thus they will be able to interpret and evaluate all things in a truly
Christian spirit.” (1965, ¶ 62)
The process of inculturation involves the use of literature and art: 2 (U)
“Literature and arts are also, in their own way, of great importance to the life of
the Church. They strive to make known the proper nature of man, his problems
and his experiences in trying to know and perfect both himself and the
world….Efforts must be made so that those who foster these arts feel that the
Church recognizes their activity and so that, enjoying orderly liberty, they may
initiate more friendly relations with the Christian community.” (1965, ¶ 62)
“The Church acknowledges also new forms of art which are adapted to our age
and are also in keeping with the characteristics of various nations and regions.
They may be brought into the sanctuary since they raise the mind to God, once the
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manner of expression is adapted and they are conformed to liturgical
requirements.” (1965, ¶ 62)
The process of inculturation recognizes that the Church is independent
of cultures: 1 (U)
“…at the same time, the Church, sent to all peoples of every time and place, is not
bound exclusively and indissolubly to any race or nation, any particular way of
life or any customary way of life recent or ancient.” (1965, ¶ 58)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Apostolic Exhortation on Evangelization in the Modern World, Evangelii
Nuntiandi
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Recognition that the Church is independent of cultures
A focus on the human person
Addressing specific issues within a particular culture

2
1
1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
5
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Apostolic Exhortation on Evangelization in the Modern World, Evangelii
Nuntiandi
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

The process of inculturation involves the transformation purification of
human cultures: 2 (U)
“…for the Church it is a question not only of preaching the Gospel in ever wider
geographic areas or to ever greater numbers of people, but also of affecting and as
it were upsetting, through the power of the Gospel, mankind’s criteria of
judgment, determining values, points of interest, lines of thought, sources of
inspiration and models of life, which are in contrast with the Word of God and the
plan of salvation.” (1975, ¶ 19)
“The split between the Gospel and culture is without a doubt the drama of our
time, just as it was of other times. Therefore, every effort must be made to ensure
a full evangelization of culture, or more correctly of cultures. They have to be
regenerated by an encounter with the Gospel.” (1975, ¶ 20)
The process of inculturation recognizes that the Church is independent
Of cultures: 1 (U)
“The Gospel, and therefore evangelization, are certainly not identical with culture,
and they are independent in regard to cultures.” (1975, ¶ 20)
The process of inculturation focuses on the human person: 1 (U)
“…what matters is to evangelize man’s culture and cultures…, in the wide and
rich sense which these terms have in Gaudium et Spes, always taking the person
as one’s starting-point and always coming back to the relationships of people
among themselves and with God.” (1975, ¶ 20)
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The process of inculturation involves addressing specific issues within a
particular culture: 1 (U)
“Evangelization loses much of its force and effectiveness if it does not take into
consideration the actual people to whom it is addressed, if it does not use their
language, their signs and symbols, if it does not answer the questions they ask,
and if it does not have an impact on their concrete life. But on the other hand,
evangelization risks losing its power and disappearing altogether if one empties or
adulterates its content under the pretext of translating it; if, in other words, one
sacrifices this reality and destroys the unity without which there is no universality,
out of a wish to adapt a universal reality to a local situation.” (1975, ¶ 63
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Apostolic Exhortation on Catechesis in our Time, Catechesi Tradendae
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Adaptation of the Gospel to cultures
Connection to the initial Biblical culture

6
2
2

__________________________________________________________
Total
10
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Apostolic Exhortation on Catechesis in our Time, Catechesi Tradendae
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

The process of inculturation involves the transformation and purification of
human cultures: 6 (U)
“The term ‘acculturation’ or ‘inculturation’ may be a neologism, but it expresses
very well one factor of the great mystery of the Incarnation…We can say of
catechesis, as well as of evangelization in general, that it is called to bring the
power of the Gospel into the very heart of culture and cultures.” (1979, ¶ 53)
“For this purpose, catechesis will seek to know these cultures and their essential
components; it will learn their most significant expressions; it will respect their
particular values and riches.” (1979, ¶ 53)
“In this manner it will be able to offer these cultures the knowledge of the hidden
mystery and help them to bring forth from their own living tradition original
expressions of Christian life, celebration and thought.” (1979, ¶ 53)
“…the power of the Gospel everywhere transforms and regenerates. When that
power enters into a culture, it is no surprise that it rectifies many of its elements.”
(1979, ¶ 53)
“There would be no catechesis if it were the Gospel that had to change when it
came into contact with the cultures.” (1979, ¶ 53)
“…true catechesis eventually enriches these cultures by helping them to go
beyond the defective or even inhuman features in them, and by communicating to
their legitimate values the fullness of Christ.” (1979, ¶ 53)
The process of inculturation involves the adaptation of the Gospel to
cultures: 2 (U)
“It is a different matter to take with wise discernment, certain elements, religious
or otherwise that form part of the cultural heritage of a human group and use them
to help its members to understand better the whole of the Christian mystery.
Genuine catechists know that catechesis ‘takes flesh’ in the various cultures and
milieux: one has only to think of the peoples with their great difference, of
modern youth, of the great variety of circumstances in which people find
themselves today.” (1979, ¶ 53)
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“…they refuse to accept an impoverishment of catechesis through a renunciation
or obscuring of its message, by adaptations, even in language, that would
endanger the ‘precious deposit of faith, or by concessions in matters of faith and
morals.” (1979, ¶ 53)
The process of inculturation involves recognizes a connection to the initial
Biblical culture: 2 (U)
“…the Gospel message cannot be purely and simply isolated from the culture in
which it was first inserted (the Biblical world or more concretely, the cultural
milieu in which Jesus of Nazareth lived) nor, without loss, from the cultures in
which it has already been expressed down the centuries…” (1979, ¶ 53)
“…it does not spring spontaneously from any cultural soil; it has always been
transmitted by means of an apostolic dialogue which inevitably becomes part of a
certain dialogue of cultures.” (1979, ¶ 53)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Encyclical Letter Mission of the Redeemer, Redemptoris Missio
26 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Episcopal discernment and guidance
The participation of the whole Christian community
Cooperation among Churches
Inter-religious and cultural dialogue
A lengthy and difficult process
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Compatibility with Gospel and communion with the Church

4
2
6
2
9
2
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
26
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Encyclical Letter Mission of the Redeemer, Redemptoris Missio
26 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

The process of inculturation in the Church involves the transformation and
purification of human cultures: 3 (U)
“It is not a matter of purely external adaptation, for inculturation means the
intimate transformation of authentic cultural values through their integration in
Christianity and the insertion of Christianity in the various human cultures.”
(1990, ¶ 52)
“Through inculturation the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in different
cultures and at the same time introduces peoples, together with their cultures, into
her own community. She transmits to them her own values, at the same time
taking the good elements that already exist in them and renewing them from
within.” (1990, ¶ 52)
“Since culture is a human creation and is therefore marked by sin, it too needs to
be healed, ennobled and perfected.” (1990b, ¶ 54)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves Episcopal discernment
and guidance: 3 (U)
“…the bishops, who have the task of providing discernment and encouragement
for its implementation.” (1990b, ¶ 52)
“Bishops as guardians of the deposit of faith, will take care to ensure fidelity and,
in particular to provide discernment, for which a deeply balanced approach is
required.” (1990b, ¶ 54)
“Inculturation needs to be guided to be guided and encouraged, but not forced,
lest it give rise to negative reactions among Christians.” (1990b, ¶ 54)
The process of inculturation involves the participation of the whole
Christian community: 5 (U)
“It involves those working in the Church’s mission ad gentes, the Christian
communities as they develop…” (1990b, ¶ 52)
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“Missionaries…must immerse themselves in the cultural milieu of those to whom
they are sent moving beyond their own cultural limitations. Hence they must learn
the language of the place in which they work, become familiar with the most
important expressions of the local culture, and discover its values through direct
experience.” (1990b, ¶ 53)
“It is not of course a matter of missionaries renouncing their own cultural identity,
but of understanding, appreciating, fostering and evangelizing the culture of the
environment in which they are working, and therefore of equipping themselves to
communicate effectively with it…” (1990b, ¶ 53)
“This kind of process needs to take place gradually, in such a way that it really is
an expression of the community’s Christian experience. In effect, inculturation
must involve the whole people of God, and not just a few experts, since the
people reflect the authentic sensus fidei which must never be lost sight of.”
(1990b, ¶ 54)
“It must be an expression of the community’s life, one which must mature within
the community itself, and not be exclusively the result of erudite research.”
(1990b, ¶ 54)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves cooperation among
Churches: 2 (U)
“…in the more delicate areas of inculturation, particular Churches of the same
region should work in communion with each other and with the whole Church,
convinced that only through attention both to the universal Church and to the
particular Churches will they be capable of transmitting the treasure of faith into a
legitimate variety of expressions.” (1990b, ¶ 53)
“Groups which have been evangelized will thus provide the elements for a
translation of the Gospel message, keeping in mind the positive elements acquired
down the centuries from Christianity’s contact with different cultures and not
forgetting the dangers of alterations which have sometimes occurred.”
(1990b, ¶ 53)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves inter-religious and
cultural dialogue: 9 (U)
“Inter-religious dialogue is a part of the Church’s evangelizing mission.
Understood as a method and means of mutual knowledge and enrichment,
dialogue is not in opposition to the mission ad gentes…” (1990b, ¶ 55)
“In the light of the economy of salvation, the Church sees no conflict between
proclaiming Christ and engaging in inter-religious dialogue.” (1990b, ¶ 55)
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“Dialogue should be conducted and implemented with the conviction that the
Church is the ordinary means of salvation and that she alone possesses the
fullness of the means of salvation.” (1990b, ¶ 55)
“Through dialogue, the Church seeks to uncover the seeds of the Word, a ray of
that truth which enlightens all men; these are found in individuals and in the
religious traditions of mankind.” (1990b, ¶ 56)
“Those engaged in this dialogue must be consistent with their own religious
traditions and convictions, and be open to understanding those of the other party
without pretense or close-mindedness, but with truth, humility and frankness,
knowing that dialogue can enrich each side.” (1990b, ¶ 56)
“There must be no abandonment of principles nor false irenicism, but instead a
witness given and received for mutual advancement on the road of religious
inquiry and experience and at the same time for the elimination of prejudice,
intolerance and misunderstanding.” (1990b, ¶ 56)
“Dialogue leads to inner purification and conversion which, if pursued with
docility to the Holy Spirit, will be spiritually fruitful.” (1990b, ¶ 56)
“A vast field lies open to dialogue, which can assume many forms and
expressions: from exchanges between experts in religious traditions or official
representatives of those traditions to cooperation for integral development and the
safeguarding of religious values; and from a sharing of their respective spiritual
experiences to the so-called, dialogue of life, through which believers of different
religions bear witness before each other in daily life to their own human and
spiritual values and help each other to live according to those values in order to
build a more just and fraternal society.” (1990b, ¶ 57)
“Each member of the faithful and all Christian communities are called to practice
dialogue, although not always to the same degree or in the same way.”
(1990b, ¶ 57)
The process of inculturation in the Church is a lengthy and difficult process:
2 (U)
“The process of the Church’s insertion into people’s cultures is a lengthy one.”
(1990b, ¶ 52)
“But at the same time, it is a difficult process for it must in no way compromise
the distinctiveness and integrity of the Christian faith.” (1990b, ¶ 52)
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The process of inculturation involves a participation in the mission of the
Church to evangelize cultures: 1 (U)
“As the Church carries out missionary activity among the nations, the Church
encounters different cultures and becomes involved in the process of
inculturation. The need for such involvement has marked the Church’s pilgrimage
throughout her history, but today it is particularly urgent.” (1990b, ¶ 52)

The process of inculturation in the Church requires compatibility with the
Gospel and communion with the universal Church: 1 (U)
“Properly applied, inculturation must be guided by two principles: compatibility
with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church.” (1990b, ¶ 54)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia in Africa
21 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
Guidance by the Holy Spirit
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Priority for the African Church
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Following the model of the Incarnation
Inter-religious and cultural dialogue
The task of the local Church
The participation of the whole Christian community
Compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church

2
3
3
2
2
6
1
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
21
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia in Africa
21 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

The process of inculturation in the Church requires guidance by the
Holy Spirit: 2 (U)
“Inculturation also has profound links with the Mystery of Pentecost. Thanks to
the outpouring and action of the Spirit, who draws gifts and talents into unity, all
the peoples of the earth when they enter the Church live a new Pentecost, profess
in their own tongue the one faith in Jesus, and proclaim the marvels that the Lord
has done for them. The Spirit, who on the natural level is the true source of the
wisdom of peoples, leads the Church with a supernatural light into knowledge of
the whole truth. In her turn, the Church takes on the values of different cultures,
becoming the ‘sponsa ornata monilibus suis’, ‘the bride who adorns herself with
her jewels. (Ish. 61: 10)” (1995, ¶ 61)
“Inculturation of the faith in every area of Christian and human life is an arduous
task which can only be carried out with the help of the Spirit of the Lord who
leads the Church to the whole truth.” (1995, ¶ 78)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves a participation in the
mission of the Church to evangelize cultures: 3 (U)
It [inculturation] is a requirement for evangelization, a path towards full
evangelization, and one of the greatest challenges for the Church on the continent
on the eve of the Third Millennium”. (1995, ¶ 59)
“Inculturation is a movement towards full evangelization.” (1995, ¶ 62)
“…the Synod recommended to the Bishops and to the Episcopal Conferences to
take note that inculturation includes… the whole process of evangelization.”
(1995, ¶ 62)
The process of inculturation in the Church is a priority for the African
Church: 3 (U)
The Synod considers inculturation an urgent priority in the life of the particular
Churches, for a firm rooting of the Gospel in Africa.” (1995, ¶ 59)
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“…the Special Assembly for Africa of the Synod of Bishops considered
inculturation a priority and an urgent task in the life of Africa’s particular
Churches.” (1995, ¶ 78)
“The challenge of inculturation in Africa consists in ensuring that the followers of
Christ will ever more fully assimilate the Gospel message, while remaining
faithful to all authentic African values.” (1995, ¶ 78)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the transformation and
purification of human cultures: 2 (U)
“On several occasions the Synod Fathers stressed the particular importance for
evangelization of inculturation, the process by which catechesis takes flesh in the
various cultures.” (1995, ¶ 59)
“Inculturation includes two dimensions: on the one hand, the intimate
transformation of authentic cultural values through their integration in
Christianity and on the other, the insertion of Christianity in the various human
cultures.” (1995, ¶ 59)
The process of inculturation in the Church follows the model of the
Incarnation: 2 (U)
“This [inculturation] is the sublime mystery of the Incarnation of the Word, a
mystery which took place in history: in clearly defined circumstances of time and
space, amidst a people with its own cultures, a people that God had chosen and
accompanied throughout the entire history of salvation, in order to show through
what he did for them, what he intended to do for the whole human race.”
(1995, ¶ 60)
“…the inculturation of the revealed message cannot but follow the logic proper to
the Mystery of the Redemption. Indeed, the Incarnation of the Word is not an
isolated moment but tends towards Jesus ‘hour’ and the Paschal Mystery…This
emptying of self, this kenosis necessary for exaltation, which is the way of Christ
and of his disciples, sheds light on the encounter of cultures with Christ and his
Gospel.” (1995, ¶ 61)
The process of inculturation involves inter-religious and cultural dialogue: 6
(U)
“Openness to dialogue is the Christian attitude inside the community as well as
with other believers and with men and women of good will.” (1995, ¶ 65)
“Dialogue is to be practiced first of all within the family of the Church at all
levels.” (1995, ¶ 65)
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“United to Jesus Christ by their witness in Africa, Catholics are invited to develop
an ecumenical dialogue with all the baptized brothers and sisters of other
Christian denominations…” (1995, ¶ 65)
“Commitment to dialogue must also embrace all Muslims of good will.”
(1995, ¶ 66)
“With regard to African traditional religion, a serene and prudent dialogue will be
able, on the one hand, to protect Catholics from the negative influences which
condition the way of life of many of them, and, on the other hand, to foster the
assimilation of positive values such as belief in a Supreme Being who is Eternal,
Creator, Provident and Just Judge, values which are readily harmonized with the
content of the faith. They can even be seen as a preparation for the Gospel,
because they contain precious semina Verbi which can lead, as already happened
in the past, a great number of people to be open to the fullness of Revelation in
Jesus Christ through the proclamation of the Gospel.” (1995, ¶ 67)
“The adherents of African traditional religion should therefore be treated with
great respect and esteem, and all inaccurate and disrespectful language should be
avoided. For this purpose, suitable courses in African traditional religion should
be given in houses of formation for priests and religious.” (1995, ¶ 67)
The process of inculturation in the Church is the task of the local Church: 1
(U)
“…local Churches must be involved in the process of inculturation in an ongoing
manner…” (1995, ¶ 62)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the whole Christian
community: 1 (U)
“…the Synod recommended to the Bishops and to the Episcopal Conferences to
take note that inculturation includes the whole Church ….” (1995, ¶ 62)
The process of inculturation in the Church requires compatibility with the
Gospel and communion with the universal Church: 1 (U)
[The process of inculturation] respecting the two following criteria: compatibility
with the Christian message and communion with the universal Church.”
(1995, ¶ 62)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
General Directory for Catechesis
29 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Authentic presentation of the Christian message
Following the model of the Incarnation
The use of local language
The participation of the whole Christian community
Addressing specific issues within a particular culture
Task of a particular Church
Knowledge of a particular culture
Communion between the Churches and the Holy See

5
7
1
6
1
5
1
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
29
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
General Directory for Catechesis
29 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the transformation and
purification of human cultures: 5 (U)
“In the light of the Gospel, the Church must appropriate all the positive values of
culture and of cultures and reject those elements which impede development of
the true potential of persons and peoples.” (1997, ¶ 21)
“It is not simply an external adaptation designed to make the Christian message
more attractive or superficially decorative. On the contrary, it means the
penetration of the deepest strata of persons and peoples by the Gospel which
touches them deeply, going to the very center and roots of their cultures.”
(1997, ¶ 109)
“In the work of inculturation…the Christian community must discern, on the one
hand, which riches to ‘take’ up as compatible with the faith, on the other hand, it
must seek to purify and transform those criteria, modes of thought and lifestyles
which are contrary to the kingdom of God.” (1997, ¶ 109)
“…to proclaim the profound change, the conversion, which the Gospel, as a
transforming and regenerating force works in culture.” (1997, ¶ 203)
“…to witness to the transcendence and nonexhaustion of the Gospel with regard
to culture, while at the same time discerning those seeds of the Gospel which may
be present in culture.” (1997, ¶ 203)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the authentic
presentation of the Christian message: 7 (U)
“In its task of inculturating the faith, Catechists must transmit the Gospel message
in its integrity and purity. A fundamental principle of catechesis … is that of
safeguarding the integrity of the message and avoiding any partial or distorted
presentation.” (1997, ¶ 111)
“…the integral presentation of the Gospel, without ignoring certain fundamental
elements, or without operating a selectivity with regard to the deposit of
faith…the presentation of the authentic Gospel message, in all of its purity,
without reducing demands for fear of rejection and without imposing heavy
burdens which it does not impose, since the yoke of Jesus Christ is light.”
(1997, ¶ 112)
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“Integrity must also be accompanied by adaptation. Consequently catechesis starts
out with a simple proposition of the integral structure of the Christian message,
and proceeds to explain it in a manner adapted to the capacity of those being
catechized. Without restricting itself to this initial exposition, it gradually and
increasingly proposes the Christian message more amply and with greater
explicitness, in accordance with the capacity of those being catechized and with
the proper character of catechesis.” (1997, ¶ 112)
“The criterion of authenticity is closely connected with that of inculturation since
the latter is concerned to translate the essentials of the Gospel message into a
definite cultural language.” (1997, ¶ 112)
“To maintain integrally the content of the faith and ensure that the doctrinal
formulations of tradition are explained and illustrated while taking into account
the cultural and historical circumstances of those being instructed and to avoid
defacing or falsifying the contents.” (1997, ¶ 203)
“Catechesis, while avoiding all manipulations of culture, is not limited to a mere
juxtaposition of the Gospel in some decorative manner. Rather it proposes it
proposes the Gospel in a vital way, profoundly, by going to the very roots of
culture and the cultures of mankind. This defines a dynamic process consisting of
the various interactive elements: a listening in the culture of the people, to discern
an echo (omen, invocation, sign) of the Word of God; a discernment of what has
an authentic Gospel value or is at least open to the Gospel; a purification of what
bears the mark of sin (passions, structures of evil) or of human frailty; an impact
on people through stimulating an attitude of radical conversion to God, to
dialogue, and of patient interior maturation.” (1997, ¶ 204)
“In the evaluation phase, particularly in cases of initial attempts or
experimentation careful attention must always be given to ensuring that the
catechetical process is not infiltrated by syncretistic elements.” (1997, ¶ 205)
The process of inculturation in the Church follows the model of the
Incarnation: 1 (U)
“The Word of God became man, a concrete man, in space and time and rooted in
a specific culture: ‘Christ by His incarnation committed Himself to the particular
social and cultural circumstances of the men among whom He lived’. This is the
original ‘inculturation’ of the Word of God and is the model of all evangelization
by the Church, ‘called to bring the power of the Gospel into the very heart of
culture and cultures.” 1997, (¶ 109)
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The process of inculturation in the Church involves the use of local language:
6 (U)
“..to promote a new expression of the Gospel in accordance with evangelized
culture, looking to a language of the faith which is the common patrimony of the
faithful and thus a fundamental element of communion.” (1997, ¶ 203)
“Inculturation of the faith, under certain aspects is a linguistic task. This implies
that catechesis respect and value the language proper to the message, especially
biblical language, as well as the historical-traditional language of the Church
(creed, liturgy) and doctrinal language (dogmatic formulations).” (1997, ¶ 208)
“It is also necessary for catechesis to enter into dialogue with forms and terms
proper to the culture of those to whom it is addressed.” (1997, ¶ 208)
“Finally, catechesis must stimulate new expressions of the Gospel in the culture in
which it has been planted.” (1997, ¶ 208)
“In the process of enculturating the Gospel, catechesis should not be afraid to use
traditional formulae and the technical language of the faith, but it must express its
meaning and demonstrate its existential importance.” (1997, ¶ 208)
“…it is also the duty of catechesis ‘to speak a language suited to today’s children
and young people in general and to other categories of people – the language of
students, intellectuals and scientists; the language of illiterate or of people of
simple culture; the language of the handicapped, and so on.” (1997, ¶ 208)
“…if in the same ecclesial area there are several linguistic or ethnic groups, it is
always useful to provide for the translation of guides and directories into the
various languages, promoting, by means of catechetical centers, an homogenous
catechetical service for each group.” (1997, ¶ 214)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the participation of the
whole Christian community: 1 (U)
“Inculturation must involve the whole people of God, and not just a few experts,
since the people reflect the authentic ‘sensus fidei’ which must never be lost sight
of. Inculturation needs to be guided and encouraged, but not forced lest it give rise
to negative reactions among Christians. It must be an expression of the
community’s life, one which must mature within the community itself and not be
exclusively the result of erudite research. The thrust to incarnate the Gospel which
is the specific task of inculturation requires the cooperation in catechesis of all
who live in the same cultural condition – clergy, pastoral workers, (catechists) and
laity.” (1997, ¶ 206)
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The process of inculturation in the Church addresses specific issues in a
particular culture: 5 (U)
“The process of inculturation operated by catechesis is continually called to
confront many different concrete situations.” (1997, ¶ 212)
“…it is necessary to distinguish inculturation in countries of recent Christian
origin, where the primary proclamation of the Gospel must yet be consolidated,
from inculturation in countries of long Christian tradition which have need of new
evangelization.” (1997, ¶ 212)
“Account must also be taken of situations which are open to conflict and tension
deriving from factors such as ethnic pluralism, religious pluralism, and
differences of development which sometimes are strident; urban and extra-urban
life styles, dominant thought-systems, which in some countries are strongly
influenced by massive secularization and by strong religiosity in others.”
(1997, ¶ 212)
“…inculturation seeks to respect the significant cultural tendencies of a particular
country, represented in the various social and professional strata, such as men and
women of science and culture, the world of workers, the youth, the marginalized,
foreigners and the disabled.” (1997, ¶ 212)
“Attention should be paid to diverse cultures which can exist in one and the same
people or nation at the same time.” (1997, ¶ 212)
The process of inculturation in the Church is a task of particular Churches:
1 (U)
“Inculturation is a task for the particular Churches and is referred to by all areas
of the Christian life. Precisely because of the nature of inculturation which takes
place in concrete and specific circumstances, a legitimate attention to the
particular Churches cannot but enrich the Church. It is indeed pressing and
indispensable. To this end, and most opportunely, Episcopal Conferences, almost
everywhere, are proposing Catechetical Directories (and analogous instruments),
catechesims and aids, workshops and centers of formation.” (1997, ¶ 213).
The process of inculturation requires knowledge of cultures: 1 (U)
“[Inculturation requires the Church] to know in depth the culture of persons and
the extent of its penetration into their lives.” (1997, ¶ 203).
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The process of inculturation in the Church requires communion between the
Churches and with the Holy See: 1 (U)
“[Inculturation requires] setting up a dialogue of reciprocal learning and of
communion between the Churches and between these and the Holy See: this
allows for the certification of experiences, criteria, programs, tools and for a more
valid and up-to-date inculturation.” (1997, ¶ 214).
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Towards a Pastoral Approach to Culture
20 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church
U
The process of inculturation in the Church involves:
The transformation and purification of human cultures
Following the model of the Incarnation
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Training for clergy and lay people
The use of mass media
Conversion of heart
Compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church

5
2
2
3
5
2
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
20
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Towards a Pastoral Approach to Culture
20 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation in the Church

The process of inculturation in the Church involves the transformation and
purification of human cultures: 5 (U)
“Today, as the Gospel gradually comes into contact with cultural worlds which
once lay beyond Christian influence, there are new tasks of inculturation. At the
same time, some traditionally Christian cultures or cultures imbued with
thousand-year-old religions are being shattered. Thus, it is not only a question of
grafting the faith onto these cultures, but also of revitalizing a de-Christianized
world whose only Christian references are of a cultural nature.” (1999, ¶ 1)
“Marked as they are by the very tensions aimed at achieving their fulfillment and
the human dynamics of their history, cultures share also in sin and, by this very
fact, require the necessary discernment of Christians. When the Word of God
takes on human nature in all things but sin, He purifies it and brings it to
fulfillment in the Holy Spirit. Revealing Himself in this way, God opens His heart
to mankind, by deeds and words, which are intrinsically bound up with each other
and lets men, discover in human terms the mysteries of His love in order to invite
and receive them into his company.” (1999, ¶ 2)
“Cultures are also called to purify themselves of their share in the legacy of sin,
embodied in certain prejudices, customs and practices, to enrich themselves with
the input of the faith and to enrich the universal Church itself with new
expressions and values.” (1999, ¶ 10)
“When the evangelization of Africa began, the positive cultural values of these
religions were not always taken seriously enough to be integrated with the
Gospel. Today, particularly since Vatican II, the Church recognizes these
religious values and promotes those which are consonant with the Gospel. It is
fertile ground for cultivating conversion to Christ. The positive values enshrined
in these traditional cultures, such as a sense of family, love and respect for life,
veneration of ancestors, a sense of solidarity and community, respect for the chief
and elders, are a solid basis for the inculturation of faith, whereby the Gospel
penetrates the whole of culture and brings it to fruition.” (1999, ¶ 19)
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“All over the world, a whole new range of possibilities is opening up for a
pastoral approach to culture to bring the light of Christ’s Gospel to the hearts of
men. On many points there needs to be a re-formulation of Christian faith which
is more accessible to dominant cultures, because of the competition caused by the
profusion on all sides of diffuse forms of religiosity.” (1999, ¶ 26)
The process of inculturation in the Church follows the model of the
Incarnation: 2 (U)
“In order to reveal Himself from the rich panoply of age-old cultures born from
human genius, God chose for Himself a people whose original culture He
penetrated, purified, and made fertile.” (1999, ¶ 3)
“Given the close and organic relationship that exists between Jesus Christ and the
Word that the Church proclaims, the inculturation of the revealed message cannot
but follow the logic proper to the Mystery of Redemption…. This emptying of
self, this kenosis necessary for exaltation, which is the way of Christ and of each
of his disciples, sheds light on the encounter of cultures with Christ and his
Gospel.” (1999, ¶ 5)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves a participation in the
mission of the Church to evangelize cultures: 2 (U)
“The evangelization of cultures and the inculturation of the Gospel go hand in
hand, in a reciprocal relationship which presupposes constant discernment in the
light of the Gospel, to facilitate the identification of values and counter-values in a
given culture, so as to build on the former and vigorously combat the latter.”
(1999, ¶ 5)
“The inculturation of faith and the evangelization of culture go together as an
inseparable pair, in which there is no hint of syncretism; this is the genuine
meaning of inculturation.” (1999, ¶ 5)
The process of inculturation in the Church requires training for clergy and
lay people: 3 (U)
“This [inculturation] demands a serious formation in theology, history, and
culture, as well as sound judgment in discerning what is necessary or useful and
what is not useful or even dangerous to faith.” (1999, ¶ 6)
“Priests and lay people must, of course, be better trained to be competent
discerners of sects and the reasons for their success, but we should never lose
sight of the fact that the best weapon in the fight against sects is the quality of
ecclesial life. Priests need to be ready to face the challenges from sects, but also to
help the faithful who are in danger of leaving the Church and giving up their
faith.” (1999, ¶ 26)
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“A pastoral approach focused on the evangelization of culture and on the
inculturation of the faith implies competence in two areas: in the field of theology
and in the field of pastoral work. Whether for beginners or for people who already
have some qualification, general or specialized enough to merit ecclesiastical
recognition, courses in theology are certainly to be encouraged wherever in the
Church they are not yet offered, in accordance with the whishes of the Second
Vatican Council. This is without doubt one of the best channels of communication
between contemporary culture and Christian faith, and for the latter to imbue the
former so that daily life may be inspired by a sound formation and understanding
of the faith made stronger by study of the Word of God and the tradition of the
Church.” (1999, ¶ 31)
The process of inculturation in the Church involves the use of mass media: 5
(U)
“On the level of Mass Communication, even the most modest Catholic television,
and radio station, particularly the latter, have a significant part to play in the
evangelization of culture and in the inculturation of the faith. They reach people
in the ordinary circumstances of their lives and thus make a powerful contribution
to the way their life-styles develop.” (1999, ¶ 33)
“Where they can exist, Catholic radio networks enable dioceses without great
resources to benefit from the technology available to those which are better off,
and they also stimulate cultural exchanges between Christian communities.”
(1999, ¶ 33)
“The use of the media is to be seen as direct evangelization, inasmuch as its
quality and seriousness contributes to the promotion of a culture in line with the
Gospel.” (1999, ¶ 33)
“The pastoral approach to culture needs to pay particular attention to press, radio
and television journalists.” (1999, ¶ 33)
“The various sectors of the Church would communicate better with journalists,
and the resources, organizers and methods of cultural and religious networks
would be better known, if a sufficient number of people were properly trained in
communications techniques: the best place to start would be with young people in
formation in seminaries and religious communities. In addition, many young lay
people have an inclination to work in media. A pastoral approach to culture will
ensure that they are prepared to be an active presence in the world of radio,
television, books, and magazines, the bearers of information which are also the
daily reference-point for the majority of our contemporaries.” (1999, ¶ 33)
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The process of inculturation in the Church requires conversion of heart: 2
(U)
“[Inculturation] affirms the absolute newness of Revelation in Jesus Christ and
the need for conversion which is manifestly the result of meeting the savior:
‘Now, I am making the whole of creation new’. (Rev. 21: 5)” (1999, ¶ 6)
“Cultural adaptation also requires conversion of heart, and even, where necessary,
a breaking with ancestral customs incompatible with the Catholic faith.”
(1999, ¶ 6)
The process of inculturation in the Church follows the principle of
compatibility with the Gospel and communion with the universal Church: 1
(U)
“An inculturated evangelization, thanks to the concerted pastoral efforts, enables
the Christian community to receive, celebrate, live and translate its faith into its
own culture, in compatibility with the Gospel and in communion with the
universal Church.” (1999, ¶ 6)
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APPENDIX D
Data for research question 2
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CONTENT ANALYSIS FINAL SUMMARY
PERTAINING TO THE PROCESS OF INCULTURATION THROUGH
THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL
82 units of text (U)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves:
U

%

Enhancing dialogue between faith and human cultures

13

15.9

The formation of the human person

10

12.2

Presentation of individual subjects by teachers

9

11

The synthesis of faith and culture

8

9.8

Witness of life [Religious/Teachers]

5

6.1

Discernment of values in cultures

5

6.1

Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures

4

4.9

Orientation of cultures to the Gospel

3

3.7

Establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers

3

3.7

Training and research in specific cultures

3

3.7

Sensitivity to the cultures of the world

2

2.4

Gospel affect the mentality of students

2

2.4

Mandate by the Bishops

2

2.4

Recognition of the limits of human culture

1

1.2

Critique of human cultures

1

1.2

Focus on the family as a starting point

1

1.2

Creation of bond between the teacher and students

1

1.2

Pastoral guidance in research

1

1.2
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CONTENT ANALYSIS FINAL SUMMARY [CONTINUED]
PERTAINING TO THE PROCESS OF INCULTURATION THROUGH
THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL
80 units of text (U)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves:
U

%

1

1.2

Consultation between the Bishops and the University community 1

1.2

Promotion of human culture

1

1.2

Liturgical celebrations and publications

1

1.2

Recognition of the independence of Gospel to cultures

1

1.2

Awareness that cultures are open to Revelation

1

1.2

Introduction of students to the values of the environment

1

1.2

Participation of laity through research

1

1.2

Setting up of a National Commission

___________________________________________________________
Total
82
100
___________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMARY
Declaration on Christian Education, Gravissimum Educationis
6 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves:
The formation of the human person
Orientation of cultures to the Gospel
Fostering dialogue between faith and human cultures
Witness of life [Catholic Teachers]

3
1
1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
6
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Declaration on Christian Education, Gravissimum Educationis
6 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
formation of the human person: 3 (U)
“Among all educational instruments the school has a special importance. It is
designed not only to develop with special care the intellectual faculties but also to
form the ability to judge rightly, to hand on the cultural legacy of previous
generation, to foster a sense of values, to prepare for professional life.”
(1965, ¶ 5)
“The influence of the Church in the field of education is shown in a special
manner by the Catholic school. No less than other schools does the Catholic
school pursue cultural goals and the human formation of the youth.” (1965, ¶ 8)
“The Church is concerned also with schools of higher level, especially colleges
and universities. In those schools dependent on her, she intends that by their very
constitution individual subjects be pursued according to their own principles,
methods and liberty of scientific inquiry, in such a way that an ever deeper
understanding in these fields may be obtained and that…there may be a deeper
realization of the harmony of faith and science. Thus, there is accomplished a
public, enduring and pervasive influence of the Christian mind in the furtherance
of culture, and the students of these institutions are molded into men truly
outstanding in their training ready to undertake weighty responsibilities in society
and to witness to the faith in the world.” (1965, ¶ 10)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
orientation of culture to the Gospel: 1 (U)
“But its [the Catholic School] proper function is to…order the whole of human
culture to the news of salvation so that the knowledge that students gradually
acquire of the world, life and man is illumined by faith.” (1965, ¶ 8)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school entails that the
school foster dialogue between faith and human cultures: 1 (U)
“…the Catholic school can be of such aid to the fulfillment of the mission of the
people of God and to the fostering of the dialogue between the Church and
mankind to the benefit of both…” (1965, ¶ 8)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic school depends on the
witness of life and training of teachers: 1 (U)
“But let teachers recognize that the Catholic school depends on them almost
entirely for the accomplishment of its goals and programs. They should therefore
be very carefully prepared so that both in secular and religious knowledge they
are equipped with suitable qualifications and also with pedagogical skill that is in
keeping with the findings of the contemporary world.” (1965, ¶ 8)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The Catholic School
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
The formation of the human person
Entering into the dialogue with human culture
The synthesis of faith and culture
Witness of life [Catholic teachers]
Presentation of individual subjects by teachers
Episcopal Mandate

3
1
2
2
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
10
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
The Catholic School
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
formation of the human person: 3 (U)
“She establishes her own schools because she considers them as a privileged
means of promoting the formation of the whole man, since the school is a center
in which a specific concept of the world, of man, and of history is developed and
conveyed.” (1977, ¶ 8)
“…the concept of school as a place on integral formation by means of a
systematic and critical assimilation of culture. A school is, therefore, a privileged
place in which, through a living encounter with a cultural inheritance, integral
formation occurs.” (1977, ¶ 26)
“…the Catholic school has as its aim the critical communication of human culture
and the total formation of the individual; it works towards this goal guided by its
Christian vision of reality through which our cultural heritage acquires its special
place in the total vocational life of man.” (1977, ¶ 36)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school entails that the
school brings the Church into participating in the dialogue of culture: 1 (U)
“It is infact, through the school that she participates in the dialogue of culture with
her own positive contribution to the cause of the total formation of man.”
(1977, ¶ 15)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
synthesis of faith and culture: 2 (U)
“Its task is fundamentally a synthesis of culture and faith, and a synthesis of faith
and life: the first is reached by integrating all the different aspects of human
knowledge through the subjects taught, in the light of the Gospel; the second in
the growth of the virtues characteristic of the Christian.” (1977, ¶ 37)
“[The Catholic school participates in the process of inculturation] both in the field
of religious instruction and in more general religious education which they
endeavor to promote by assisting the pupils to a personal integration of culture
and the faith and of faith and living.” (1977, ¶ 71)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic school depends on the
witness of life of Catholic teachers: 1 (U)
“The integration of culture and faith is mediated by the other integration of faith
and life in the person of the teacher.” (1977, ¶ 43)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school relies on the
presentation of individual subjects by teachers: 2 (U)
“Individual subjects must be taught according to their own particular methods. It
would be wrong to consider subjects as mere adjuncts to faith or a useful means
of teaching apologetics. They enable the pupil to assimilate skills, knowledge,
intellectual methods and moral and social attitudes, all of which help to develop
his personality and lead him to take his place as an active member of the
community of man.” (1977, ¶ 39)
“The cultural heritage of mankind includes other values apart from the specific
ambient of truth. When the Christian teacher helps a pupil to grasp, appreciate and
assimilate these values, he is guiding him towards eternal realities.” (1977, ¶ 42)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires Episcopal
mandate: 1 (U)
“The Catholic school…receives from the Bishops in some manner the mandate of
an apostolic undertaking.” (1977, ¶ 71)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Apostolic Exhortation on Catechesis in our time, Catechesi Tradendae
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Introduction of students to the values of their environment
The Gospel affecting the mentality of students

1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
2
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Apostolic Exhortation on Catechesis in our time, Catechesi Tradendae
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
introduction of students to the values of their environment: 1 (U)
“…those who study are bound to bear the stamp of their studies, to be introduced
to cultural or moral values within the atmosphere of the establishment in which
they are taught, and to be faced with many ideas met with in school. It is
important for catechesis to take full account of this effect of the school on the
pupils, if it is to keep in touch with the other elements of the pupil’s knowledge
and education.” (1979, ¶ 53)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires that the
Gospel affect the mentality of students: 1 (U)
“[Through inculturation] the Gospel will impregnate the mentality of the pupils in
the field of their learning, and the harmonization of their culture will be achieved
in the light of faith.” (1979, ¶ 53)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic school
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
The witness of life [Catholic teacher]
Presentation of individual subjects by teachers
Orientation of culture to the Gospel
The synthesis of faith and culture

1
2
1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
5
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic school

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school depends on the
witness of life of the teacher: 1 (U)
“…a Catholic teacher should always be alert for opportunities to initiate the
appropriate dialogue between culture and faith…in order to bring the interior
synthesis of the student to this deeper level. It is, of course, a synthesis which
should already exist in the teacher.” (1982, ¶ 29)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school relies on the
presentation of individual subjects by teachers: 2 (U)
“The Catholic teacher…cannot be content simply to present Christian values as a
set of abstract objectives to be admired,…they must be presented as values which
generate human attitudes, and these attitudes must be encouraged in the students.”
(1982, ¶ 30)
“It must never be forgotten during the days of formation, that the role of a teacher
is to present the class material in such a way that students can easily discover a
dialogue between faith and culture, and gradually be led to a personal synthesis of
these.” (1982, ¶ 64)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
orientation of cultures to the Gospel: 1 (U)
“The distinctive feature of the Catholic school is … to relate all human culture
eventually to the news of salvation, so that the light of faith will illumine the
knowledge which students gradually gain of the world, of life and of the human
race.” (1982, ¶ 38)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
synthesis of faith and culture: 1 (U)
“Religious education is… in the case of the Catholic religion, an extremely
important instrument for attaining the adequate synthesis of faith and culture…”
(1982, ¶ 56)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
The synthesis of faith and culture
Presentation of individual subjects by the teacher

3
2

_________________________________________________________
Total
5
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
synthesis of faith and culture: 3 (U)
“As students move up from one class into the next, it becomes increasingly
imperative that a Catholic school help them become aware that a relationship
exists between faith and human culture.” (1988, ¶ 51)
“A Catholic secondary school will give special attention to the challenges that
human culture posses for the faith.” (1988, ¶ 52)
“Students will be helped to attain that synthesis of faith and culture which is
necessary for faith to be mature.” (1988, ¶ 52)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school depends of the
method of presentation of individual subjects by teachers: 2 (U)
“Human culture remains human, and must be taught with scientific objectivity.”
(1988, ¶ 51)
“…the lessons of the teacher and the reception of those students who are believers
will not divorce faith from this culture.” (1988, ¶ 51)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities, Ex Corde Ecclesiae
11 units of texts (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Enhances dialogue between the Church and cultures
Discernment of the values in a culture or cultures
Sensitivity to the cultures of the world
Recognition of the independence of the Gospel to cultures
Awareness that cultures are open to Revelation

3
4
1
1
2

__________________________________________________________
Total
11
___________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities, Ex Corde Ecclesiae
11 units of texts (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school entails that the
Catholic university creates an atmosphere for dialogue between the Church
and cultures: 3 (U)
“Through the encounter which it establishes between the unfathomable richness
of the salvific message of the Gospel and the variety of the fields of knowledge in
which that richness is incarnated by it, a Catholic University enables the Church
to institute an incomparably fertile dialogue with people of every culture.”
(1990a, ¶ 6)
“…a Catholic University, aware that human culture is open to Revelation and
transcendence… is also a primary and privileged place for a fruitful dialogue
between the Gospel and culture.” (1990a, ¶ 43)
[A Catholic University] will promote a continuous and profitable dialogue
between the Gospel and modern society.” (1990a, ¶ 45)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school will require the
discernment of the values in a culture or cultures: 4 (U)
“…a Catholic University assists the Church, enabling it to come to a better
knowledge of diverse cultures, discern their positive and negative aspect…”
(1990a, ¶ 44)
“A Catholic University will seek to discern and evaluate both the aspirations and
the contradiction of modern cultures, in order to make it more suited to the total
development of individuals and peoples. In particular, it is recommended that by
means of appropriate studies…the work of modern culture be studied deeply.”
(1990a, ¶ 45)
“Traditional cultures are to be defended in their identity, helping them to receive
modern values without sacrificing their own heritage, which is the wealth for the
whole of the human family.” (1990a, ¶ 45)
“Universities, situated within the ambience of these cultures, will seek to
harmonize local cultures with the positive contributions of modern culture.”
(1990a, ¶ 45)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic school will require that the
university be sensitive to the cultures of the world: 1 (U)
“A Catholic University must become more attentive to the cultures of the world of
today…” (1990a, ¶ 45)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school must recognize the
independence of the Gospel to all cultures: 1 (U)
“...the Gospel cannot be identified with any particular culture and transcends all
cultures…” (1990a, ¶ 44)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires an
awareness that culture is open to Revelation: 2 (U)
“…a Catholic University, aware that human culture is open to Revelation and
transcendence…” (1990a, ¶ 43)
“…it is also true that the kingdom which the Gospel proclaims is lived by men
and women who are profoundly linked to a culture, and the building up of the
kingdom cannot avoid borrowing the elements of human culture or cultures. A
faith that places itself on the margin of what is human, of what is therefore
culture, would be a faith unfaithful to the fullness of what the Word of God
manifests and reveals, a decapitated faith, worse still, a faith in the process of selfannihilation.” (1990a, ¶ 44)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Encyclical Letter on Mission of the Redeemer, Redemptoris Missio
1 unit of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic school
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Participation of the laity through research

1

_________________________________________________________
Total
1
_________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Encyclical Letter on Mission of the Redeemer, Redemptoris Missio
1 unit of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic school

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
participation of the laity through research: 1 (U)
“The contribution of the laity is indispensable in this area…. Some of them also
will be able to make contribution through research and study.” (1990b, ¶ 57)

269
CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Presence of the Church in the University and in University Culture
7 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves:
Enhancing dialogue between the Church and cultures
Consultations between Bishops and University communities
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
The synthesis between faith and culture
Setting up of a National Commission

3
1
1
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
7
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Presence of the Church in the University and in University Culture
7 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school entails that the
Catholic university enhances the dialogue between the Church and cultures:
3 (U)
“Within the university, the Church’s pastoral action in its rich complexity has in
the first place a subjective aspect: the evangelization of people. From this point of
view, the Church enters into dialogue with real people, men and women,
professors, students, staff, and, through them, with the cultural trends that
characterize this milieu.” (1994, ¶ 2.1)
“…the mission of the Catholic University is finally, a commitment to dialogue
between faith and culture, and the development of a culture rooted in faith. Even
in this regard, if there must be concern for the development of a culture in
harmony with faith wherever baptized persons are involved in the life of the
University, this still is more urgent in the context of the Catholic University,
called to become, in a special way, a significant interlocutor of the academic,
cultural and scientific world.” (1994, ¶ 2.2)
“It is for Catholic teachers and their associations, in particular, to promote
interdisciplinary initiatives, and cultural encounters, inside and outside the
University, combining critical method and confidence in reason, in order to bring
face to face, in the language of the different cultures, metaphysical and scientific
positions and the affirmations of faith.” (1994, ¶ 2.8)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires
consultations between Bishops and university communities: 1 (U)
“Consultations and meetings with many Bishops and university people have
shown the importance of cooperation between the different ecclesial bodies
concerned. The Congregation for Catholic Education, the Pontifical Council for
the Laity and the Pontifical Council for Culture express again their readiness to
facilitate exchanges, and to promote meetings at the level of Bishops’
Conferences, Catholic International Organizations and of Commissions for
Teaching, Education and Culture acting in this particular area.”
(1994, ¶Conclusion)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
participation of the university in the mission of the Church to evangelize
cultures: 1 (U)
“Service of the individuals involved in the University, and through them, service
of society, the presence of the Church in the university milieu enters into the
process of inculturation of the faith as a requirement of evangelization. On the
threshold of a new millennium, of which university culture will be a major
component, the duty of proclaiming the Gospel becomes more urgent. It calls for
faith communities able to transmit the Good News of Christ to all those who are
formed, who teach and who exercise their activity in the context of university
culture. The urgency of this apostolic commitment is great, for the University is
one of the most fruitful centers for the creation of culture.” (1994, ¶Conclusion)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires a synthesis
between faith and culture: 1 (U)
“At this level, Catholic intellectuals should give priority to promoting a renewed
and vital synthesis between faith and culture.” (1994, ¶ 2.1)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school will involve the
setting up of a National Commission on questions related to the university
and culture: 1 (U)
“The setting up of a National Commission for questions related to the University
and to Culture would help the local Churches to share their experiences and their
capabilities. It would be for the Commission to sponsor a programme of activities,
reflection and meetings on ‘Evangelization and Cultures’, intended for the
seminaries and the formation centers for religious and laity; one section would be
devoted explicitly to university culture.” (1994, ¶ 3.2)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia in Africa
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers
Training and research in specific cultures
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Liturgical celebrations and publications

1
2
1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
5
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia in Africa
5 units of text (U)
Pertaining to inculturation through the Catholic School
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers: 1 (U)
“Catholic cultural centers offer to the Church the possibility of presence and
action in the field of cultural change. They constitute in effect public forums
which allow the Church to make widely known, in creative dialogue, Christian
convictions about man, woman, family, work, economy, society, politics,
international life, the environment. Thus they are places of listening, respect and
tolerance.” (1995, ¶ 103)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves training
and research in specific cultures: 2 (U)
“[Inculturation] underlines the need for research in the field of African cultures in
all their complexities.” (1995, ¶ 62)
“[Inculturation requires that] suitable courses in African traditional religion
should be given in houses of formation for priests and religious.” (1995, ¶ 67)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school demands that the
school participates in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures: 1 (U)
“Catholic schools are at one and the same time places of evangelization
…inculturation and initiation to the dialogue of life among young people of
different religious backgrounds.” (1995, ¶ 102)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires Catholic
universities to participate in liturgical celebrations and publications:1 (U)
“The Catholic universities and higher Institutes in Africa have a prominent role to
play in the proclamation of the salvific Word of God. They are a sign of the
growth of the Church insofar as their research integrates the truths and
experiences of the faith and helps to internalize them. They serve the Church by
providing trained personnel, by studying important theological and social
questions for the benefit of the Church, by developing an African theology, by
promoting the work of inculturation especially in liturgical celebration, by
publishing books and publicizing Catholic truth by undertaking assignments given
by the Bishops and the contributions to a scientific study of cultures.”
(1995, ¶ 103)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The Catholic School on the Threshold of the Third Millennium
2 units of text
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves:
The synthesis between faith and culture
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures

1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
2
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
The Catholic School on the Threshold of the Third Millennium
2 units of text
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires a synthesis
between faith and culture: 1 (U)
“From the nature of the Catholic school also stems one of the most significant
elements of its educational project: the synthesis between culture and faith.
Indeed, knowledge set in the context of faith becomes wisdom and life vision.”
(1997a, ¶ 14)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
participation of the school in the mission of the Church to evangelize
cultures: 1 (U)
“The Catholic school participates in the evangelizing mission of the Church and is
the privileged environment in which Christian education is carried out.”
(1997a, ¶ 11)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
General Directory for Catechesis
9 units of text
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Presenting of individual subjects [religious instruction] by teachers
The Gospel affecting the mentality of students
Pastoral guidance in research
Promotion of human culture
Orientation of cultures to the Gospel
Mandate by the Bishops

4
1
1
1
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
9
___________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
General Directory for Catechesis
9 units of text
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
presentation of individual subjects [religious instruction] by teachers: 4 (U)
“What confers on religious instruction in schools its proper character is the fact
that it is called to penetrate a particular area of culture and to relate with other
areas of knowledge.” (1997b, ¶ 73)
“[Religious instruction in the Catholic school] makes present the Gospel in a
personal process of cultural, systematic and critical assimilation.” (1997b, ¶ 73)
“In the cultural universe which is assimilated by students and which is defined by
knowledge and values offered by scholastic disciplines, religious instruction in
schools sows the dynamic seed of the Gospel and seeks to keep in touch with the
other elements of the student’s knowledge and education…” (1997b, ¶ 73)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires that the
Gospel affect the mentality of students: 1 (U)
“[Through inculturation] the Gospel will impregnate the mentality of the students
in the field of their learning, and the harmonization of their culture will be
achieved in the light of faith.” (1997b, ¶ 73)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires pastoral
guidance in research and experimentation: 1 (U)
“…the importance of the matter, as well as, the indispensable phase of research
and experimentation requires initiatives guided by legitimate pastors.”
(1997b, ¶ 214)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic schools involves the
promotion of human culture: 1 (U)
“Catholic schools are no less zealous that other schools in the promotion of
culture…” (1997b, ¶ 259)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
orientation of culture to the Gospel: 1 (U)
“It is …the special function of the Catholic school to…orient the whole of human
culture to the message of salvation.” (1997b, ¶ 259)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires mandate
from the bishops of the diocese or regions: 1 (U)
“Given the plurality of socio-cultural and religious contexts in which the work of
Catholic school is carried on in different nations, it is opportune that the Bishops
and the Episcopal Conferences specify the kind of catechetical activity to be
implemented in Catholic schools.” (1997b, ¶ 260)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Towards a Pastoral Approach to Culture
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
The formation of the human person
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Focus on the family as a starting point
Creation of bond between teacher and student
Enhancing the encounter between the Gospel and cultures
Discernment of values in culture
Establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers

3
1
1
1
1
1
2

___________________________________________________________
Total
10
___________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Towards a Pastoral Approach to Culture
10 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic schools involves the
formation of the human person: 3 (U)
“Tomorrow’s world depends on today’s education, and education cannot be seen
merely as a transmission of knowledge. It forms people and prepares them for
their participation in social life by fostering their psychological, intellectual,
cultural, moral and spiritual maturity.” (1999, ¶ 15)
“Forming minds and consciences is one of the principal goals of a pastoral
approach to culture.” (1999, ¶ 29)
“Schools are by definition, places of cultural initiation and in certain countries, for
many centuries, places where a culture forged by Christianity is transmitted.”
(1999, ¶ 30)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires the
participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures: 1 (U)
“…the challenge of proclaiming the Gospel to children and young people, from
school to university, calls for an education program for evangelizing culture.”
(1999, ¶ 15)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school focuses on the
family as the starting point: 1 (U)
“Education can play an outstanding role in promoting the inculturation of the
Gospel. Education brings the child through adolescence to maturity. It begins
within the family, which is always the best context for education. Any pastoral
approach to culture and any deep evangelization relies heavily on education, and
has the family as its starting point…” (1999, ¶ 27)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school should enhance the
bond between teacher and student: 1 (U)
“Education in the family, at school or at university, creates a profound
relationship between the educator and the one being educated, but also makes
them both sharers in truth and love, that final goal to which everyone is called by
God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.” (1999, ¶ 15)
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The process of inculturation through the Catholic schools enhancing the
encounter between the Gospel and cultures: 1 (U)
“In the broader picture of a pastoral approach to culture and with a view to
providing students with the specific formation which they have a right to expect,
Catholic universities, colleges and research centers should take care to ensure a
fruitful encounter between the Gospel and the different cultural expressions.
These institutions can contribute in an original and irreplaceable way to a genuine
formation in cultural values, which is an ideal basis for the symbiosis between
faith and intellectual life. In this respect, it is recommended that special attention
be given to the teaching of philosophy, history and literature as they are essential
elements for the encounter between the faith and the different cultures.”
(1999, ¶ 29)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves
discernment of values in culture: 1 (U)
“The presence of the Church in the university and in university culture together
with those practical initiatives which make this presence effective, demand
rigorous discernment and unstinting efforts to promote a new Christian culture,
one which is enriched by the best achievements in every field of university
activity.” (1999, ¶ 29)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires the
establishment of Catholic Cultural Centers: 2 (U)
“Wherever it has been possible to create them, Catholic cultural centers are an
enormous pastoral help in the sphere of culture. Very much part of their culture,
they can tackle urgent and complex problems encountered in evangelizing culture
and inculturating faith. They start with points of contact which come from a
largely open debate with all those who create, work in and promote culture, in
accordance with the spirit of the Apostle.” (1999, ¶ 32)
“The very concept of a Catholic cultural center brings together the variety and the
richness of the different situations in a country: there are institutions linked with
an ecclesiastical body (parish, diocese, Bishop’s Conference, Religious Order,
etc.) as well as initiatives which are private, but still in communion with the
Church.” (1999, ¶ 32)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Consecrated Persons and their Mission in Schools
7 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
The formation of the human person
Witness of life [Religious Persons]
Enhancing dialogue with Culture
Critique of human cultures
Recognition of the limits of human cultures

1
1
3
1
1

__________________________________________________________
Total
7
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
Consecrated Persons and their Mission in Schools
7 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves the
formation of the human person: 1 (U)
“In today’s complex society, schools are called to provide young generations with
the elements for developing an intercultural vision.” (2002, ¶ 65)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires the witness
of life of religious persons: 1 (U)
“Consecrated persons involved in education…are an expression of multi-cultural
and international communities, called to witness to the sense of communion
among peoples, races, and cultures…where mutual knowledge, respect, esteem
and enrichment are being experienced. For this reason, they can easily consider
cultural differences as a richness, and propose accessible paths of encounter and
dialogue.” (2002, ¶ 65)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves dialogue
with cultures: 3 (U)
“The itinerary to be followed in educational communities involves passing from
tolerance of multicultural situations to welcome and a search for reasons for
mutual understanding, to intercultural dialogue, which leads to acknowledging the
values and limits of every culture.” (2002, ¶ 65)
“From a Christian viewpoint, intercultural education is essentially based on the
relational model that is open to reciprocity. In the same way as happens with
people, cultures also develop through the typical dynamisms of dialogue and
communion.” (2002, ¶ 66)
“The intercultural perspective involves a change of paradigm at the pedagogical
level. From the integration of differences, one passes to a search for their
coexistence.” (2002, ¶ 67)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires a critique
of culture: 1 (U)
“Schools must question themselves about the fundamental ethical trends that
characterize the cultural experiences of a particular community. Cultures, like the
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people who give rise to them, are marked by the mystery of evil at work in human
history, and they too are in need of purification and salvation. The authenticity of
each human culture, the soundness of its underlying ethos, and hence the validity
of its moral bearings, can be measured to an extent by its commitment to the
human cause and by its capacity to promote human dignity at every level and in
every circumstance.” (2002, ¶ 68)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school entails the
recognition of the limits of human culture: 1 (U)
“Education is also called to transmit to students an awareness of their cultural
roots and respect for other cultures. When this is achieved with solid ethical
reference points, education leads to the realization of the inherent limits in one’s
own culture and in that of others. At the same time, however, it emphasizes a
common inheritance of values to the entire human race.” (2002, ¶ 79)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School
U
The process of inculturation through the Catholic School involves:
Participation in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures
Sensitize to cultural trends

1
1

_________________________________________________________
Total
2
__________________________________________________________
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CONTENT ANALYSIS
The Catholic Church Policy on Education in Nigeria
2 units of text (U)
Pertaining to the process of inculturation through the Catholic School

The process of inculturation through the Catholic school involves school
participating in the mission of the Church to evangelize cultures: 1 (U)
“The Catholic Church’s policy on education in Nigeria is… integral to its overall
pastoral plan of evangelization.” (2005,¶ Introduction)
The process of inculturation through the Catholic school requires sensitive to
cultural trends: 1 (U)
“The school curriculum needs to be relevant, diverse and flexible within a single
educational system. It should be sensitive to cultural, racial and religious plurality
and later for the development of the diversity of human talents…” (2005, ¶ 2.2.1)

